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lega's bedanken Als medepromovendi waren daar Corina Dam, Maarten 
Voncken, Manus Rudzinski, Andrzei Grzegorczyk, Lukasz Macht, Ton van 
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Chapter^ 
Introduction 
Abstract 
in this chapter the basic concepts of lll-V compound semiconductor materi-
als and their application in solar cells are introduced. Additionally, the tan-
dem cell concepts and the possibility of cost reduction of lll-V solar cells 
using the epitaxial lift-off process are outlined. 
Chapter 1 
1.1 III-V semiconductor materials 
Semiconductors play a continuously increasing role in the everyday life of 
most people, due to their widespread applications, such as in computers and 
mobile phones. For these and many other applications, a large variety of semi­
conductor materials can be used of which crystalline silicon (Si) is one of the 
best known. Although Si enjoys a great popularity, as it is a relatively cheap 
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Figure 1.1 Highlighted part of the periodic table showing elements which are 
important for the studies described in this thesis and the number of the electrons in the 
outer orbital for the various column materials. 
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semiconductor material, it is not the best material available [1]. In most cases, 
higher quality devices can be achieved by the more expensive compound semi-
conductor materials, which consist of two or more elements. III-V compound 
semiconductors are formed by a one-to-one combination of elements from the 
third (mostly aluminum, gallium and indium) and fifth (mostly nitrogen, phos-
phorus, arsenic and antimony) column of the periodic table (see figure 1.1). In 
order to obtain high performance devices, the III-V compound semiconductor 
structures should be monocrystalline. Each group III atom forms bonds with 4 
neighboring group V atoms and vice versa. So, in a way, they are arranged in 
an alternating order in their crystal structure. In this thesis, the AlxGa|.xAs and 
the (AlxGai.x)ü.5lno.5P (or AlxGal.xInP2) material systems with 0 <. χ < 1, are 
used. Both these material systems have the zinc-blende structure, schematically 
drawn in figure 1.2 [2]. 
Compound semiconductors have the great advantage that their physical and 
chemical properties can be influenced by changing the composition of the ma­
terial under the condition that the ratio between the third and fifth column ele­
ments is kept one-to-one and that the lattice of the material 'matches' to that of 
the applied substrate. This gives the freedom for 'band-gap engineering' (see 
Figure 1.2 Unit cell of the zinc blende crystal structure, showing the 
arragement of the gallium and arsenic atoms in GaAs crystals. 
5 
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Figure 1.3 Diagram showing the lattice constant and band gap energy of the classical 
III-V materials. Binary compounds are connected by lines representing ternary 
compounds. Quarternary compounds like AlxGai ,ΙηΡτ are possible as well. Filled 
symbols and solid lines indicate direct bandgap materials, open symbols and dashed 
lines indicate indirect bandgap materials. 
figure 1.3), thereby creating opto-electronic devices suitable for operation at 
specific wavelength ranges. The band gaps of the Al
x
Ga|.
x
As and the 
Al
x
Gai_
x
lnP2 material systems described in this thesis range between 1.42 eV 
and 2.15 eV. 
1.2 Doping of semiconductors 
At room temperature, the intrinsic conductivity of semiconductors is insuffi­
cient for devices like light emitting diodes and solar cells [3]. By adding for­
eign elements to the material during their production, the conductivity of semi­
conductors can be increased several orders of magnitude. Typically, the num­
ber of valence electrons in these so-called doping elements is one higher or 
lower than the atoms they replace in the lattice. For instance, the incorporation 
of a column Ha element, like Zn (see figure 1.1), on a III position is one elec­
tron short to maintain a fourfold covalent bonding in the lattice. Therefore, 
such an element is known as an electron acceptor, resulting a mobile charge 
carrier (hole) in the valence band (p-type doping). On the other hand, a Si atom 
incorporated on a III position has a surplus electron, which is placed in the con­
duction band. Therefore, such an element acts as an electron donor (η-type dop­
ing). 
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Doping of a semiconductor influences the position of the Fermi level (i.e. 
the energy level for which the Fermi-Dirac distnbution function has a value of 
0.5). In case of an undoped semiconductor, this level is in the middle of the gap 
between the valence and the conduction band (EF= (E V + EJ/2) [4]. For a p-
type doped material, the Fermi level moves towards the valence band, (see fig­
ure 1.4a). Similarly, in η-type semiconductors Ep shifts to a higher energy level 
for η-type doped materials. Extremely high doping levels can result in a shift of 
the Fermi level beyond the band gap into the valence or conduction band. In 
this situation the semiconductor is referred to as degenerate [4], [5]. Degenerate 
semiconductors can be used to create an ohmic interconnection between two 
solar cells as described in section 1.6. 
13 Solar cell operating principle 
The basic building block of a solar cell is a pn-junction, which consists of a 
p-type doped and an η-type doped semiconductor material in contact with each 
other (see figure 1 4b) As a result of the initially large difference in charge car­
rier concentrations at the pn-interface, electrons from the η-type material and 
holes from the p-type material diffuse to the opposite side of the junction [6]. 
As a consequence of this charge redistribution, a potential difference is built-up 
over the junction in such a way that the resulting electric field counteracts the 
further diffusion of the carriers. As the Fermi level is constant over the entire 
semiconductor, the energy levels Ev and Ec are shifted at the interface of the 
pn-junction as indicated in figure 1.4b. The features of a p-η junction translate 
into the electrical characteristics of a diode. The current density (J) of the diode 
as a function of an externally applied potential ( V) (see figure 1.5a) is given by 
J = J0(e«v,"kT-l) , (1.1) 
in which Jo is the current density at large negative bias (also referred to as the 
saturation current density), q is the electron charge, η is the diode ideality fac­
tor, k is the Boltzmann's constant, and Τ is the absolute temperature. Jo is re­
lated to the band gap EG of the material used [7]: 
in which A = 1 .SxlO5 A/cm2. The J-V curve of a diode is shown in figure 1.5b. 
If the diode is illuminated, electron-hole pairs are created by the absorption of 
light in the semiconductor material, thereby introducing additional mobile car­
riers. Close to the pn-junction, the thus excited electrons are accelerated in the 
7 
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internal field towards the η-side of the diode. Similarly, the holes are acceler­
ated to the p-side of the diode. This mechanism results in an additional light-
induced current JL opposite to J. As a result, the diode J-V characteristic is 
shifted downward by JL if the diode is illuminated (see figure 1.5b). The cur­
rent density of the illuminated diode (solar cell) as a function of an external po­
tential is given by [7]: 
p-type n-type p-type n-type 
9 9 9 
<l( ) o 
Figure 1.4 Schematic drawings of (a) p-type and n-type 
semiconductors. Ef. is the Fermi level, Ε
Γ
 and Ev are conduction 
band and valence band energy levels, respectively. EG is the band 
gap of the semiconductor material, (b) p- and n-type 
semiconductors in contact with eachother (non-illuminated diode), 
(c) An illuminated diode, showing the working principle of a solar 
cell. Ei, is the energy of a high energy photon, EL = Eh - EG is the 
energy loss andWo is the potential difference over the pn-junction. 
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J=J0(e"vl^-\)-JL. (1.3) 
At a bias of 0 V, the current density is equal to //., also referred to as the short 
circuit current Jsc- The light J-V curve presented in figure 1.5b shows the cur­
rent density as function of the applied voltage. From this curve, the power out­
put is calculated by the product of the voltage and its corresponding current 
density. This product reaches a maximum (maximum power point, MPP) at a 
certain voltage VMp and JMP-
'w 
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c i -k-
3 Ü 
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' " " ^ o ^ 
' 
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Figure 1.5 (a) Schematic representation of a diode in a circuit with 
externally applied voltage V. (b) Typical J-V curves of a non-
illuminated diode (dark J-V curve) and an illuminated diode (light J-
V curve), indicating the important solar cell parameters Jo, Ji, VQC 
Jsc. VMP, JMP (see text). 
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1.4 Single junction solar cells 
A solar cell is a diode with a large surface area. Because the highest conver-
sion efficiency of light into electricity is obtained if the light is absorbed close 
to the pn-junction, this junction lies parallel to the surface. A detailed structure 
of a single junction GaAs solar cell is drawn in figure 1.6. To enhance the effi-
ciency of the cell, the pn-diode, which consists of a base-layer with a relatively 
thin emitter-layer on top, is sandwiched in between layers that prevent loss of 
the charge carriers by surface recombination. These layers are referred to as the 
window layer and the back surface field (BSF) layer (see figure 1.6). More-
over, the top of the cell is covered with an antireflection coating to reduce the 
reflection of light at the surface of the cell. 
The sun's surface (photosphere) radiates an essentially continuous spectrum 
of electromagnetic radiation closely approximating that of black body at 
6000 K. At the mean Earth-Sun distance, the radiation intensity is referred to as 
air mass zero (AMO), which has a power of 1.3 kW/m2. The spectral distribu-
tion of AMO radiation differs from that of an ideal black body due to effects as 
differing transmissivity of the sun's atmosphere at different wavelengths (see 
figure 1.7a) [7]. The Earth's atmosphere absorbs and scatters part of the sun's 
radiation, resulting in a lower light intensity at the planet's surface. This inten-
sity varies with the length of the path that the sun takes though the atmosphere. 
For perpendicular radiation the path-length is the shortest and is referred to as 
,- Anti reflection coating 
Front contacts 
N4 >âi / - ^ ^ ^ 
n-AllnPg:Si window 30 nm 
7Ì 
n-GaAs:Si emitter 70 nm 
p-GaAs:Zn base 3500 η m 
p-AI04Ga06lnP2:Zn BSF 50 nm 
p-GaAs:Zn buffer 300 nm 
-pn-junction 
Back contacts 
Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of a fully processed single junction 
GaAs cell. 
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AMI. For North America and Europe, the sun's radiation travels a longer dis-
tance through the atmosphere. In order to allow meaningful comparison be-
tween the performances of different solar cells tested at different locations a 
standard was defined, which is currently referred to as AMI .5, and represents a 
500 1000 1500 
Wavelength (nm) 
2000 2500 
£ 1 . 5 -
JbL ^ ^ Solar ; 
i ' l nfiii /inGi 
spectrum 
nGaP2 cell 
] P ^ /GaAs cell 
Si cell 
Ge cell 
Â 
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 1.7(a) The black body radiation at 6000 Κ and the solar spectrum 
in space and on earth, (b) Schematic drawing, showing the parts of the 
spectrum (AM 1.5) convertible by single junction InGaP2. GaAs, Si and 
Ge cells. 
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power density content of 1 0 kW/m2 [7] 
The energy of the photons {Eph) is related to the wavelength of light (λ) by 
the formula λ= hclEpi„ in which h is Planck's constant and c is the speed of 
light In solar cells, photon-induced electron-hole pairs can only be created by 
photons that have energies equal to or higher than the band gap of the semicon­
ductor material Photons having a lower energy will not be absorbed and do not 
contribute to the current output of the solar cell This induces an important re­
striction to the efficiency of the solar cell 
Upon absorption of a photon with an energy (Eh) higher than the band gap 
of the solar cell material (EG), the excited electron reaches an energy level (E,), 
which lies above E,. (see figure 1 4c) Subsequently, due to scattering by pho-
nons the electron will drop to the level E
c
, thereby losing part of its energy (EJ 
as heat to the cell structure As a consequence, the surplus energy of the pho­
tons with energies higher than the width of the band gap is lost In addition, the 
diffusion induced internal potential q\|/o of the solar cell is lower than the band 
gap (EG), which gives a potential loss The open circuit voltage (Vor) Ü» a func-
tion of both the illumination intensity and the material specific Jo as expressed 
by 
nkT 
Voc= In V'o 
(14) 
The approximately one to one relation between the band gap of the material 
and Voc is found by combining formulas 1 2 and 1 4 The solar cell efficiency 
η is expressed by the fill factor {FF) 
V J V J FF 
" \AD ** HAD r r\r *J ç/- l l 
η = 
MP·1 MP _ 'oc·'sc' '
 7 (15) 
in which P,,, is the total power in the light incident on the cell and FF is the fill 
factor The FF includes losses by shunt and series resistances Due to the dif­
ferent loss mechanisms described above, only part of the incident solar power 
is converted into electricity The maximum electrical power that can be re­
trieved from the 1000 W/m2 AM 1 5 spectrum is directly related to the band gap 
of the material applied for the solar cell In figure 1 7b the shaded areas indi­
cate the maximum part of the spectrum that can be converted using single junc­
tion InGaPi, GaAs, silicon and germanium (Ge) cells Both Voc and FF in­
crease with the band gap of the material [7] On the other hand, J^c decreases 
with the band gap, because fewer photons in the spectrum have sufficient en-
12 
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ergy to excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. Assum-
ing that each photon with sufficient energy is absorbed and induces one elec-
tron-hole pair and that all the free carriers are collected at the outer contacts of 
the cell before they can recombine with each other, it can be calculated that 
there is a maximum efficiency of about 32% at a band gap of approximately 
1.4 eV. Having a nearly ideal band gap of 1.42 eV [7], a GaAs cell with an effi-
ciency of 25.1 % has been demonstrated [8]. This is the highest efficiency re-
ported for a single junction solar cell under 1000 W/m2 AMI.5 illumination. 
The 4% efficiency difference compared to the theoretical efficiency limit is re-
lated to grid shadow and reflection losses of the incident light as well as recom-
bination losses in the actual cell structure 
1.5 Tandem solar cells 
The efficiency of a solar cell module can be enhanced to values above the 
single junction solar cell limit of 32% by using a stack of multiple pn-junctions, 
each with a different band gap material. The high energy photons are absorbed 
by the wide band gap material, reducing the energy loss EL described above, 
while the photons with a lower energy are captured by the narrow band gap 
material as illustrated in figure 1.8. As a result, a tandem cell with two pn-junc-
tions can theoretically transform about 40% of the total energy available [9], 
[10]. As III-V materials cover a wide variety of band gaps and can be deposited 
with nearly ideal material characteristics [11], these are the materials of choice 
for the production of tandem cells [ 12], [ 13]. 
Tandem cells can be produced by mechanical stacking of two different solar 
cells [14], [15], [16] or by the use of a monocrystalline tandem cell structure 
[17], [18]. Mechanical stacking has the advantage that a large variety of materi-
als can be combined, since the lattice constants of the top cell and the bottom 
cell do not need to be the same. For example, GaAs and InGaP2 cells can be 
mounted on top of Si cells or on top of InGaAsP cells [19]. This is an interest-
ing technique for reaching ultra high efficiencies (> 40%) and gives a large 
freedom in the use of different materials and cell configurations. However, the 
production is costly and complex, as two solar cells are produced separately 
and have to be assembled, preferably with a minimum of shadow and reflection 
losses. A more cost-effective method is to use monocrystalline tandem cell 
structures as described in the next section. 
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Figure 1.8 Representation of a mechanically stacked tandem cell. The 
top cell with a wide band gap material absorbs the high energy photons, 
while the bottom cell with a smaller band gap material harvests the low 
energy photons. 
1.6 Monolithic tandem cells 
Using the metalorganic chemical vapor deposition technique (see section 
2.2 of this thesis), monolithic III-V tandem cell structures can be produced in a 
single deposition run [20]. A restriction of monolithic tandem cells is the fact 
that all IIl-V materials in the structure should have the same lattice constant 
[21]. For growth on GaAs substrates a dual junction InGaP^/GaAs tandem cell 
is the best candidate [22], [23]. In a monolithic tandem cell configuration, the 
individual cells are connected in series [24]. Consequently, the subcell which 
has the lowest current density determines the maximum current produced by 
the tandem cell, while the voltage of the tandem cell is given by the sum of 
both cell voltages [25]. Compared to a single junction GaAs cell, the gain in 
power output of the tandem cell follows from the fact that part of the photons is 
converted to carriers at the higher potential of the InGaPi cell [26], [27]. 
A key issue in the manufacturing of a monolithic tandem solar cell is the 
optical and electrical interconnection of both cells [19]. For this purpose, tunnel 
junctions (TJ) are used as interdevice ohmic contacts [28]. A TJ diode consists 
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of a thin, heavily doped pn-junction. The doping levels must result in a degen­
erate semiconductor, so that electrons from the conduction band of the n-type 
material can tunnel into the valence band of the p-type material [4] as shown in 
figure 1.9a. The minimum required charge carrier concentration to obtain de­
generacy for GaAs, InGaPi and AlojsGao.esAs is given in table 1.1 
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Figure ! .9(a) Band diagram of a tunnel junction operated under a 
reverse bias (1), a small forward bias, which induces tunneling (2) and a 
large forward bias (3), by which the tunnel diode operates as a normal 
diode. Adapted from Sze |4] (b) J-V characteristic of a tunnel junction. 
The numbers refer to the bias voltages applied to reach the states shown 
in (a). 
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Table 1 1 Minimum required electron concentration (n) and hole concentration (p) to 
obtain degeneracy in the semiconductors GaAs, InGaP: and Alo^GaoosAs 
GaAs 
InGaPg 
AloasGaoesAs 
η (cm J ) 
2x10 1 / 
6x10 1 7 
5x10 1 7 
Ρ (cm 3 ) 
6x101 l ) 
6x10 1 8 
9x10 1 8 
The J-V characteristics of a tunnel junction are shown in figure 1 9b To 
serve as an interdevice ohmic contact, the TJ must be operated at forward bias 
in the (linear) tunneling J-V region below Vp Furthermore, the peak tunneling 
current density (Jp) should be larger than the maximum current density gener­
ated by the tandem cell In order to accomplish this, the doping profile must be 
sharp and the doping levels must be high [29] This produces an extremely nar­
row depletion region, forming a high tunneling probability, able to handle large 
current densities Within the tunneling region, the TJ behaves as a series resis­
tance RTj=Vp/Jp Both resistivity and optical losses in the TJ must be minimized 
by the right choice of materials, doping levels and thickness of the layers 
Figure 1 10 shows a schematic cross section of an InGaP2/GaAs tandem cell 
with a tunnel junction (a) and the corresponding band structure (b) In the band 
structure it is shown that at the TJ, recombination of the holes from the top cell 
and (tunneled) electrons from the bottom cell take places, so no reverse poten­
tial barrier is built up in this area In the past, the vast majonty of InGaP2/GaAs 
tandem cells have either GaAs [30] or InGaP2 131] tunnel junctions GaAs 
junctions are electrically superior, because they can be highly doped In this 
way they can conduct current densities above 7 A/cm2, so that the tandem cell 
can operate under concentrated light Using GaAs TJs, the best tandem cells 
were found to reach a peak efficiency of 30 2% under a illumination density of 
115-260 times the AMI 5G spectrum, also referred to as 115 - 260 suns [28] 
However, under all concentrations the cell suffers from optical losses due to 
absorption of light in the GaAs tunnel junction before it reaches the GaAs 
bottom cell Wide band gap tunnel junctions with an energy gap equal or larger 
than InGaP2 (EG 1 9 eV) are optically superior, because the only light they can 
absorb (λ < 660 nm) is already converted into electricity by the InGaP2 top cell 
Using an InGaP2/GaAs tandem cell with a wide band gap InGaP2 tunnel 
junction, the research group of Takamoto in Japan obtained a peak efficiency 
of 31 2% under a concentration 
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AllnP2:Si window 30 nm 
InGaPpiSi emitter 100 nm 
InGaPpiZn base layer 650 nm 
AI04Ga06lnP2:Zn BSF 50 nm 
ALGa..xAs:C I J + + 15 nm 
GaAs:SilJ 15 nm 
AlInPpiSi window 30 nm 
GaAs:Si emitter 70 nm 
GaAs:Zn base layer 3500 nm 
AI04Ga06lnP2:Zn BSF 50 nm 
GaAs:Zn under layer 300 nm 
GaAs:Zn substrate 350 um 
Top cell 
. Tunnel-
junction 
. Bottom cell 
InGaPp top cell TJ GaAs bottom cell 
ρ p+ + n + + l η 0 
Figure 1.10 (a) Schematic representation of a monolithic InGaPVCaAs 
tandem cell on a GaAs substrate and (b) corresponding energy diagram 
showing the flow of the electrons and holes. 
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of 5-6 suns [29] So far, however, the doping levels obtained in InGaP2 are too 
low (< 1019 cm 3) to conduct the current densities induced by higher concentra­
tion ratios Therefore, a further increase in illumination power on this tandem 
cell resulted in a sharp decrease in efficiency to 20% by operation under 9 suns, 
due to a high series resistance in the tunnel junction 
Numerical analyses indicate that, since wide band gap TJs are optically su­
perior over GaAs TJs, dual junction cells equipped with wide band gap TJs 
have the potential to reach more than 35% efficiency at 500 suns when fully 
optimized [29] In order to accommodate the tunnel current densities in a tan­
dem cell under high concentration ratios the doping levels should be as high as 
possible and the doping profile of the TJ should be extremely sharp A further 
requirement is that the sharp doping profile is maintained during the growth of 
the top cell, ι e it should be stable at 650oC for at least half an hour For this 
reason, the preferred p-type doping element is carbon, instead of the widely 
used zinc, as the latter has a much higher diffusion coefficient [32] In the stud­
ies described in this thesis, the wide band gap material Al
x
Gai
 x
As is investi­
gated as an alternative to InGaP2, as it can be doped with carbon to achieve 
hole concentrations at least ten times higher than can be obtained with Zn-
doping of InGaPs [33] 
1.7 Cost reduction of III-V solar cells 
A requirement for large scale terrestrial application of photovoltaic energy 
conversion is a sufficiently low cost to compete with other energy sources 
High efficiency III-V cells are known to be expensive, as a result of the re­
quired high quality of the material However, the GaAs substrate on which the 
active layers are deposited, accounts for roughly 85% of the material costs, 
while it is not an active part of the solar cell [34] Therefore, it is attractive to 
re-use the substrate for enhanced cost-effectiveness This can be achieved by 
applying an epitaxial lift-off process to separate the active (thin-film) cell struc­
ture from its native GaAs substrate and transfer it to a cheap foreign carrier, 
like glass or plastic (see section 2 3) Moreover, thin-film cells removed from 
their substrate can be provided with a mirror coating at the backside and, there­
fore, the cells can be twice as thin, while still absorbing the same amount of 
light [35] This results in a further reduction of the cost [34] Apart from a 
higher cost effectiveness, these thin-film solar cells have a lower weight and a 
higher radiation hardness compared to cells on their native substrate [35], 
which makes them interesting for space applications [36] Moreover, thin-film 
devices can be cooled more efficiently, by contacting the active layers directly 
to a heat sink, which is an important advantage in concentrator modules Con-
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centrating the light is another way of improving the cost effectiveness and the 
efficiency of III-V solar cells [37] Since the light can be focused up to 2000 
times by a relatively cheap system of lenses or mirrors, the amount of expen-
sive solar cell semiconductor material required to obtain a certain power output 
is enormously reduced As a consequence of an increased VQC at higher current 
densities, the cells also become more efficient under increased illumination 
power, reaching efficiencies that approach the 40% mark [38] 
1.8 Scope of this thesis 
The research described in this thesis concerns the development of III-V so-
lar cells and related materials studies The experimental setup and procedures 
used in this study are described in chapter 2 During the development of thm-
film tandem cells at the department of Applied Materials Science (AMS), two 
bottlenecks had to be overcome and fundamental material research related to 
these issues are described in part I of this thesis The first bottleneck was the 
production of tunnel-junctions for the InGaP2/GaAs monolithic tandem cell 
Especially, the achievement of high p-type doping levels of wide band gap ma-
terials was considered to be a challenge Therefore, detailed parameter studies 
of intrinsic carbon doping of AlxGai xAs were commenced These studies are 
described in the chapters 3 to 5 and also discuss the dependence of the alumi-
num incorporation efficiency on the growth parameters The second bottleneck 
was the anomalous etching behavior encountered during pattern etching of 
thin-film InGaP2 structures This process is an important step in the production 
of the thin-film solar cell to reach the back contact metallization and prevent 
short circuits at the rims of the pn-junction A detailed material study with re-
spect to this issue is presented in chapter 6 
Part II of this thesis involves the development of actual solar cells Thin-
film cells are produced with the epitaxial lift-off process (see par 2 3) and 
chapter 7 descnbes how the application of this process has resulted in different 
new types of GaAs cells, reaching a world record efficiency of 24 5% for thin-
film single junction cells, which is close to the overall record for a single junc-
tion cell (25 1%) [35] The next step in this research is the study of tandem 
cells This involves the development of a wide band gap thin-film AlxGai xInP2 
(x < 1) cell to be placed on top of a GaAs or silicon cell Chapter 8 describes 
the results obtained with mechanically stacked tandem cells produced at AMS 
These expenmental results are compared with theoretical values as obtained 
using a model based on the complex matrix method Preliminary results ob-
tained with monolithic tandem cells are presented in chapter 9 Finally, conclu-
sions and outlook are presented in chapter 10 
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Experimental techniques 
Abstract 
In this chapter the experimental techniques that were used to obtain the 
results presented in this thesis are described. First, the production of mate-
rials and solar cell devices is highlighted. Subsequently, the various meas-
urement techniques are introduced, including the required specific sample 
preparation. 
Chapter 2 
2.1 Cleaning of substrates 
Epitaxial deposition of III/V compound layers takes place on an underlayer, 
known as the substrate, which acts as a matrix for the growth of the monocrys-
talline material. In this work, the layers are deposited on 2-inch diameter (100) 
GaAs wafers 2° misoriented towards [110], which are cleaned prior to insertion 
in the reactor. For this purpose, the wafers are rinsed in propano! and in water, 
using an ultrasonic bath. Subsequently, the oxidized top layer of the wafers is 
removed by etching in an ammonia/peroxide/water solution (1:2:10) for one 
minute. Thereafter, the wafers are rinsed in water and dried in a centrifuge. Fi­
nally, they are transferred to the reactor as quickly as possible in order to mini­
mize the exposure to air. 
2.2 Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition 
In metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), metal-organic com­
pounds and hydrides in a carrier gas are led over a substrate at temperatures 
above 500oC, often at a reduced pressure. At high temperatures the metal-
organics and hydrides decompose. During this process the group III and the 
group V elements are incorporated in the growing (001) surface, in which 
group III elements have four bonds to group V elements and vice versa. This 
results in a monocrystalline semiconductor material deposited on a substrate. 
This deposition (also referred to as crystal growth) is performed in a MOCVD 
reactor, which is schematically represented in figure 2.1. Generally, a reactor 
consists of a gas handling system, the actual low-pressure reactor cell and a 
scrubber to clean the waste gases [1]. The gas handling system takes care of the 
transport and dosimetry of the metal-organics, the hydrides and the carrier gas. 
The manifold allows fast switching of the different gas flows towards either the 
reactor or the vent line. Trimethyl-gallium (TMGa), trimethyl-indium (TMIn) 
and trimethyl-aluminum (TMA1) were used as group III sources, whereas 
phosphine (PH3) and arsine (AsH^) were employed as group V precursors. Di­
ethyl zinc and disilane were used as p- and η-type doping precursors, respec­
tively. In reality, only a part of the precursor gases are consumed. As a conse­
quence, the gas mixture leaving the reactor contains both precursor materials 
and gaseous reaction products, which are removed by absorption on active car­
bon in a scrubber system to ensure a minimal environmental impact. The over­
all reaction for the growth of GaAs is: 
Ga(CH3)3 (g)+ AsHj (g) - GaAs (s)+ 3 CH4 (g) 
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N2 H2 
AsH PHg Si2H6 
susceptor 
exhaust 
TMAI TMIn TMGa DEZn 
Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the low pressure reactor, including the gas 
handling system, the reactor cell and further equipment, necessary for MOCVD. 
Blocks labeled with an F represent a mass flow controller, while blocks labeled 
with a Ρ represent a pressure controller. 
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Table 2.1 Overview of factors, important for the deposition of materials with 
MOCVD as adapted from Stringfellow [2]. 
/ Thermodynamics 
Driving force for epitaxy 
Stoichiometry and dopant concentration 
Solid composition of alloys 
Surface reconstruction 
// Mass and heat transport 
Hydrodynamics 
Temperature profile near the heated substrate 
Mass transport processes and rates - diffusion and convection 
Nutrients to interface - products away from interface 
Wall effects 
/// Physical surface processes 
Surface reconstruction 
Step size and spacing 
Kink formation 
Surface diffusion 
2 dimensional nucleation 
3 dimensional nucleation - surface roughening 
IV Chemical reactions 
Homogeneous in the gas phase 
Adduci formation 
Pyrolysis of precursors 
Complex radical reactions 
Heterogeneous at the substrate surface 
Surface reconstruction 
Density and nature of steps and kinks 
Reactions of precursors and intermediates at surface 
Desorption of reaction products 
V Sub-surface processes 
Diffusion in the bulk 
Diffusion in few layers near the surface 
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In which (g) and (s) refer to gas phase and solid state materials, respectively. 
Although this reaction looks rather simple, many factors influence the growth 
and thus the quality of the resulting material. In table 2.1 an overview of the 
important issues with respect to the deposition process is given. It illustrates 
that MOCVD is a complex mixture of chemical and physical processes. This 
means that it is difficult to predict how the adjustment of a growth parameter, 
for example the temperature, will affect the overall process and the properties 
of the resulting structure. In this thesis a limited number of issues, such as py-
rolysis of precursors and dopant concentration, will be discussed in detail. A 
comprehensive description of the MOCVD process can be found in reference 
[2]. 
2 3 Epitaxial Lift-Off 
In case the epitaxial lift-off (ELO) technique is to be applied, a 10 nm thick 
AlAs release layer is deposited before the actual III-V device structure (see fig­
ure 2.2) |3]. This sacrificial layer allows for the separation of the device struc­
ture from its substrate by selective wet etching using an aqueous HF solution 
[4], [5], [6]. Owing to the large selectivity of the HF solution of AlAs over 
GaAs (>106 times) [7], the original substrate is not affected and can be reused 
[8]. In the past, this etching process was referred to as peeled film technology 
and used only for small area devices with a thickness of 30 μπι, which were 
grown on top of a 5 μπι thick sacrificial Alo.vGaojAs layer [9]. Yablonovitch et 
al. 110] noted that if the film structures have a thickness in the range of a few 
micrometers, the tension induced by the wax support layer caused the III/V 
films to curl up slightly as they became undercut (6|. Moreover, the thickness 
of the sacrificial AlAs layer was reduced to a thickness between 2 and 100 nm. 
temporary carrier 
wax or taoe 
ELO film 
Ms lav 
GaAs substrate 
c>0 
temporary carrier 
AlAs layer substrate 
HF 
ELO film 
weight 
Figure 2.2 Sample layout for epitaxial lift-off, with a sacrificial AlAs layer, which is 
etched by HF during the ELO process. The right-hand side shows the set-up for 
weight induced epitaxial lift-off. 
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resulting in an etch rate of about 0.3 mm/h [11]. Using this method, a wide 
range of devices was produced [12], 113]. 
In order to be independent of the spontaneous curling of the thin film, a con­
trollable external force can be applied on the film via a flexible carrier (see fig­
ure 2.2), increasing the lateral etch rate to 30 mm/h [3]. This process, referred 
to as weight induced epitaxial lift-off (WI-ELO), was introduced by the Ap­
plied Materials Science group of the Radboud University [14], [5]. By applying 
this technique, high quality thin-film devices were produced, including GaAs 
solar cells with a world record efficiency of 24.5 % [15], [16], [17]. This shows 
that the WI-ELO process has no deteriorating effect on the epitaxial structures 
and that the material quality of resulting thin-film layers is similar to that of 
layers that remain on their substrate. 
2.4 Thin-film processing 
Currently, the process for the production of thin-film solar cells can be de­
scribed as follows. After growth of the structure, which, at this point, still is on 
its native GaAs substrate, a gold alloy front contact is evaporated on the top 
surface of the layer stack using an e-beam evaporation technique. An additional 
copper layer is electroplated to increase the contact layer thickness to about 3 
μιη. Subsequently, a plastic foil, which serves as a temporary carrier, is at­
tached on top of the sample with wax (see figure 2.2). Excessive wax at the 
edges of the sample is removed, using tri-chloro-ethylene. Next, the WI-ELO 
process is applied in order to separate the structure from its substrate. After this 
etching of the sacrificial AlAs layer, the back side of the solar cell is accessible 
and a gold-based back contact is evaporated. This can be a contact that com­
pletely covers the surface and also acts as a back reflector [16]. Alternatively, a 
finger pattern (grid) can be applied utilizing photolithography. In both cases 
copper electroplating is used to enhance the thickness of the back contact. In 
case of a grid contact, a (MgF2/)ZnS anti-reflection coating (ARC) can be 
evaporated on the backside. In this configuration the solar cell is suited for me­
chanical stacking (semi-transparent cell), or illumination from both sides 
(bifacial cell) [16]. 
Subsequently, the back side of the cell is attached to a foreign carrier, usu­
ally a glass plate. Then, the temporary carrier and the wax adhesive are re­
moved so that the front side of the cell is accessible for further processing. 
Photo-lithography is used to obtain the front contact pattern and to determine 
the active cell area with mesa-etching. The etch solutions employed for selec­
tive mesa etching are: ammonia/peroxide/water solution (1:2:10) for 
AlxGa^xAs layers (0 ^ χ s 1) and 37% HCl or a mixture of HBr/Br2 in water 
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(100:1:100) for phosphide-based materials. Finally, the GaAs cap layer is re-
moved, using the ammonia/peroxide/water solution, and a MgFa/ZnS ARC is 
evaporated on the surface of the cell. 
2.5 X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) can be used to determine the structure of crystal-
line materials, by varying the incident angle of the X-ray beam on the sample, 
while measuring the intensity of the diffracted rays. In this way a constructive 
interference is found, which gives information on the lattice constant of the 
measured sample [18]. The lattice constants of the III/V material layers studied 
in this thesis are dependent on the exact composition of these materials (see 
also figure 1.3). As the materials are deposited on GaAs substrates, the interfer-
ence signals of both the sample and the GaAs substrate are recorded, since the 
penetration depth of the X-rays is usually larger than the thickness of the sam-
ple material. GaAs has a lattice constant of 5.6533 Â and by using the GaAs 
interference signal as a reference, the lattice constant of the sample material, 
and thus its composition, can be determined. 
In addition, XRD can be used to determine the layer thickness, since an 
XRD scan of a thin crystalline layer deposited on top of a material with a 
slightly different lattice constant results in so-called Pendellösung fringes [19] 
106 
105 
= 104 
-S-
t 103 
c 
ω 
102 
101 
10° 
32 32.5 33 33.5 34 
Scan Angle 
Figure 2.3 Example of a XRD diagram measured at the Radboud 
University, showing the GaAs reference peak, the peak of the deposited 
material and corresponding Pendelösung fringes . 
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in the obtained diagram (see figure 2.3). From the period of these fringes the 
layer thickness can be calculated |20]. If the signal of a single layer is too 
weak, superstructures with a large number of alternating layers with two differ-
ent material compositions can be applied in order to get a useful result. 
Alternatively, the thickness of a thin layer can be determined using X-ray 
reflection, by measuring the reflection at low incident angles. Due to the reflec-
tions at the top surface and at the interface of the deposited material and the 
GaAs substrate, an interference signal is obtained, from which the thickness of 
the layer can be determined. Both these methods were employed at our labora-
tory for the determination of the layer thickness of carbon doped AlxGa].xAs 
layers using a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer. 
2.6 Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) is 
used to determine the concentration of elements in a solution. In this technique, 
a plasma is utilized to create the emission of photons. The plasma is formed by 
argon gas flowing through a radio frequency field, where it is kept in a state of 
partial ionization, i.e. the gas contains a certain density of electrically charged 
particles (see figure 2.4). This allows the plasma to reach very high tempera-
tures of approximately 10.000oC. At these high temperatures, most elements 
emit light of characteristic wavelengths (such as 176.387 nm for aluminum). 
The sample being analyzed, is introduced into the plasma as a liquid in the 
Figure 2.4 Schematic representation and a photograph of the most 
important components of the Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic 
Emission Spectroscopy setup. 
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form of fine droplets and the intensity of the light emitted from the sample is 
measured The concentration of a certain element in the solution can be ob­
tained by comparing the characteristic emission intensity of the sample with 
that of a reference solution, which contains a known concentration of the ele­
ment 
For the work described in this thesis, a Spectroflame M ICP-AES instru­
ment is used to determine the aluminum fractions in carbon doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As 
layers that were grown by MOCVD on GaAs substrates [21 ] The solution re­
quired for analyses is obtained by etching the layers There is no etchant that is 
selective for Al
x
Gai
 x
As over GaAs for low aluminum fraction (x s 0 36) 
Therefore, care was taken that only the Al
x
Gai
 x
As surface is exposed to the 
aqueous ammonia peroxide solution (10 2 1) used to etch the layers [4], [221 
For this purpose, 4 χ 10 mm2 pieces of the samples were attached to glass 
plates with Apiezon wax in such a way that also the edges are covered with 
wax Subsequently the samples are immersed in the etch solution for a short 
time only (typically 12 seconds) to ensure that the Al
x
Gai
 x
As layers are not 
completely etched away After etching of the samples, the resulting solution 
has a pH higher than 7, while for the ICP-AES an acidic condition is preferred 
Therefore, before analysis, the solution was acidified to pH <, 2 by addition of 
aqueous HNO^ The aluminum fractions of the original Al
x
Gai
 x
As layers fol­
low directly from the aluminum and gallium concentrations in the solution 
2.7 Hall van der Pauw measurements 
The sheet resistance, carrier concentration and charge carrier mobility of a 
semiconductor layer can be determined with the Hall - Van der Pauw method 
[23] This method requires four contact points to be placed on the comers of 
the sample The resistance of the sample is measured using Van der Pauw 
method with an experimental setup as shown in figure 2 5a The current source 
is applied to contacts 1 and 4 (/M) and the voltage across contacts 2 and 3 (¥2?) 
is measured Subsequently, current source is applied to contacts 2 and 1 (I21) 
and the voltage across contacts 3 and 4 (Vu) is measured The resistivity (p) of 
a sample with a thickness t is then given by 
21n(2^/ 2 l IHj 
in which F(Q) is a correction factor, which depends on a symmetry factor Q 
[24] 
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Contact points 
^sample 
Magnetic field 
i U l U 
source measurement 
Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of the basic setup in the Hall -
Van der Pauw measurements, (a) Configuration used for the 
measurement of the resistivity of a sample, (b) Configuration to 
determine the carrier concentration. 
Thereafter, the sample is put in a magnetic field perpendicular to the surface 
of the sample and a current is allowed to flow between two non-adjacent 
points, while simultaneously measuring the voltage on the two other points (see 
figure 2.5b). Due to the magnetic field, the charge carriers moving from point 1 
to point 3 will be deflected by the Lorentz force [25]. As the current flows, 
charge carriers will accumulate, building up a counteracting electrical force, 
resulting in a potential difference between points 2 and 4. This is the Hall ef-
fect, discovered by E.H. Hall in 1879. In equilibrium, the electrical force of the 
deflected charge carriers balances the Lorentz force and the measured voltage 
is independent of time. Van der Pauw found that the Hall effect can be deter-
mined for arbitrarily shaped samples [24]. However, he suggested that the in-
fluence of the contacts is reduced considerably by using a clover leave-shaped 
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sample. Further requirements for an accurate measurement are a homogeneous 
carrier concentration and layer thickness. The carrier density («) is related to 
the current (/), the magnetic field (B) and the measured voltage (VH), as ex­
pressed by the formula [26]: 
IB 1 
qn = VHt R. 
(2.2) 
in which q is the elemental charge and RH is the Hall coefficient. The mobility 
(μ
Η
) is given by: 
RH 
f*H ' — . (2.3) 
Ρ 
2.8 Capacitance voltage measurements 
The charge carrier density of a layer can be determined using capacitance 
voltage (CV) measurements. For this technique, a well-defined surface area of 
V source 
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sample 
contact 
area 
sealing ring 
Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the capacitance - voltage 
measurement setup. 
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the sample is wetted with an electrolyte. A bias voltage is applied over two 
electrodes, an ohmic contact to the sample and a Schottky contact through the 
electrolyte (see figure 2.6). An AC voltage (AU) over the electrodes is superim­
posed on the bias voltage. The capacitance (C
s
) at the bias voltage is measured 
together with the differential capacitance (ACJAU). The carrier concentration 
(n) can then be calculated, using the following formula [27]: 
1 C'1 
η •• ^ — , (2-4) 
qs^A2 AC,/ 
/AU 
in which q is the elemental charge, e
s
 is the di-electrical constant of the semi­
conductor material and A is the surface area. 
A depth profile of the carrier concentration in the sample can be recorded by 
(photo-)electrochemical etching of a thin (typically 10 nm) surface layer in 
between the CV measurements, utilizing the electrolyte as an etchant. For the 
work described in this thesis, measurements were performed fully automatic 
with a Dage CVP21 wafer profiler. 
2.9 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can give information about the surface 
morphology of a sample on a nanometer scale. The basic principle is much like 
that of an ordinary profilometer, in which a sharp tip is moved across a surface, 
while recording the height of the tip. As the name 'Atomic Force Microscopy' 
suggests, the operation of AFM is based on the atomic forces between the tip 
and the surface atoms [28]. In its simplest mode of operation, the tip is moved 
across the surface, while the atomic force on the tip (and thus its distance to 
from the surface) is kept constant by continuous adjustment of its height with a 
piezo transducer. Ideally, the tip hovers above the surface at a distance in the 
nanometer range. 
In an AFM setup, the tip is located at the end of a cantilever. Small deflec­
tions of the cantilever, that indicate changes in the atomic force on the tip, are 
determined with a laser and a photodiode (see figure 2.7). Using a micro ma­
chined tip and piezo transducers, dimensions ranging from atomic scale to sev­
eral micrometers are attainable. By moving the tip in parallel lines across the 
surface, a height plot is recorded, which forms the AFM image. From this 
height plot, the root-mean-square surface roughness (RMS) can be determined 
for N
m
 measurements of height ; and average height with the formula [29]: 
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RMS = 
Ν fi V ' ' 
' ' m '-1 
(2.5) 
AFM data presented in this thesis were obtained using a Digital Instruments 
Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope, equipped with software to calculate 
the RMS. 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the atomic force microscope 
principle. 
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Chapter^ 
Parameter study of intrinsic carbon doping of 
AlxGa^xAs by MOCVD1 
Abstract 
Intrinsic carbon doping of MOCVD grown AlxGai.xAs was investigated under 
variation of the aluminum fraction, the V/lll ratio and the growth temperature. 
Growth was performed on 2° misoriented GaAs substrates, as commonly 
applied in industry. A linear increase of the hole concentration with increas-
ing aluminum fraction was found. The dependence of the doping level on the 
V/lll ratio showed an approximately constant level up to a V/lll ratio of 2 and 
a decrease at higher V/lll ratios. The trends observed were attributed to a 
decrease of hydrogénation by lower temperatures and by lower V/lll ratios 
and the higher bond strength of Al-C compared to the Ga-C bond strength. A 
maximum hole concentration up to 1.25 χ 1020 cm"3 was found at a growth 
temperature of 530oC and a V/lll ratio of 1. For the first time hole concentra­
tions as high as 7.5 χ "IO19 cm"3 were obtained at a normal growth tempera­
ture of 650oC. The last result shows that structures containing high intrinsi­
cally p-type doped AlxGai-xAs layers can be grown at 650oC without the 
need for temperature variations. 
1
 based on the article: "Parameter study of intrinsic carbon doping of AlxGa^As 
by MOCVD", J. van Deelen, G.J. Bauhuis, J.J. Schermer, P.Κ. Larsen, J. Crystal 
Growth 271 (2004) 376. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Carbon has proven to be a successful alternative for zinc as a p-type doping 
material for GaAs in various kinds of devices like lasers |1] and tandem solar 
cells [2] Doping levels well above 1 χ IO20 cm 1 have been reached with meta-
lorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) |3,4] These concentrations are 
of the same order as reported for Zn doping, while the resistivity of carbon 
doped matenals was found to be somewhat lower [5] The major benefit of car­
bon doping above zinc for highly doped p-type GaAs layers, however, is the 
fact that its diffusion coefficient is in the order of 10 l 6 cm2s ' [6, 7], which is 
six orders of magnitude lower than that for zinc [8 - 10J Furthermore, highly p-
type doped layers can be obtained by carbon doping with negligible memory 
effects during further growth, in contrast to Zn-doping which shows clear tail­
ing [11] The low diffusion coefficient and the lack of tailing make C-doping 
ideal for devices that require highly doped p-type layers and sharp doping pro­
files, such as tunnel-junctions [2] 
Doping of GaAs with carbon can be performed by adding a dopant precur­
sor, such as CCI4, to the source gas flows [10] With the use of CCI4, high dop­
ing levels (>1020 cm3) have been reported [3,4] However, it was observed that 
the use of CCI4 causes a strong reduction of growth rate [4, 12], which was at­
tributed to the etching of GaAs by CI [13 - 15] Although most groups tend to 
use CCl4,CBr4 was also found to give high doping levels by some authors [16 -
18]. Most recently, the use of CClaBr was reported by Uchida et al in an at­
tempt to reduce the etching effect on GaAs [19] 
Undesirable side effects of carbon doping with precursors [16, 20] can be 
avoided by the use of so-called intrinsic doping This can be achieved by 
changing the reaction environment in such a way that carbon atoms of the 
methyl groups originating from the group III precursor tnmethyl gallium 
(TMGa) are built into the lattice. Under normal growth conditions the carbon 
atoms are removed from the surface by hydrogénation, due to the presence of 
atomic hydrogen, presumably originating from the group V material AsH^ [22, 
23] By lowering the temperature [21] and the V/III precursor concentration 
ratio (V/III ratio) [12, 24], the hydrogénation is suppressed and the deposited 
material is doped with carbon 
The C-doping level in GaAs as a function of growth temperature was 
reported to show a maximum [21| The temperature at which this maximum 
occurs varied with V/III ratio The occurrence of a maximum was explained as 
follows Lowering the temperature decreases the rate of hydrogénation, which 
increases the probability of carbon incorporation However, below a certain 
temperature the thermal decomposition of TMGa becomes inefficient Conse-
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quently, a further decrease of the temperature increases the effective V/II1 ratio, 
ι e the ratio of the decomposed precursors, thereby decreasing the doping 
level 
As mentioned, a decrease of the V/III ratio gives rise to an increase in car­
bon concentration [18] Doping levels in GaAs in the order of IO20 cm were 
reported for V/III ratios around 1, whereas a further decrease of the V/III ratio 
resulted in a small decrease of the hole concentration [20, 21J Recently, this 
stabilization of the doping level has been attributed to the fact that at a V/III 
ratio of 1 the GaAs surface is completely covered by methylene groups origi­
nating from the TMGa [23] Therefore, the carbon incorporation is at a maxi­
mum and cannot be enhanced by a further decrease of the V/III ratio 
Because in intrinsic C-doping the doping concentration is determined by the 
temperature and the V/III ratio, the process window for these parameters is lim­
ited compared to the situation in which an independent carbon precursor is 
used The process window can be broadened by the use of an alternative group 
V precursor, such as tnbuthyl arsine (TBAs) or trimethyl arsine (TMAs), since 
it replaces the AsHi and thereby reduces the hydrogénation of carbon [25, 26| 
The use of TBAs has resulted in hole concentrations up to 6 6 χ IO18 cm ^ in 
GaAs [27], while doping levels as high as 1 7 χ IO211 cm ^ were reported for the 
useofTMAsLlll 
Most research efforts were directed towards carbon doping ot GaAs while 
its application for Al
x
Gai
 x
As has received much less attention A tew reports 
concern the use of CCI4 as a doping precursor [1,3, 13, 14], achieving a peak 
hole concentration of 1 36 χ IO20 cm 1 for AloiGa^As at 550oC and a V/III ra­
tio of 16 [2] The use of CBr4 was reported to result in much lower hole con­
centrations of approximately 1 3 χ IO19 cm 1 in AlmGaoTAs [17] 
A limited number of publications was found on parameter studies of intrin­
sic carbon doping of Al
x
Gai
 x
As [20, 28 - 30] Fujn et al and Mashita et al 
systematically describe the results obtained, but with moderate V/III ratio's 
yielding hole concentrations of 2 2 χ IO19 cm 1 for AlosGacsAs (V/III ratio > 
10) [30] and 3 5 χ IO19 cm 1 for Alo7Ga<nAs (V/III ratio > 5) [291, respectively 
Note that these values were reported for growth on exact oriented GaAs sub­
strates and indirect band gap materials In another study, a V/III ratio of 0 89 
and a growth temperature of 530°C was reported to result in hole concentra­
tions up to 1 5 χ 1020 cm ' for Alo2GaoRAs It should be noted that these layers 
were grown on (100) GaAs wafers 6° misonented towards the [011| direction 
[20] Although a high carbon concentration was reached, for Al
x
Gai
 x
As no 
data on variation of V/III ratio was reported and the investigated temperatures 
were limited to 530oC and 5350C 
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So far, studies on intrinsic carbon doping in AlxGai xAs mainly concerned 
growth on exact and 6° off GaAs wafers In this work we present a detailed pa-
rameter study of intrinsic carbon doping of AlxGai xAs as a function of Al-
fraction, temperature and V/III ratio in the MOCVD process in the temperature 
range 530oC - 650oC and at V/III ratios of 0 35 - 132 using (100) GaAs wafers 
2° misonented towards |011J and an AsH^ precursor, as generally applied in 
the semiconductor industry The dependence of the growth rate and the hole 
concentration on these parameters is discussed and compared with literature 
values for AlxGai xAs as well as for GaAs For the first time, not only a wide 
range of process parameters is covered, but also the combination of low tem-
perature and low V/III ratio is investigated in order to obtain doping levels as 
high as possible in a direct band gap material By using low V/III ratios in com-
bination with high temperatures high doping levels were reached even at a 
growth temperature of 650°C 
3.2. Experimental 
The growth of samples was performed with MOCVD in a horizontal Aix-
tron 200 reactor equipped with a rotating disc and an IR-heating system The 
materials were grown on (100) GaAs wafers 2° misonented towards the [110] 
direction Source materials were tnmethyl-aluminum (TMA1) and tnmethyl-
gallium (TMGa) as group Ill-precursors (metalorganics, MOs) and arsine 
(AsHì) and phosphine (PH^) as group V-precursors Hydrogen was used as a 
carrier gas The total flow through the reactor was 6 5 slm, while the pressure 
was kept at 20 mbar 
In this work the influence of three process parameters on the growth rate 
and the hole concentration of AlxGai xAs was investigated The aluminum frac-
tion in the gasphase (XG), as determined by [TMAI]/([TMAl]-i-[TMGa]), was 
varied in order to obtain different aluminum fractions in the AlxGai xAs layer 
(x) For these growth runs, the temperature and the V/III ratio were kept at 
600oC and 4 1, respectively, to avoid problems with the surface morphology of 
the AlxGa,
 xAs layer 
Experiments for determination of the influence of the growth temperature 
and V/III ratio were performed with a constant XQ of 0 36 This value of Xo was 
chosen in order to produce a direct band gap material, which is a requirement 
for application in solar cells For these experiments, the first focus of attention 
was on influence of the temperature, where after the role of the V/III ratio was 
investigated more in depth The series of experiments are presented in table 
3 1 
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Table 3 1 Overview of the growth parameters used in the series of experiments The 
values in bold face represent the range that was investigated for the three ditterent 
parameters 
Series 
XG 
T(0C) 
V/lll ratio 
XG 
0 - 0.68 
0 36 
0 36 
TTC) 
600 
530 - 650 
550,600,650 
V/lll ratio 
4 1 
1,26,52, 104 
0.35-132 
Under each process condition investigated, two different layer structures 
were grown The first structure was a super lattice of alternating Al
x
Gai
 x
As 
and Al
x
Gai xAsyP| y (y = 0 1-0 6) layers with thicknesses of approximately 60 
nm and 2 nm, respectively Pendellosung fringes in the XRD rocking curve pat­
tern created by the super lattice were used to calculate the thickness of the lay­
ers and subsequently the growth rate of Al
x
Gai
 x
As [31, 32] This method was 
applied in order to obtain an accurate value of the growth rate The second 
structure was an approximately 0 6 μιτι thick C-doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer, which 
was used for determination of the carrier concentration by the Hall-van der 
Pauw method and measurement of the aluminum fraction in the solid phase 
Since XRD could not be applied for direct determination of the aluminum 
fraction due to lattice contraction by the incorporated carbon, χ was determined 
by a Spectroflame M Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectros­
copy (ICP-AES) [33] ICP-AES samples were prepared by the etching of an 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer in a solution of ammonia and peroxide in water (1 2 10) This 
solution containing the etched Al
x
Gai
 x
As was added to a solution of HNCh in 
water, in order to obtain the required acid mixture to be injected into the 
plasma chamber Subsequent analysis of the plasma yielded the Al and Ga con­
centrations from which χ could be determined During the course of the re­
search it turned out that at high V/lll ratios (> 100) and high TG χ was similar 
to XG, as expected, but that lower V/III ratios and/or growth temperatures could 
result in values of χ significantly lower than XG Nevertheless, experiments with 
variation of the temperature and V/III ratio were performed with a constant \G 
of 0 36 to assure that only the deliberately altered growth parameter was 
changed in the investigation 
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33. Results and discussion 
As mentioned in the introduction, intrinsic carbon doping is performed un­
der growth conditions that deviate from the standard reaction environment util­
ized for the growth of Al
x
Gai
 x
As The use of a low V/III ratio to obtain high 
C-doping levels has frequently been reported to result in an increased surface 
roughness of the epitaxial layers [18, 20, 34] In the present work a deteriorated 
surface was obtained for a combination of high temperature O650oC) and low 
V/III ratio (si 0) at an xo of 0 36 Specular layers were obtained for all process 
conditions for which hole concentrations are presented 
Another phenomenon observed, was the presence of a black colored sub­
stance, probably some kind of carbon containing material, on the susceptor if 
growth was performed at a low V/III ratio (s 2 6) in combination with a high 
temperature (a 600°C) Although mirror-like epitaxial layers could be obtained 
under these growth conditions, subsequent runs resulted in layers with a dete­
riorated surface morphology Therefore, each time the black deposition was ob­
served an additional run with a high V/III ratio and temperature was performed 
to cover the susceptor with GaAs in order to obtain specular layers in following 
runs 
33.1. Influence of Al-fraction 
Figure 3 1 gives the growth rate of Al
x
Gai
 x
As as a function of the Al frac­
tion in the solid phase The aluminum fraction in the layer is approximately 
64% of XQ under the growth conditions used The growth rate decreases with 
increasing aluminum fraction for χ between 0 and 0 24, while at a higher alu­
minum fraction the growth rate is nearly constant A possible explanation for 
this decrease is the higher Al-C bond strength (65 kcal/mol) compared to the 
Ga-C bond strength (59 kcal/mol) At the relatively low V/III ratios and low 
temperatures applied in the experiments, C-doping occurs because the breaking 
of the metal-C bonds by hydrogénation is prevented, but at the same time the 
decomposition of the metalorgamcs is hampered This reduces the chance of Al 
and Ga incorporation and therefore the growth rate Since TMA1 has a higher 
bond strength, its decomposition is obstructed to a larger extent than that of 
TMGa under the applied conditions Therefore, a decrease of the growth rate 
with increasing aluminum fraction in the gas phase and a lower χ than XG are to 
be expected at a low growth temperature and a low V/III ratio However, the 
almost constant growth rate for χ > 0 24 is not explained by this and no cause 
for this discrepancy was found 
It is generally agreed that the carbon content increases with increasing alu­
minum fraction [30, 35] However, there has been some controversy about the 
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Figure 3 1 Growth rate ot Al
x
Gai
 x
As as a function of aluminum 
fraction in the solid phase The growth temperature was 600oC and 
the V/III ratio was 4 3 
quantitative relation between doping level and aluminum fraction (x) in the 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer. Studies concerning unintentional carbon incorporation report 
a super linear [36] or, more precisely, a squared relationship [30, 35] between 
doping level and x. Others reported a strong increase of carbon up to an χ of 
0.5 - 0.7 and approximately constant for higher χ [14, 37]. It should be noted 
that these last two studies used CCI4 [14] and TBAs [38] as doping sources 
Growth with flow-modulated epitaxy was reported to give a dependence in the 
order of 1.33 [39] and for atomic layer epitaxy a proportional relationship was 
found [40] 
In figure 3.2 the hole concentration in Al
x
Gai
 x
As versus the aluminum frac­
tion as found in the present work is compared with values reported in literature 
[20, 30]. Note that the data reported by Dimroth et al. [20] concern carbon lev­
els as determined by SIMS, possibly resulting in lower hole than carbon con­
centration due to compensation effects [31], while the data of Fujn et al [30] 
and of this work represent the actual hole concentration in the Al
x
Gai
 x
As lay­
ers. 
If the hole concentrations presented in figure 3.2 are plotted on a linear in­
stead of a logarithmic scale, all sets of data show a linear dependence for alu­
minum fractions between 0 and 0.5, i. e. [hole] = lhole]
x=
o + Β · x, with [hole] 
is the hole concentration and Β is a constant. In our case [hole]
x=
o = 4.35 χ IO18 
cm and Β = 2.5 χ IO20 cm \ The linear dependence of the hole concentration 
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Figure 3 2 Hole concentration as a function of the aluminum fraction, 
compared with previously reported values The lines are best linear fits 
through the data points Data of Dimroth et al [2()| are carbon 
concentrations as measured by SIMS 
on χ can be explained by asserting that the amount of incorporated carbon at­
oms is directly linked to the amount of the incorporated Al atoms Since the 
binding energy of Al-C is higher than that of Ga-C, the chance of carbon re­
moval by hydrogénation during growth is smaller when it is attached to an Al-
atom. It is believed that the controversy between data on dependencies of hole 
concentration on χ in literature, as mentioned above, is due to different growth 
methods and growth regimes. Nevertheless, the data presented in this work 
show that in case of intentional intrinsic carbon doping the relationship is lin­
ear 
332. Influence of temperature 
For various V/III ratios the growth rate as a function of temperature be­
tween 530oC and 650oC is shown in figure 3.3. The V/III ratios of 1 and 2.6 
were obtained with TMGa and TMA1 flows of 3.7 χ IO5 and 2.0 χ IO5 
mol/min, respectively, while higher V/III ratios were obtained with higher 
TMGa and TMA1 flows of 1.3 χ 10 s and 0.70 χ IO5 mol/rmn, respectively. 
The larger MO flows used to obtain V/III ratios of 1 and 2.6 resulted in rela­
tively high Al
x
Gai
 x
As growth rates compared to V/III ratios of 5.2 and 10.4. 
For this reason, the growth rates are rather similar for different V/III ratios. It 
should be noted that such changes in the flow rate were reported to have no in-
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Figure 3.3. Growth rate as a function of temperature at various V/III 
ratios. The aluminum fraction in the gas phase was 0.36. The lines are 
the best linear fits through the data points of V/III ratio = 1.0 and V/III 
ratio = 10.4. 
fluence on the hole concentration [20]. For all V/III ratios, an approximately 
logarithmic decrease of the growth rate with the reciprocal temperature is 
found for the temperatures between 530oC and 600°C, indicating a kinetically 
limited growth regime in this range. 
From the data the activation energy was calculated to be 28 and 44 kcal/mol 
for high and low flow rates, respectively. This is somewhat higher than the 25 -
28 kcal/mol reported for GaAs 120]. Above a temperature of 600oC the growth 
rate shows a smaller dependence on the temperature, indicating that the growth 
is no longer purely kinetically limited in this range. For AlosGao^As grown 
with high V/III ratios, a change of growth regime has been reported at a tem­
perature of 625°C [30], which is about 75°C higher than reported for GaAs 
[10]. The differences between AI
x
Ga|.
x
As and GaAs might be related to the 
higher bond strength of carbon in TMA1 compared to TMGa. 
The hole concentration as a function of temperature for various V/III ratios 
is shown in figure 3.4. The various V/III ratio series show remarkable differ­
ences in their temperature dependence. For a V/III ratio of 1.0 a decrease of 
hole concentration with increasing temperatures up to 5750C is found. At 
higher temperatures the hole concentration is more or less independent of 
growth temperature. For V/III ratios of 2.6 and 5.2 the hole concentration de­
creases with temperature for the whole temperature range and for a V/III ratio 
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Figure 3.4. Hole concentration as a function of temperature at various 
V/III ratios. The value of Xo was kept at 0.36. 
of 10.4 the hole concentration shows a maximum at 5750C. From this graph it 
can be seen that a V/III ratio of 1.0 gives a high doping level of 
1.25 χ 1020 cm 1 at a temperature of 530oC in Alo iiGaossAs. This value is 
about four times higher than the highest level previously reported for intrinsi­
cally C-doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As on exact oriented GaAs substrates 129] and of the 
same order as reported for a misorientation of 6° [20]. At higher growth tem­
peratures the doping levels at a V/III ratio of 1.0 are comparable to the levels 
found at a V/III ratio of 2.6. Figure 3.4 also shows that doping levels up to 
7.5 χ 1019 cm"1 can be achieved at a growth temperature as high as 650°C, i.e., 
that it is possible to grow structures including highly carbon doped at 650°C 
without temperature variations. This is important, because temperature varia­
tions introduce growth interruptions that might cause problems with contami­
nation or unwanted surface reconstructions [20]. It should be noted that the 
composition of this carbon-doped layer grown at higher temperature is 
Alo ivGaoHiAs as described more elaborately in the next paragraph. 
Besides its effect on the carbon doping level, changes in the V/III ratio and 
the temperature were found to strongly influence the aluminum fraction in the 
layer, while only a 10% variation has been reported at one particular tempera­
ture of 600oC in one reference [30]. For V/III ratios of 1.0 and 2.6, the alumi­
num fraction in the layer changes approximately linearly from 0.12 to 0.17 as 
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the temperature is increased from 530oC to 650oC. In case of a V/III ratio of 
5.2 the aluminum fraction was more or less constant at a value of 0.12 in the 
temperature range between 530oC and 575°C and increased from 0.13 to 0.25 
if the temperature is increased to 600oC. In between 600oC and 650oC a linear 
increase of χ from 0.25 to 0.34 was seen. For a V/III ratio of 10.4 the increase 
of χ from 0.13 to 0.34 was approximately linear with temperature from 530oC 
to 650oC. 
Since changes in aluminum fraction have a significant effect on the hole 
concentration (see figure 3.2) it is difficult to link the variation in hole concen­
tration directly to changes in growth temperature, as presented in figure 3.4. 
Especially for V/III ratios of 5.2 and 10.4 both the temperature and χ should be 
taken into consideration in the explanation of the relationship between the hole 
concentration and the growth parameters. For instance, the maximum in doping 
level versus temperature found for a V/III ratio of 10.4 might be explained by 
the counteracting effects of the decrease of temperature and simultaneous de­
crease of χ due to this decrease in temperature. 
In an attempt to get an χ of 0.36 at a temperature of 550oC and a V/III ratio 
of 1, XG was increased which could lead to even higher doping levels, as shown 
in figure 3.2. However, this resulted in bad surface morphology and presently 
research is conducted in order to clarify the dependence of the aluminum frac­
tion in the solid phase on the growth conditions (see chapter 4). Moreover, 
careful tuning of the aluminum fraction and the doping levels are tested for op­
timal performance in tunnel junctions. 
333. Influence of Villi ratio 
The growth rate of AlxGai.xAs as a function of the V/III ratio at a growth 
temperature of 550°C is shown in figure 3.5. In these experiments the concen­
tration of the group V precursor ([V]) was varied, while the flows of TMGa 
and TMA1 were kept at constant levels of 3.7 χ 10"5 and 2.0 χ IO"5 mol/min, 
respectively, resulting in a constant concentration of the group III precursors 
([III]). As a rough approximation the growth rate of Al
x
Gai_
x
As increases line­
arly with the logarithm of the V/III ratio. For V/III ratios up to 2.6 a better fit 
was obtained from the reaction rate, given by r=A-[V]-lIII]/(lV]+[III]). Substi­
tuting R=LV]/[III] gives: A-[III]-R/(R+1) with A is a fitting constant. High V/III 
ratios give higher growth rates than was predicted by this formula. This might 
be explained by the removal of alkyl groups from the surface by hydrogénation 
at higher V/III ratios, creating more vacant sites at the surface and thereby en-
hancing the growth rate. Because it is not clear yet what the actual coverage of 
the alkyl groups is at high V/III ratios, this could not be taken into account. 
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Figure 3 5 Growth rate as a function of V/III ratio The growth 
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In figure 3 6 the hole concentration as function of V/III ratio at growth tem­
peratures of 550, 600 and 650oC are shown, together with a interrupted line 
which represents GaAs data as described by Pnstovsek et al [231 This line 
summarizes the result of intrinsic doping experiments at various growth tem­
peratures as reported by different authors, all showing a similar relationship be­
tween hole concentration and V/III ratio for GaAs, independent of temperature 
123] In general, the trend for Al
x
Gai
 x
As is an almost constant hole concentra­
tion (~ 1 χ 102ϋ cm λ) for V/III ratios up to about 2 6 At higher V/III ratios, the 
hole concentration decreases with increasing V/III ratio For the experimental 
results at V/III ratio > 2 6 the data could be fitted with a mathematical expres­
sion in the form of [hole]=ö (V/III)'' with values for a and b depending on the 
growth temperature The values of the fits are presented in table 3 2 
It is clear that the exponent (b) of carbon doping in AlxGai xAs as a function 
of the V/III ratio increases with increasing temperature Furthermore, b is 
smaller for AlxGai xAs than for GaAs for the entire temperature range investi-
gated The data obtained at the various temperatures converge at low V/III ra-
tio, indicating that for V/III ratios of about 2 the hole concentration does not 
change with temperature, while for higher V/III ratio the dependency of the 
hole concentration on the temperature increases with increasing V/III ratio (see 
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Figure 3 6 Hole concentration as a function of V/III ratio at various 
temperatures The solid lines are best linear fits through the 
experimental values and the broken line represents data reported by 
Pnstovsek et al 1231 
also figure 3.4). 
The aluminum content in the Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer was found to be dependent 
on the V/III ratio and the temperature and varies between 0.12 and 0.35 for 
constant χ 0 of 0.36, as described in paragraph 3.3.2. Nevertheless, the trends in 
figure 3.6 clearly show the same behavior as observed for GaAs However, 
further investigation is needed to unravel the precise details of the effects of the 
process parameters on the composition of the layers grown. 
Table 3 2 Values for a and b in the mathematical expression [hole] = a χ (V/III)'' 
describing the hole concentration as a function of the V/III ratio (>1 3) for GaAs by 
Pnstovsek et al [23] and Al
x
Gai
 x
As at different temperatures 
GaAs [23] 
AlxGa, 
AIKGai 
AlxGa, 
xAs 
«As 
«As 
TTC) 
492-552 
550 
600 
650 
a 
4 00 
1 50 ' 
1.65 
2.49' 
101 9 
102 0 
102 0 
102 0 
b 
-2.5 
-0 57 
-0 77 
-1.23 
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3.4. Conclusions 
In this work, the dependence of hole concentration in AlxGai xAs on 
aluminum fraction, temperature and V/III ratio was investigated. The intrinsic 
carbon doping studies were performed on (100) GaAs substrates rmsonented 2° 
towards the [110] direction and with ASH3 as a group V precursor, as generally 
applied in industry. A linear increase of the hole concentration with increasing 
aluminum fraction in the solid phase was found. The hole concentration in 
AlxGai xAs as a function of V/III ratio showed an approximately constant level 
up to a V/III ratio of about 2 and a decrease for higher V/III ratios. The 
observed trends were attributed to the reduction of hydrogénation, due to the 
lower growth temperatures and V/III ratios applied and a higher Al-C bond 
strength compared to Ga-C. At high growth temperatures of 650oC doping 
levels up to 7.5 χ IO19 cm 3 could be obtained in AloivGaosjAs. This shows 
that, when using a low V/III ratio, it is not necessary to lower the temperature 
when devices including high intrinsically p-type doped AlxGa,
 x
As are grown, 
which has been a common practice up to now. Furthermore, if the temperature 
is lowered to 530':'C hole concentrations as high as 1.25 χ IO20 cm 3 were 
obtained, which is a considerable improvement compared to previously 
reported levels. 
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Chapter 
Influence of growth parameters on the composition 
and impurity levels of intrinsically carbon doped 
AlxGai.xAs1 
Abstract 
Intrinsically carbon doped AlxGai.xAs was grown by metalorganic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD). The influence of the growth temperature, the V/lll 
ratio and the aluminum fraction on the carbon, aluminum, hydrogen and oxy­
gen incorporation was investigated over a wide parameter range. Secondary 
Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis was correlated with Capacitance 
Voltage (CV) measurements. It was found that a reduction of the growth tem­
perature and the V/lll ratio results in a strong decrease of the incorporated 
aluminum fraction in the layer, in particular in the range suitable for intrinsic 
carbon doping. This was related to a lower decomposition rate of trimethyl 
aluminum compared to trimethyl gallium. For almost the entire investigated 
parameter range the carbon levels in the layer exceeded the carrier concen­
tration due to deactivation by hydrogen and carbon incorporation on Ga-, Al-
or interstitial sites. At a growth temperature of 530oC, however, all incorpo­
rated carbon is active, even at carrier concentrations above 1 χ 1020 cm"3. 
With the results obtained from this study, the carbon concentration and the 
aluminum fraction of intrinsic carbon doped layers can be controlled for a 
large range of growth conditions. 
Ο 
1
 based on the article: "Influence of growth parameters on the composition and 
impurity levels of intrinsically carbon doped AlxGai-xAs", J. van Deelen, G.J. Bau-
huis, J.J. Schermer, P.K. Larsen, J. Crystal Growth 284 (2005) 28. 
Chapter 4 
4.1. Introduction 
For more than a decade, carbon has been applied for p-type doping of 
MOCVD grown Al
x
Gai
 x
As (0 s χ s 1), achieving high doping levels with a 
much lower diffusion constant compared to zinc [1, 2] In the past few years, 
the development of new doping methods [3], better control of the doping level 
[4] and new insights in the reactivation of carbon [5, 6] have further improved 
its suitability as a way of obtaining p-type doped layers in devices [7, 8] A 
common way of carbon doping in Al
x
Gai
 x
As (x > 0) is the use of an indepen­
dent carbon precursor such as carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) [9] and carbon 
tetrabromide (CBr4) [10] Unfortunately, for Al
x
Gai
 x
As (x > 0) the etching na­
ture of CCI4 and CBr4 has been reported to be problematic because the etch rate 
is highly dependent on the aluminum fraction (x) and TG [10] Moreover, sub­
sequent growth of indium containing layers like InGaP is difficult due to selec­
tive etching by the residual precursor [11] Since our prime application of 
C-doped layers is solar cell structures, which include InGaP2 and AlInP2 layers, 
the use of carbon precursors is not preferred [12,13] 
The disadvantages of additional precursors can be avoided by the use of in­
trinsic carbon doping Intrinsic carbon doping is performed by lowering the 
V/III ratio, which results in an enhanced incorporation of carbon from the 
methyl groups of trimethylgalhum or trimethylaluminum [14, 15] There are 
numerous reports on the intrinsic incorporation of carbon in Al
x
Gai
 x
As [16 -
19] However, in most of these studies carbon is regarded as an unintentional 
contamination occurring at the generally applied growth conditions, 1 e tem­
peratures above 600°C and V/III ratios > 10 Recently, the incorporation of car­
bon in Al
x
Gai
 x
As was revisited as a research topic [11] The aim of these stud­
ies is to obtain high carbon concentrations by the application of low V/III ratios 
and reduced temperatures In this respect a detailed parameter study performed 
at our laboratory yielded carrier concentrations over 1 χ 1020 cm 1 [20] In this 
work large variations in the aluminum fraction were noticed for intrinsically 
carbon doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As samples studied by Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analysis In the literature, no data 
on the influence of the growth temperature and the V/III ratio on the aluminum 
incorporation efficiency in intrinsically carbon doped direct band gap 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As (x < 0 45) was found 
In the present work, both secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and 
ICP-AES are employed to investigate the aluminum incorporation efficiency at 
reduced V/III ratios and growth temperatures Besides the measurement of the 
aluminum fraction, also the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen concentrations of 
MOCVD grown Al
x
Gai
 x
As are determined as a function of the growth tem-
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perature, V/III ratio and the trimethyl aluminum concentration in the gas phase. 
Additionally, capacitance voltage analysis is used to obtain information about 
the carrier concentration of the samples. Although a wide range of growth con­
ditions is covered, the main focus of this study is on relatively low growth tem­
peratures and low V/III ratios that facilitate intentional intrinsic carbon doping. 
4.2. Experimental 
All layers were grown by MOCVD in an Aixtron AIX200 reactor at a pres­
sure of 20 mbar and a total flow of 6.5 slm on (1 0 0) GaAs wafers 2° misori-
ented towards the [1 1 0] direction. Hydrogen was used as a carrier gas. Source 
materials were trimethyl-aluminum (TMA1) and trimethyl-gallium (TMGa) as 
group Ill-precursors and arsine (ASH3) as the group V-precursor. 
Stacks with a number of approximately 100 nm thick layers were grown at 6 
different growth temperatures (TG) in the range 530oC - 650oC. The layers in a 
stack were grown with either variation of the gas phase TMA1 fraction 
([TMAl]/(LTMAl]+[TMGa]), xG) or the V/III ratio (LAsH3]/([TMAl]+lTMGaJ)) 
as shown in table 4.1. Stacks 1 and 2 consisted of layers obtained with a varia­
tion of XG for two different growth temperatures and V/III ratios. Growth was 
started with the lowest aluminum fraction and each subsequent layer was de­
posited with a higher χ
α
. For stacks grown with a variation of the V/III ratio, 
deposition was started with the highest V/III ratio and subsequent layers, each 
with a lower V/III ratio, were grown on top. At high V/III ratios of 132 and 226 
Table 4.1. Overview of the process parameter ranges used for the growth of the stacks 
grown. For stacks 1 and 2, layers were grown with 5 different aluminum fractions. In 
stacks 3 to 8, maximal 13 different values for the V/III ratio were used in the given 
range. 
:k no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
TG (0C) 
650 
600 
530 
550 
575 
600 
625 
650 
V/III 
132 
4.3 
0.70 - 226 
0.50 - 226 
0.90 - 226 
0.90 - 226 
1.3 - 226 
2.6 - 226 
XG 
0.10-0.68 
0.10-0.68 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
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a TMGa flow of 0 31 seem and a TMA1 flow 0 17 seem were used Lower 
V/III ratios were obtained with TMGa and TMA1 flows of 0 91 and 0 51 seem, 
respectively In these experiments a direct band gap material was obtained by 
using a constant TMA1 gas phase fraction of 0 36 At a growth temperature of 
550oC, a layer with the extremely low V/III ratio of 0 50 was grown In order 
to prevent deterioration of the surface morphology of the layers [20], the mini­
mal value of the V/III ratio was increased at higher growth temperatures 
In addition to the layer stacks, a number of 1 μπι thick single layers were 
deposited with a variation of XQ These samples were grown with a To of 
650°C and a V/III ratio of 132 (which will be referred to as standard growth 
conditions), or at 600oC and a V/III ratio of 4 3 For all samples the growth se­
quence was ended by a cooling procedure under ASH3 till a temperature of 
400oC was reached At this temperature the Asl-L flow was shut down and fur­
ther cooling was performed under H2 As described in the results section, no 
evidence was found for hydrogen deactivation during cooling 
The aluminum, gallium, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen concentrations of the 
layer stacks were measured by SIMS by Probion Analysis in France The alu­
minum fraction is obtained by taking the ratio of the aluminum to aluminum 
plus gallium concentrations The carrier concentration profiles were determined 
by CV using a Dage CVP21 wafer profiler The single layer samples were sub­
jected to X-ray diffraction (XRD), photo-luminescence (PL) and Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) XRD was meas­
ured by a Bruker D8 diffractometer, while for PL measurements at 4 2K a 
Spectraphysics argon laser was used for excitation ICP-AES was obtained 
with a Spectroflame M and the sample preparation for this analysis is described 
in chapter 3 
It was found that, at a TG of 650oC and a V/III ratio of 132, the aluminum 
fraction in the layers as obtained by SIMS on approximately 100 nm thick lay­
ers is the same as that deduced from XRD, PL or ICP-AES measurements on 
1 μιη thick single layer samples grown with identical Xo Furthermore, it was 
observed that χ is close to XG throughout the investigated range, which is in 
agreement with literature [21, 22] For lower growth temperatures and V/III 
ratios, XRD and PL could not be used for determination of the aluminum frac­
tion, because high carbon concentrations lead to lattice contraction and a shift 
in the band gap [23, 24] In this parameter range, ICP-AES as performed at our 
institute seemed less reliable than SIMS 
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43. Results 
43.1. Variation of gas phase aluminum fraction 
Deposition runs were performed in which xG was varied between 0 and 0 68 
(see stacks 1 and 2 in table 4 1) Table 4 2 shows χ as a function of XG for lay­
ers grown under 'standard conditions', ι e a Τ 0 of 650°C and a V/III ratio of 
132, as well as for layers obtained under a reduced TG and V/III ratio of 600°C 
and 4 3, respectively The aluminum fraction of the layers was derived from 
SIMS measurements Throughout the entire investigated χ 0 range, χ is lower 
for layers grown with a reduced TG and V/III ratio compared to layers obtained 
at standard growth conditions The explanation for the difference in χ will be 
presented in section 4 3 2, where the aluminum fraction in the layer as function 
of TG and the V/III ratio is described in detail For a growth temperature of 
600oC and a V/III ratio of 4 3, the ratio X/XQ increases with χ0, showing that for 
these growth conditions the aluminum incorporation efficiency increases with a 
higher aluminum fraction in the gas phase 
Table 4 2 The aluminum traction in the solid phase, as determined by 
SIMS, as a function of XQ for two sets of growth parameters 
xG χ (TG = 6 0 0 o C , χ (TQ = 650 o C, 
V/III ratio = 4 3) V/III ratio = 132) 
Ö1Ö ÖÖ3 0 1 2 
0 20 0 07 0 22 
0 36 0 14 0 35 
0 49 0 25 0 48 
0 68 0 50 0 65 
Figure 4 1 presents the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen concentrations as 
functions of the aluminum fraction in the layers as determined by SIMS The 
concentrations of these three elements increase with the aluminum fraction, 
which is in agreement with literature [15, 16, 18, 20] If the data in figure 4 1 is 
plotted on a linear scale (see the inset), it can be seen that the carbon concentra-
tion increases approximately linearly with the aluminum fraction for the sam-
ples grown at 600oC and a V/III ratio of 4 3 In previous work, this trend was 
also found for the hole concentration [25] In contrast, the carbon concentration 
shows a super-linear dependence on χ for samples grown at standard growth 
conditions In the literature, the relation between the carbon (or hole) concen­
tration and aluminum fraction has been reported to be linear [11, 20] as well as 
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Figure 4.1. Carbon, hydrogen and oxygen concentration as function of 
aluminum fraction in the solid phase (x) for a growth temperature of 
600oC and a V/II1 ratio of 4.3 as well as for a growth temperature of 
650oC and a V/III ratio of 132. The insert shows the carbon 
concentration as function of χ on a linear scale. 
super-linear [16, 17]. Careful examination of the literature shows that linear 
dependencies were reported for growth conditions that induce high carbon lev­
els, whereas super-linear trends were solely obtained at growth temperatures 
a 650oC and high V/III ratios. Therefore, the results of the present work dem­
onstrate that this apparent discrepancy found in previously published papers is 
related to differences in the investigated temperature and III/V ratio range. 
At standard growth conditions the oxygen concentration in the layer in­
creases exponentially with x. The incorporation of aluminum gives rise to the 
presence of oxygen in the lattice, which is in accordance with literature [12, 17, 
26]. At reduced TG and V/III ratio, however, there is a considerable oxygen 
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level even at a low aluminum fraction, which was also reported by Fujii et al. 
[18] In this case the oxygen incorporation seems to be related primarily to the 
non-optimal growth conditions rather than to the aluminum fraction. 
432. Aluminum incorporation 
Figure 4.2 shows the aluminum fraction in the solid phase as a function of 
the growth temperature for various V/III ratios at a constant XG of 0.36 as deter­
mined with SIMS. At growth temperatures a 6250C and V/III ratios > 50, χ is 
close to XG- This suggests that both TMA1 and TMGa are completely decom­
posed and that the incorporation of Al and Ga is proportional to their gas phase 
concentrations. However, if the growth temperature is reduced, χ decreases 
even if the growth takes place with high V/III ratios. This decrease can be at­
tributed to a lower decomposition rate for TMA1 than for TMGa, because the 
bond strength of Al-C is 65 kcal/mol, while the Ga-C bond strength is 
59 kcal/mol [27]. Consequently, the TMA1 decomposition is the first to become 
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Figure 4 2 Aluminum fraction in the solid phase, measured by SIMS, 
as a function of the growth temperature at different V/III ratios and at 
a constant xo of 0 36 
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incomplete at reduced growth temperatures, where the growth rate is kineti-
cally limited [20J. 
Figure 4.2 also shows the strong dependence of the aluminum fraction in the 
layer on the V/III ratio. A reduction of the V/III ratio gives a decrease of χ to a 
lower limit of about 0.09 for growth temperatures s 575°C. This limit was 
found even at V/III ratios below 1. The decrease of χ upon lowering the V/III 
ratio can be explained by the fact that the incorporation of Al and Ga involves 
the breaking of the methyl-metal bonds of the precursors, which primarily oc­
curs via reactions with hydrogen radicals from AsHi [28, 29]. Consequently, a 
lower concentration of AsHs results in a lower decomposition rate of TMA1 
and TMGa [20]. Since the bond strength of Al-C is higher than that of Ga-C, 
the decomposition rate of TMA1 is likely to be smaller, as mentioned above. 
Therefore, at decreased V/III ratios, first the TMA1 decomposition will start to 
be incomplete, resulting in a decrease of aluminum incorporation in the layer. 
At further reduction of the V/III ratio, also the TMGa will not be fully decom­
posed in the reactor, which explains the lower limit found. The lower limit of 
χ = 0.09 could indicate an equilibrium between the competitive reaction be­
tween the metalorganics and the hydrogen radicals in the gas phase. Note that 
at an χ of 0.09 the incorporation efficiency of TMGa is about 5.6 times higher 
than that of TMA1. This difference is partially attributed to the difference in 
bond strength between Al-C and Ga-C. Nevertheless, the precise reasons for 
the factor 5.6 difference in the incorporation efficiency at the lower limit is still 
unclear, because, on the basis of the difference in bond strength, a larger devia­
tion could be expected. 
433. Carbon incorporation 
Figure 4.3 shows the carbon concentration as a function of the growth tem­
perature and the V/III ratio as measured by SIMS. In general, the carbon con­
centration increases with decreasing V/III ratio and is more or less constant for 
V/III ratios < 1. The presence of such a limit is in agreement with the literature 
[30, 31]. Low V/III ratios up to 1.3 give carbon levels higher than 
1 χ 1020 cm \ Carbon concentrations s 1.8 χ IO20 cm"1 were achieved at growth 
temperatures between 530oC and 650oC. This shows that high carbon levels 
can be obtained at high growth temperatures. For V/IU ratios up to 10.2, the 
carbon concentration is higher than 1 χ IO19 cm 1 and shows an increasing trend 
with increasing temperature for Te s 625°C. Growth with V/III ratios above 
10.2 results in carbon concentrations on the order of 1018 - IO19 cm"1.In this 
V/III ratio range, the carbon concentration shows little variation with the 
growth temperature in the range between 530°C and 5750C. For V/III ratios of 
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Figure 4.3. Carbon concentration, determined by SIMS, as a function of 
the growth temperature for various V/III ratios at a constant Xo of 0.36. 
25 and 52 a decrease in carbon concentration is seen for TG S 6 0 0 O C , whereas 
for higher V/III ratios a decreasing trend is observed at To a 5750C. 
The rise of the carbon level at reduced V/III ratios can be attributed to two 
factors. It is reported that methyl groups of the metalorganics are the source of 
intrinsically incorporated carbon atoms [16], which can be removed from the 
surface by hydrogen radicals originating from AsHj [14, 30]. Secondly, the in­
corporation reactions of As and C compete for the same group V sites in the 
lattice. Therefore, lowering the ASH3 flow will lead to a higher carbon incorpo­
ration [311. 
The explanation of the dependence of the carbon concentration on the 
growth temperature is more complicated. There are a number of influences to 
be addressed. First, desorption of C species is expected to increase with To, 
and, therefore, the carbon concentration should decrease with Τ
α
. Second, in 
the parameter range where the decomposition of ASH3 is incomplete, an in-
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crease in TG increases the effective V/III ratio, also leading to a reduction of the 
carbon concentration with TG This is due both to more As competing with C 
for group V sites and to more nascent H available to help in the desorption of C 
species [30, 31] Opposing these influences that decrease the doping level with 
TQ, there are several factors that enhance the carbon concentration One is the 
increase in χ with TQ, which would lead to an increase in the carbon concentra­
tion with TG (see section 4 3 1) Furthermore, an enhanced growth rate with the 
growth temperature is expected to lead to an increase of the carbon concentra­
tion If TQ IS increased from 530°C to 600°C the growth rate increases with a 
factor 2 5 for V/III ratios s 1 3 and a factor 4 to 6 for higher V/III ratios Those 
different effects, all originating from the change in TQ at a given V/III, are re­
sponsible for the very complex variation of carbon incorporation with TG and 
the V/III ratio 
More in detail, it can be argued that the plateau seen at growth temperatures 
in the range 530 - 575°C for V/III ratios > 132 is caused by the fact that the in­
crease in the carbon desorption rate is counteracted by the effect of the rise in χ 
and the increase in the growth rate At Τ 0 ^ 600°C the aluminum fraction and 
the growth rate are more or less constant and the desorption rate is thought to 
be a dominant factor determining the carbon concentration, which results in a 
decrease of the incorporation of carbon [32] At V/III ratios between 1 0 and 
10.2, the carbon concentration increases for 530oC < Τ
α
 s 625°C This can be, 
at least partially, attributed to the tact that χ increases at higher To, as shown in 
figure 4 2 In the case of a V/III ratio of 2 6, the aluminum fraction is 2 5 times 
higher for Τ 0 = 650
oC than at 530oC The carbon concentration, however, in­
creases 4 5 times in this temperature range As there is a linear relationship be­
tween χ and the carbon concentration in this parameter range (see figure 4 1), it 
is suggested that, in addition to the rise in x, other factors, such as the increase 
of the growth rate [20] and MO decomposition rate, should be included in the 
explanation of the observed rise of the carbon concentration with To 
43.4 Hydrogen incorporation 
Hydrogen can have a deactivating effect on incorporated carbon [28, 33, 
34] Therefore, the incorporation of hydrogen was investigated It has fre­
quently been reported that the cooling ambient after growth can be important 
for the incorporation of hydrogen, which can deactivate the carbon acceptors 
[33] In particular. Stockman et al have shown that a cooling stage between 
500oC and 400°C under arsine can give rise to equal amounts of hydrogen and 
carbon for as-grown C-doped GaAs layers exposed to the cooling atmosphere, 
resulting in a deactivation of almost all carbon |33] For buried (not exposed) 
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C-doped layers, however, the ratio of the hydrogen concentration and the car-
bon concentration was 0 45 After annealing in N?, the ratio of the superficial 
layer becomes O i l , while the buried C-doped layer was not affected It was 
reported that this was especially the case for cooling temperatures between 
400oC and 500°C under an AsHVHa ambient Therefore, we first discuss the 
influence of the cooling procedures on hydrogen deactivation 
Our standard cooling procedure is to shut down the ASH3 flow at a tempera-
ture of 400°C and further cooling is performed under H2 In addition to growth 
with our standard cooling procedure we have also grown carbon-doped samples 
for which the AsHs flow was closed at 500oC Hall measurements indicated no 
influence of the temperature at which the AsH^ flow was shut down Further-
more, if hydrogen deactivation occurs at a cooling stage below 500°C, this 
would result in the same level of deactivation for all growth temperatures used 
in this study However, for a growth temperature of 530':'C, considerable 
amounts of hydrogen was present in the layers, without having a deactivating 
effect, as will be discussed Furthermore, most of the layers grown at tempera-
tures between 550oC and 625°C have a hydrogen/carbon concentration ratio 
<0 20 This shows that in our case the hydrogen/carbon concentration ratio is 
much lower than in both the superficial and the buned layers as reported by 
Stockman et al Based on these observations it is suggested that, in our case, 
hydrogen deactivation does not occur at cooling temperatures below 530°C, 
but, most likely, during growth 
In figure 4 4 the hydrogen concentration as function of the growth tempera-
ture and the V/III ratio is presented For V/III ratios in the range 1 3 - 10 2 the 
hydrogen levels show minima at a growth temperature of 5750C Typically, at 
5750C the hydrogen concentration is less sensitive to the V/III ratio in the 
range 5 2 - 52, compared to other growth temperatures The most interesting 
results, however, are found when the hydrogen concentrations ([H]) are studied 
with respect to the carbon concentrations ([C]) obtained at similar growth con-
ditions In table 4 3 the ratio of the hydrogen and the carbon concentrations 
([H]/[C]) is given for various growth temperatures and V/III ratios This con-
centration ratio represents the maximal fraction of incorporated carbon that can 
be deactivated by hydrogen [H]/[C] shows a minimum in the temperature 
range 5750C - 6250C, where it is in between 0 10 and 0 20 This means, that in 
this parameter range at least 80 - 90% of the carbon is expected to be active if 
only hydrogen deactivation is taken into account As function of the V/III ratio, 
a minimum at 5 2 is found for most growth temperatures The incorporation of 
hydrogen and carbon were reported to be related [18, 35] However, the varia-
tion of the IH]/[CJ ratio clearly shows that the hydrogen concentration is not 
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Figure 4.4. Hydrogen concentration, determined by SIMS, as a function 
of the growth temperature for various V/III ratios at a constant XQ of 0.36. 
solely dependent on the mechanisms concerning carbon incorporation or the 
attraction of hydrogen to carbon acceptors. 
The actual extent of carbon deactivation can be deduced from figure 4.5. 
The solid diamond markers in this figure show the relation between the carrier 
concentration ([pj) as measured by CV and the SIMS carbon concentration 
([C]) of the layers. The broken line represents equal values on the x- and y-
axis. The black solid line is the best power fit through the solid data points and 
can be expressed as: [p] = Lpo] x ([C]/[Co])097, with [p]o = 0.981 χ IO18 cm-3 
and [Col = IO18 cm"3. This clearly shows that, on average, the hole concentra­
tion is lower than the carbon concentration. 
Several papers report that hydrogen deactivates the incorporated carbon, i.e. 
the hole concentration is given by [C]-(H] [36 - 38]. The open circles in figure 
4.5 show the relation between [p] and [C]-[H] for our samples. The continuous 
grey line, given by [p] = [po] χ ([C]/[Co]) represents the best power fit 
through these data points, with [po] = 1.1 χ 1018 cm'3 and [Co] = 1018 cm'3. The 
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fact that this fit matches the broken line indicates that on average the carrier 
concentration is similar to |C]-[H] So, the general picture suggests that carbon 
is deactivated by hydrogen present in the layer However, if studied in detail, 
the data obtained from the samples that were grown at different temperatures 
show that the situation is more complex 
Figure 4 6 presents the relation between the carrier concentration and 
IC]-[H] for layers grown at 530oC, 5750C and 6250C For a TG of 530oC, the 
carrier concentration is higher than the corresponding |C]-[H1 values In fact, at 
this growth temperature the carrier concentration actually matches the carbon 
concentration This suggests that at 530oC the incorporated hydrogen (see fig-
ure 4 3) does not seem to have a deactivating effect, which is in agreement with 
results reported by Dimroth et al [11] For 575°C the earner concentration 
matches the [CHH] data reasonably well The trends obtained from the sam-
ples grown at SSCFC, 600°C and 650oC are similar to that of the samples grown 
at 5750C 
In contrast, at a growth temperature of 625°C, the carrier concentration is 
lower than the [CHH] data This indicates that in addition to hydrogen deacti-
vation there must be another reason for the presence of inactive carbon Proba-
bly, carbon is also incorporated at interstitial sites or on element III positions 
Interstitial carbon atoms could act as scattering centers and would give a de-
crease of the hole mobility [5] Indeed, it was found that the hole mobility at 
similar carrier concentrations decreases with increasing To [39] The formation 
of carbon clusters could also play a role, although it should be noted that this 
was primarily observed after an anneal step at temperatures above 800oC [40] 
Table 4 3 Values of [H]/[C1 for various growth temperatures and V/III ratios 
V/lll ratio Growth temperature 
52 
25 
102 
5 2 
2 6 
1 3 
1 0 
530°C 
0 3 
0 29 
0 26 
0 1 9 
0 26 
0 35 
0 40 
550oC 
0 20 
017 
019 
0 20 
0 21 
0 29 
0 29 
5750C 
0 20 
0 1 6 
0 1 3 
0 1 0 
0 1 3 
0 1 8 
0 1 9 
600oC 
0 1 7 
0 14 
0 1 3 
0 1 2 
0 1 4 
0 1 6 
0 1 6 
6250C 
0 20 
0 14 
011 
0 13 
0 1 7 
0 1 8 
650oC 
0 33 
0 30 
0 28 
0 34 
0 52 
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Another reason for the presence of inactive carbon might be compensation by 
oxygen [17, 41]. Therefore, the oxygen concentration as function of TG and the 
V/III ratio was also determined. 
43 J Oxygen incorporation 
The influence of the growth temperature and the V/III ratio on the oxygen 
incorporation is shown in figure 4.7. In general, the oxygen concentration de­
creases with increasing TG and V/III ratio. The dependence on the V/III ratio 
suggests that the removal of oxygen involves arsine related molecules, such as 
radicals originating from AsH-?, as has been reported by many researchers [17]. 
However, at TG < 600oC and V/III ratios above 7.3, the oxygen concentration 
hardly varies with the V/III ratio. As the oxygen concentration is known to in­
crease with χ [16], the variation of the aluminum fraction with the growth pa­
rameters (see figure 4.2) should be taken into account. If the data are corrected 
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for variation in x, the oxygen concentration shows a continuous decrease with 
increase in V/III ratio, which is in agreement with the literature [17] (data not 
shown). 
It was reported that hole compensat ion by O-related deep hole traps can oc­
cur, resulting in semi-insulating layers when Ο and C concentrations were simi­
lar [17, 41] . Comparing figures 4.3 and 4.7, it is seen that at V/III ratios 
£ 2 . 6 the oxygen incorporation level is at least ten times lower than the carbon 
concentration. This shows that at V/III ratios s 2.6 the role of oxygen in carbon 
deactivation is limited. At higher V/III ratios oxygen might become more im­
portant as a deactivation mechanism. Since our main interest is in the parame­
ter range where high doping levels are achieved, we did not investigate this in 
further detail. 
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α
 of 0.36. 
4.4. Conclusions 
To obtain a better control of the material composition in intrinsically car­
bon doped Al
x
Ga|.
x
As, the influence of the aluminum fraction in the gas phase, 
the growth temperature, the V/III ratio on the aluminum, carbon, hydrogen and 
oxygen incorporation was investigated over a wide parameter range. It was 
found that a reduced growth temperature and V/III ratio result not only in an 
increase of the carbon concentration, but also in a strong decrease of the alumi­
num fraction in the layer. This can be explained by a lower decomposition rate 
of TMAl compared to TMGa due to the difference in bond strength between 
TMAl and TMGa. At extremely low V/III ratios and low growth temperatures 
a constant χ of 0.09 was obtained, possibly due to an equilibrium of the com­
petitive reactions between the metalorganics and the hydrogen radicals in the 
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gas phase. In the present study carbon concentrations a 1.5 χ IO20 cm 1 were 
achieved at growth temperatures between 530oC and 650oC, showing that high 
carbon levels can also be reached at high growth temperatures. It was found 
that for growth temperatures < 6250C about 70% to 100% of the incorporated 
carbon was active. At the lowest investigated To of 530°C, virtually all carbon 
is active, in spite of the high hydrogen level at this growth temperature. In con­
trast, at higher growth temperatures in the range 550oC - 600°C carbon is deac­
tivated by hydrogen to an extent of 10 - 20%. Furthermore, in particular at 
625°C it was demonstrated that the presence of inactive carbon was not solely 
due to hydrogen deactivation, but also to carbon incorporation on Ga-, Al- or 
interstitial sites. With the information obtained from this study, the carbon con­
centration and the aluminum fraction of intrinsic carbon doped layers can be 
controlled for a large range of process conditions. 
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Determination of the aluminum fraction, carbon 
and hole concentration in C-doped AlxGa^As1 
Abstract 
The aluminum fraction of intrinsically carbon doped AlxGai-xAs layers as func-
tion of the gas phase aluminum fraction, the growth temperature and the V/ill 
ratio was investigated with secondary ion mass spectroscopy and inductively 
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy. Reduced growth tempera-
tures and lowering of the V/lll ratio results in a strong decrease of the alumi-
num incorporation efficiency in the layers. X-ray diffraction was evaluated as a 
method for determination of the carbon concentration in heavily carbon doped 
AlxGai-xAs. By comparing Hall, SIMS and XRD data the amount of inactive 
carbon was found to increase at higher growth temperatures due to carbon 
incorporation at interstitial sites. 
1
 Based on the paper "Determination of the aluminum fraction, carbon and hole 
concentration in intrinsically C-doped AlxGa1-xAs" J. van Deelen, G.J. Bauhuis, 
J.J. Schermer, P.K. Larsen, Proc. 11th European workshop on MOVPE (2005) 
147. 
Chapter 5 
5.1 Introduction 
Carbon is widely applied for p-type doping of III/V materials in metalor-
ganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), achieving high doping levels with 
a much lower diffusion constant compared to zinc [1] Recently, intrinsic car­
bon doping of Al
x
Gai
 x
As has regained attention as an alternative for the use of 
an additional p-type doping precursor [2] In intrinsic doping, a reduced V/III 
ratio results in an enhanced incorporation of carbon from the methyl groups of 
tnmethyl-gallium or tnmethyl-aluminum [3] An intrinsic carbon doping study 
covering a wide parameter range was conducted at our laboratory, reaching car­
rier concentrations over 1 χ IO20 cm [4] (see chapter 3) During this research, 
large variations in the aluminum incorporation efficiency were found for intrin­
sically carbon doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As samples studied with Inductively Coupled 
Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analysis It should be noted 
that X-ray diffraction (XRD) and photo-luminescence (PL) are commonly ap­
plied methods to determine the aluminum fraction However, in highly C-
doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As layers measurements with XRD and PL are distorted due to 
the lattice contraction and a narrowing of the band gap, respectively [5, 6] 
Therefore, element analysis methods such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
(SIMS) and ICP-AES are required to determine the aluminum fraction in 
C-doped samples 
In the present work both SIMS and ICP-AES are applied to investigate the 
aluminum incorporation efficiency for Al
x
Gai
 x
As obtained at reduced V/III 
ratios and growth temperatures Furthermore, the carbon concentration of the 
layers was determined by SIMS and XRD and correlated to the carrier concen­
tration as a function of the growth temperature 
5.2 Experimental 
The Al
x
Gai
 x
As layers were grown by MOCVD in an Aixtron AIX200 reac­
tor at a pressure of 20 mbar and a total flow of 6 5 slm on (100) GaAs wafers 
2° misonented towards the [110] direction Hydrogen was used as a carrier gas 
Source materials were tnmethyl-aluminum (TMA1) and tnmethyl-gallium 
(TMGa) as group Ill-precursors and arsine (AsH^) as the group V-precursor 
Stacks with a number of layers with either a variation of the V/III ratio or a 
variation of the TMA1 fraction as compared to the total of group III precursors 
in the gas phase (x0) were grown at 6 different growth temperatures (Τα) in the 
range 530oC - 650oC (see also chapter 4) The combination of growth tempera­
ture and V/III ratio of 650oC and 132, respectively, will be referred to as 
'standard growth conditions' in the present work and is considered to result in 
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nominally undoped Al
x
Ga|.
x
As layers. Dependent on the growth conditions the 
thickness of the individual layers in the stacks varied between 80 and 150 nm. 
The aluminum, gallium and carbon concentrations of the layers in the stacks 
were determined with SIMS by Probion Analysis in France. In addition to the 
layer stacks, a number of 1 μηι thick single layer samples were deposited in the 
same parameter range as used for the stacks. These samples were examined 
using ICP-AES, X-ray diffraction and photo-luminescence. ICP-AES was per­
formed with a Spectroflame M (see chapter 3 for the sample preparation for 
this analysis). XRD was measured using a Bruker D8 diffractometer, while for 
PL measurements at 4.2 Κ a Spectraphysics argon laser was used for excitation. 
The electrical properties of the single layers were determined with the Hall-
Van der Pauw method. 
5 3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Determination of aluminum fraction 
Figure 5.1 shows the aluminum fraction and the carbon concentration as 
function of the depth below the surface of a sample as determined by SIMS. 
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Figure 5.1. The aluminum fraction and the carbon concentration as a 
function of the depth below the surface of a sample grown at 650oC and 
a V/III ratio of 132 as retrieved from SIMS analysis. The sample 
consists of a stack Al
x
Gai.
x
As layers grown with different XG. 
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The sample consists of a stack of layers, grown at standard conditions with 
variation of χ 0 . At these growth conditions the aluminum fraction in the layers 
was found to be virtually equal to XG, which is in accordance with literature [7]. 
Furthermore, the SIMS recording shows a distinct step-like profile, represent­
ing the different aluminum fractions for the various XG used during growth. 
This indicates that an Al
x
Ga|.
x
As layer thickness of at least 80 nm is sufficient 
to obtain an accurate determination of its aluminum fraction. The carbon con­
centration correlates to the aluminum fraction in the layer (x), as previously re­
ported [8]. 
Apart from using SIMS on layer stacks, the aluminum fraction for single 
layer samples grown at standard conditions for 0 ^ XQ < 0.5 was determined 
with XRD, PL and ICP-AES (see figure 5.2). Clearly, all methods give similar 
χ values for direct band gap AlxGa^As layers (x < 0.4). It shows that SIMS 
and ICP-AES can be employed as a way of determining the aluminum fraction 
if XRD and PL cannot be applied due to high carbon concentrations. Figure 5.2 
also indicates a very small random error in the measurement of χ for PL, SIMS 
and ICP-AES, even though for SIMS analysis an accuracy of ± 15% is gener­
ally accepted [9J, while for dedicated ICP-AES analysis of AlxGai.
x
As an error 
of s 10 % is derived from literature [10]. Moreover, the close fit of χ with xG in 
this figure, shows that the deviation of χ between growth runs (intergrowth de-
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Figure 5.2. Relation between aluminum fraction in the solid phase and 
XG for Al
x
Gai.
x
As layers grown at 650oC and a V/III ratio of 132 as 
measured by XRD. PL. ICP and SIMS. 
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viation) is small for growth at standard conditions. 
Figure 5.3 shows the aluminum fraction in the layer as obtained by SIMS as 
a function of the V/III ratio and To for A ^ G a ^ A s layer stacks grown with a 
constant XG of 0.36. At a high V/III ratio of 132 the aluminum fraction de­
creases with decreasing temperature for growth temperatures below 6250C (see 
also figure 4.2). Related to the higher bond strength of Al-C (65 kcal/mol), 
compared to the Ga-C bond strength (59 kcal/mol) [11], the decomposition rate 
for TMAl is lower than for TMGa at any To in the reactor. Therefore, the 
TMAl decomposition is likely to be the first to be incomplete at reduced 
growth temperature, which results in a lower x. In figure 5.3 it is clearly seen 
that the V/III ratio has a strong influence on the aluminum fraction, which was 
more elaborately discussed in chapter 4. 
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Figure 5.3. SIMS values of the aluminum fraction in AlxGa|.xAs layers 
as a function of the applied V/III ratio during growth. These layers were 
grown at different temperatures and at a constant χ0 of 0.36. 
Figure 5.4 shows the aluminum fraction as determined with ICP-AES as 
function of TG and the V/III ratio for single layer Al
x
Gai.
x
As samples grown 
with XG = 0.36. Qualitatively, ICP-AES and SIMS result in the same trends of χ 
with TG and the V/III ratio. Nevertheless, from a comparison of figures 5.3 and 
5.4 it is immediately clear that the differences between the data as obtained by 
SIMS and ICP-AES for reduced TG and V/III ratio are much larger than ob­
served for layers grown under standard conditions. 
This can, in part, be explained by the fact that at reduced TQ and V/III ratios 
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Figure 5.4. ICP-AES values of the aluminum fraction in Al
x
Gai.
x
As 
layers as a function of the applied V/III ratio during growth. These 
layers were grown at different temperatures and at a constant XG of 0.36. 
the aluminum incorporation becomes highly sensitive to these growth parame­
ters. Consequently, small variations in TQ and the III/V ratio that might occur 
between growth runs (performed with identical XQ) will result in a much larger 
variation of x, compared to growth runs under standard conditions. This effect 
is most profound for the ICP-AES data, for which each point is obtained from a 
separately grown sample. In the case of the SIMS measurements presented in 
this work, series with variation of the V/III ratio were grown as a stack of lay­
ers at constant TG- This results in a more smooth change in χ as function of the 
V/III ratio than found for the ICP-AES data. For this reason, the trends shown 
in figure 5.3 (SIMS data) are regarded as more accurate than presented in fig­
ure 5.4 (ICP-AES data). 
To determine whether there is a systematic difference in the aluminum frac­
tions as obtained using ICP-AES analysis compared to those retrieved with 
SIMS, the ratio of these values (x ICP-AES / χ SIMS) as a function of the V/III 
ratio and the growth temperature of the layers are presented in figures 5.5a and 
5.5b, respectively. The markers in figure 5.5a represent the average of all data 
available for each V/III ratio, i.e. they represent the average of the data ob­
tained over the entire temperature range. The minimum and maximum values 
of the ratios found for this temperature range are connected by the vertical lines 
through each marker. In a similar way, the markers and the vertical lines in fig­
ure 5.5b represent the average and the total deviation of the difference at each 
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Figure 5.5 Average of the relative difference in χ as determined by 
ICP-AES and SIMS (a) as function of the V/III ratio ( avarage of the 
data at different temperatures) and (b) as function or the growth 
temperature (average of the data at different V/III ratios). The vertical 
solid lines in the figures indicate the full data range of which the 
average was calculated. The horizontal solid lines represent equal 
values for ICP-AES and SIMS. The dotted line in figure 5a represents 
the average of +15% of the ICP-AES values over the SIMS data, 
while in figure 5b it indicates a surplus of 20%. 
temperature as obtained over the entire range of V/III ratios. Figure 5.5a shows 
that the average ICP-AES values are about 15% higher (dotted line) than the 
SIMS data, independent of the V/III ratio. Figure 5b shows that the x-values 
obtained from ICP-AES are on average more than 20% larger than the values 
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obtained from SIMS (dotted line) only for layers grown at To s 600oC In con­
trast, for growth temperatures of 625°C and 650oC the average of the ratios is 
about 1 This indicates that only for To s 600°C, additional to the random error, 
there is another factor influencing the measurement of χ So far, it is unclear 
what causes the higher values of χ in carbon doped samples as determined with 
ICP-AES The influence of carbon can be disregarded, as the detection of alu­
minum in both SIMS and ICP-AES analysis is insensitive to carbon contamina­
tion Alternatively, the silicon emission peak (176 366 nm) partially overlaps 
the emission peak of aluminum used in ICP-AES (176 387 nm), which can, in 
principle lead to an overestimation of the aluminum signal as measured by ICP-
AES However, this is unlikely to influence the measurements presented here, 
because the incorporated silicon concentration at reduced growth temperatures 
was reported to be more than three orders of magnitude lower than the alumi­
num concentration (> 2 χ IO2' cm 1) [12] 
532 Determination of carbon concentration with SIMS and XRD 
As mentioned in section 5 1, the presence of high carbon levels can hinder 
the accurate XRD measurement of the aluminum fraction in C-doped 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As On the other hand, if the aluminum fraction is known, the carbon 
concentration in Al
x
Gai
 x
As ([C]) can be determined using X-ray diffraction 
The measurement of carbon levels with XRD has primarily been reported for 
GaAs and AlAs, in which the peak position of the nominally undoped material 
was used as a reference [6, 13] XRD recordings of an undoped and a C-doped 
AloieGaowAs layer, both including a GaAs reference peak, are presented in 
figure 5 6 Alo 36Gao MAS has a larger lattice constant than GaAs and, conse­
quently, its peak is shifted to a lower diffraction angle compared to the GaAs 
peak For the determination of the aluminum content the following relation be­
tween the lattice constant of Al
x
Gai
 x
As (a,) and the measured angles can be 
used [14] 
" , - « 0 C
u 
l ^ ι ι Τ Z.\s IT 
sinöo _ì 
sin(0() + ( © „ - © , ) ) y (5 1) 
= 0.809· χ/565.33 =0.00143· χ 
Here, α« is the lattice constant of GaAs, Θο is the diffraction angle of the 
GaAs peak and Θ
χ
 is the diffraction angle of the Al
x
Gai
 x
As peak Cu and C12 
are the elastic stiff constants of GaAs, 11 88 χ 10 |ϋ N/m2 and 5 38 χ IO10 N/m2, 
respectively [15] 
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Figure 5.6. XRD recordings of an undoped AloioGaoMAs and a C-doped 
Alo.^GaoMÄs layer. The undoped layer was grown at TG = 650°C and 
xG = 0.36, while TG= 60()°C and XQ = 0.5 were applied to obtain the C-
doped layer. 
The XRD recording of the C-doped AlxGa|.xAs layer shows a shift of the 
peak to a higher angle (see figure 5.6), due to lattice contraction induced by the 
presence of carbon on lattice positons. For the calculation of the carbon con-
centration it is assumed that all carbon is incorporated on arsenic sites [6, 8]. 
Therefore, only the difference in atomic radius between carbon and arsine 
(Ar = -0.43 A) is taken into account, i.e. the carbon concentration in AlxGai.xAs 
can be calculated using the following equation (derived from ref. [13]): 
[C] = ^ c Ι Ι , ν 
4 CUJC + 2C^ 
a t - c o t 0 t - ( e v r - Q J 
ΔΓ 
(5.2) 
For Al
x
Ga|.
x
As with χ < 0.5, the elastic stiff constants C| | .
x
 = (11.896 + 
0.026 · χ) χ 1010 N/m2 and C l 2 . x = (5.39 + 0.65 · χ) χ 1010 N/m2, can be derived 
from data reported by Gehrsitz et al. [10] (see figure 5.7). The value of the 
A^Gai^As lattice constant in picometer is given by: a
x
 = 565.330 + 0.809 · χ 
[15]. Θ
χ
 is the diffraction angle of the peak corresponding to undoped 
Al
x
Gai.
x
As and Θ
χ
. c is the diffraction angle of the peak for C-doped 
Al
x
Ga|.
x
As. If the undoped Al
x
Ga|.
x
As reference peak is not available, XRD 
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can still be applied to determine the carbon concentration in Al
x
Ga|.
x
As sam­
ples if χ is known. In that case, by using the GaAs peak as a reference, the an­
gle of the undoped Al
x
Ga|.
x
As peak is calculated via the linear approximation: 
0
x
(arcsec) = 0o-368-x[16]. 
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Figure 5.7. Elastic stiff constants C||,X and Ci:x as function of the 
aluminum fraction in Al
x
Gai.
x
As. The solid lines are linear fits 
through the data points, which were obtained from Gehrsitz et al. [IO]. 
5 J J Incorporation of inactive carbon 
Figure 5.8 shows the carbon concentrations, the hole concentrations and the 
hole mobilities as function of the growth temperature of Al
x
Gai
 x
As layers 
grown at a V/III ratio of I and an XG of 0.36. The carrier concentrations and the 
hole mobilities were measured with the Hall - Van der Pauw method, while the 
carbon concentrations were retrieved from SIMS and XRD analysis (for the 
XRD analysis, the χ values of the samples were determined with SIMS). SIMS 
analysis records all carbon present, regardless its position in the lattice or its 
activity. In case XRD is applied, [C] is derived from the lattice constant, under 
the assumption that all carbon is positioned on As sites. 
At 530oC the hole concentration and the carbon concentration as retrieved 
from SIMS and XRD resemble well within the measurement error of ±10%, 
indicating that in this case virtually all the incorporated carbon is active, i. e. 
incorporated at As sites in the lattice. Together with the aluminum fraction, the 
carbon concentration as determined with SIMS increases with TQ. In contrast. 
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Figure 5.8. Carbon concentration ([C|) in intrinsically doped Al
x
Gai.
x
As 
as function of the growth temperature as determined with SIMS and as 
deduced from XRD. The hole concentration ([p|) and the hole mobility 
are determined with the Hall-Van der Pauw method. Samples were 
grown at a V/11I ratio of I and an XG of 0.36. 
the carrier concentration initially decreases and then remains constant for 
TQ S 5 7 5 0 C . This shows that the larger amount of incorporated carbon obtained 
at higher growth temperature does not contribute to a higher hole concentra­
tion. Furthermore, the carbon concentrations as deduced from XRD measure­
ments are more or less constant with Τ
Γ
, 
In literature, carbon inactivity is frequently attributed to hydrogen deactiva­
tion [17]. However, this can not fully explain the present results, since, based 
on the hydrogen concentrations of the samples as determined with SIMS, the 
hydrogen deactivation was found to be independent of TQ in the range 550oC -
6250C (see section 4.3.4). Also the formation of di-carbon [18, 19] is not likely 
to occur under the present growth conditions [8]. 
The discrepancy between the carbon concentrations as obtained from SIMS 
and XRD analysis indicates that at temperatures above 530CC there is an in­
creased tendency for the carbon to be incorporated on non-As sites. The inac­
tive carbon is not incorporated on Al or Ga sites, since carbon on these sites 
would induce a lattice contraction only slightly less than occurs at carbon in­
corporation at As sites. However, the results shown in figure 5.8 can easily be 
explained by incorporation of carbon at interstitial sites for higher growth tem­
peratures. Carbon incorporated on interstitial sites does not give rise to lattice 
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contraction but contributes to a small lattice expansion, which results in an un-
derestimation of |C] as deduced from the XRD measurements. The occurrence 
of this mechanism is supported by the fact that interstitial carbon acts as a scat-
tering center, which decreases the hole mobility, as is indeed observed at higher 
growth temperatures for growth at a V/III ratio of 1 (see figure 5.8). Moreover, 
this trend of the hole mobility with temperature was also found for other V/IIl 
ratios, as shown in figure 5.9. 
100 
• 550oC 
o 650oC 
0 
0.0x1020 0.5x1020 1.0x1020 
Carrier concentration(crTr3) 
1.5x1020 
Figure 5.9. The hole mobility as function of the carrier concentration as 
determined by the Hall-Van der Pauw method for AlxGa|.xAs samples 
grown at 550oC and 650oC. The different carrier concentrations were 
obtained by variation of the V/III ratio. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The influence of growth parameters on the aluminum incorporation effi-
ciency in intrinsically carbon doped AlxGa|.xAs layers as obtained by MOCVD 
was investigated. At a growth temperature of 650°C and a V/III ratio of 132 the 
aluminum fraction of the AlxGai.xAs layers is found to be identical to the ap-
plied aluminum fractions in the gas phase. PL, XRD, SIMS and ICP-AES 
analysis performed on direct band gap AlxGai xAs (x < 0.4) grown under these 
conditions all give similar values for x, indicating a small measurement error, 
as well as a low intergrowth deviation of the aluminum fraction for these 
growth conditions. A reduction of the growth temperature and the V/III ratio, to 
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induce intrinsic carbon doping, results in a strong decrease of the incorporated 
aluminum fraction in the layer (x). For these measurements only SIMS and 
ICP-AES could be utilized, since the high carbon levels of these samples hin­
der the accurate determination of χ by PL and XRD. A comparison of carbon 
concentrations as determined with SIMS and the corresponding hole concentra­
tions as determined with Hall-Van der Pauw showed that for samples grown at 
a temperature of SSC^C virtually all incorporated carbon is active, reaching car­
rier concentrations over 1.0 χ IO20 cm \ At higher growth temperatures, an in­
creasing part of the carbon was found to be inactive. XRD analysis demon­
strated that this is most likely due to carbon incorporation at interstitial sites 
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Chapter Q 
Study of wet chemical etching of 
AlxGai.xlnP2 films using hydrochloric acid1 
Abstract 
The etching behavior of AlxGa^xinPa in aqueous HCl was investigated for 
layers on their native GaAs substrates as well as for layers after releasing 
from their substrate and transferring to a foreign plastic carrier utilizing the 
epitaxial lift-off (ELO) technique. For lnGaP2 layers on their native substrates 
the activation energy of the etching rate was determined to be 22 kcal/mol 
for HCl concentrations of both 6 mol/l (M) and 12 M. The surface roughness 
of the partially etched AlxGa^lnPa layers, as determined with atomic force 
microscopy (ARM), was found to decrease with increasing aluminum fraction 
and to be smaller for 6 M than for 12 /W HCl. AlxGai-xinP2 layers on foreign 
plastic carriers were often found to be not etched in HCl, in contrast to layers 
on substrates. This could not be attributed to a single cause and it is sug­
gested that the non-etching behavior is related to a combination of factors, 
like exposure of the layers to the ELO process and strain induced by the for­
eign carrier. ARM studies showed an increased density of irregularities at the 
surfaces of the AlxGai.xlnP2 samples that later showed non-etching behavior. 
1
 based on the article: "Study of wet chemical etching of AlxGa1-xlnP2 films us­
ing hydrochloric acid", J. van Deelen, P. Mulder, G.J. Bauhuis, A. T. J. van Nif-
trik, E. J. Haverkamp, J.J. Schermer, P.Κ. Larsen, J. Electrochem. Soc, 153 (6) 
(2006) 0442. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Etching processes play an important role in the production of numerous 
semiconductor devices like transistors [1, 2], lasers [2, 3], and solar cells [4] 
For solar cells, (mesa) etching is often performed in order to obtain a well-
defined cell surface and edges that are free of shunts At our institute the pro-
duction of GaAs and InGaP2 solar cells includes selective wet chemical etching 
processes, using 12 mol/1 (37%) hydrochloric acid (HCl) for phosphide based 
materials and an ammonia-peroxide solution for arsenides [5, 6] In addition to 
regular III-V solar cells on GaAs substrates, thin-film GaAs cells were devel-
oped [7] The production of thin-film cells includes an epitaxial lift-off (ELO) 
process to detach the cell structure from the substrate and transfer it to a cheap 
foreign earner such as a plastic foil or glass [8] These thin-film GaAs solar 
cells have reached record efficiencies up to 24 5% |9], which is close to the 
highest efficiency reported for regular single junction GaAs cells on their na-
tive GaAs substrates (25 1%) [9, 101 
The next step in this research is the development of tandem cells, which in-
clude a thin-film AlxGai JnP? top cells However, initial attempts to produce 
thin-film InGaP2 cells were not successful This is due to the fact that, in con-
trast to InGaP2 structures on their native GaAs substrates, thin-film lnGaP2 lay-
ers on foreign carriers were frequently found to be not etched in the commonly 
used 12 M HCl solution Therefore, research on the etching of AlxGai xInP2 
was commenced to overcome these difficulties in processing 
In the literature both dry and wet chemical etching methods are reported for 
III-V materials [11, 12] Dry etching methods, such as reactive ion etching 
[11], low energy electron enhanced etching [13] and inductively coupled 
plasma etching [14, 15], have the disadvantage that they require relatively ex-
pensive equipment to produce the ion-beam, electron-beam or plasma In many 
cases wet chemical etching is a good option More specifically, aqueous HCl is 
an attractive etchant, because it can etch AlxGai xInP2 selectively from GaAs 
and high etch rates can be obtained [12] Furthermore, there is no aging effect 
of this solution, in contrast to several other etchants that contain H2O2 [16, 17] 
The wet chemical etching of InGaP2 layers on their native substrates using 
HCl, has been studied by several groups [16, 18-22] However, the results are 
not consistent, as shown in table 6 1, which gives an overview of literature data 
[21, 22] Etch rates obtained at similar etch conditions can differ as much as an 
order of magnitude The differences might be partially explained by small 
variations in the process conditions and sample handling Studies on etching of 
the quaternary material AlxGai xInP2 using HCl are limited Stewart et al [12] 
reported a linear increase of the etch rate as function of the aluminum fractions 
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Table 6.1. Overview of etch rates (Â/min) of InGaP2 and ΑΙΙηΡτ for different HCl con­
centrations as reported by various groups. 
[HCl] Material Lothian et al. Lee et Stewart et Ito et al.[16] 
[18,21] al.[19,22] al.[12] (Te,ch = 250C) 
(Tetch = 25°C) (Tetch = 25°C) (Tetch = 250C) 
4M lnGaP2 850 <30 
6 M lnGaP2 1.5x103 174 280 
12 M lnGaP2 12x103 20x103 
6 M AllnPj >10x10 3 12x103 29x10 3 
for etching performed in 6 M HCl at room temperature. With respect to thin-
film layers on foreign carriers no etch studies have been reported so far. 
In the present work the etching behavior of Al
x
Gai_
x
InP2 in aqueous HCl for 
layers on their native GaAs substrates as well as thin-film layers that were 
transferred to foreign plastic carriers is described. The etch rate was investi­
gated as function of the HCl concentration, the temperature, and the aluminum 
fraction. Furthermore, the influences of strain, doping level, and wetting of the 
layers on the etch rate were studied. Optical microscopy and atomic force mi­
croscopy were applied to examine the surface morphology of the layers before 
and after etching processes. 
6.2 Experimental 
The layers were epitaxially grown by low-pressure metal organic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD) on (100) GaAs wafers 2° misoriented towards the 
[110] direction in an Aixtron AIX-200 reactor. Arsine and phosphine were used 
as group-V sources, trimethyl-gallium, trimethyl-aluminum and trimethyl-
indium as group-Ill precursors. For n- and p-type doping disilane and diethyl-
zinc were used, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers 
were p-type doped with a carrier concentration of 1.5 χ 1017 cm"\ This material 
was chosen, because it is the 'bulk material' of a thin-film Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 solar 
cell. The growth was performed at a temperature of 650oC and a pressure of 
20 mbar. 
The structures shown in figure 6.1 were used for etching experiments on 
their native substrates. In addition, thin-film samples on foreign carriers were 
produced by subjecting structures Β and C to the ELO-process. For this pur-
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structure A 
GaAs cap layer (300 nm) 
IriyGa^P etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs buffer layer (300 nm) 
GaAs substrate (350 μιη) 
structure Β 
GaAs cap layer (300 nm) 
AlxGa,.JnP2 etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs intermediate layer (300 nm) 
AlAs sacrificial layer (10 nm) 
GaAs buffer layer (300 nm) 
GaAs substrate (350 urn) 
structure C 
GaAs cap layer (300 nm) 
AlxGa^lnPj etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs intermediate layer (300 nm) 
AlAs sacrificial layer (10 nm) 
GaAs intermediate layer (300 nnY 
AI^Ga^lnP;, etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs buffer layer (300 nm) 
GaAs substrate (350 μιη) 
Foreign carrier 
GaAs cap layer (300 nm) 
ΑΙ^3,.
χ
ΙηΡ2 etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs intermediate layer (300 nm^ 
GaAs intermediate layer (300 nm) 
AI.Ga^lnP;, etch layer (600 nm) 
GaAs buffer layer (300 nm) 
GaAs substrate (350 μνη) 
Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the layer structures used in the 
etch experiments. 
pose, a plastic foil (the foreign carrier) was mounted on top of the sample, us­
ing double sided tape. During ELO the (top) GaAs/Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2/GaAs layer 
stack was separated from its original substrate by etching of a sacrificial AlAs 
layer, using aqueous HF as described in previous studies [5, 23]. This results in 
a thin-film layer stack on a foreign plastic carrier with the GaAs intermediate 
layer on top. Consequently, the thin-film samples are etched from this side 
upon further processing. 
Before the etching, the sample (approximately 5 mm χ 5 mm) was cleaned 
in isopropanol and water. Thereafter, it was put on a hot plate with a tempera-
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ture of 180oC to cover about 20% of the top surface with Apiezon black wax. 
The exposed part of the upper GaAs layer was removed by etching in an 
ΝΗ4θΗ:Η2θ2:Η2θ (2:1:10) solution for 35 s. Subsequently, the sample was 
rinsed in water and blown dry with nitrogen. Thereafter, about 20% of the 
newly exposed Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 surface was covered with wax and the sample was 
partially etched in HCl. In our experiments partial etching refers to the use of 
an etch time in which an etch depth of maximally 0.4 μπι in the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 
layer is reached. The etching was performed in a glass beaker covered with a 
glass plate. This beaker was put in a temperature controlled water bath. The 
temperature (T
etch) and the acidity of the HCl solution were monitored with a 
pH meter, to ensure constant process conditions throughout one experiment. 
After etching, the samples were immediately rinsed in de-ionized water and the 
wax was removed with trichloro-ethylene. The difference in height between the 
exposed and the non-exposed part of the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 surface was used to de­
termine the etch rate. 
Samples with structure A (see figure 6.1) were used to study the dependence 
of the etch rate on temperature of the etch solution in the range 10oC - 37°C 
and the HCl concentration ([HCl]) between 4.0 M and 12.0 M. Furthermore, 
structure A was employed to investigate the influence of doping with zinc and 
silicon and the presence of strain in the InGaP2 layers on the etch rate. Strain 
was introduced by growing InyGa|.yP with an indium content (y) of 0.465 (In-
poor) and 0.505 (In-rich), while growth with y = 0.483 resulted in lattice 
matched layers, which were free of strain. Samples with structure Β were used 
to investigate the etching behavior of Al
x
Gai_
x
InP2 layers as a function of χ 
(0 ^ χ <, 1). Moreover, ELO was performed on samples with this structure in 
order to study the etching of thin-film layers on foreign carriers. For each alu­
minum fraction, samples, both on their native GaAs substrates and the thin-
films (samples produced with ELO), were obtained from the same wafer to en­
sure identical material compositions. The etch experiments with variation in χ 
were performed at temperatures of 15 and 29°C for an HCl concentration of 
6 M and at 150C in 12 M HCl. It should be noted that for etching in 12 M HCl, 
a temperature of 290C resulted in etching times < 1 s for AlInP2 layers, leading 
to an inaccurate determination of the etch rate. Samples of configuration C 
were employed to investigate the effects of the ELO process on the etching be­
havior, as described in the results section. 
The indium content of the InyGai.yP layers was determined from X-ray 
rocking curves using a Bruker D8 diffractometer, while the carrier concentra­
tions were measured with the Hall-Van der Pauw method. The step profiles of 
the samples after etching were measured, using a Tencor α-step profiler and 
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crosschecked with a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 atomic force micro-
scope. The surface morphology was studied with AFM and a Nikon eclipse 
ME600 differential interference contrast microscope (DICM). 
63 Results 
63.1 Influence of sample handling and process conditions on the etch rate 
While performing this study, it was found that the etch rate is highly de-
pendent on the sample handling prior to the etching in HCl. For instance, the 
time between the etching of the protective GaAs cap layer and the etching of 
the actual AlxGai.xInP2 layer under investigation should be as short as possible 
in order to prevent formation of an oxide layer on the exposed AlxGai^h^. 
This is important, since it was found that an oxide layer can hinder etching for 
[HCl] < 6 M. Figure 6.2 presents the etched depth of InGaP2 layers as function 
of the time they were exposed to 6 M HCl at 29°C for samples which were dry 
(regular procedure in this work) and samples that were dipped in water just be-
fore the HCl etching. The figure indicates that wetting of the sample with water 
decreases the etch rate. It is unclear what mechanism causes this decrease in 
etch rate. However, its occurrence underlines the importance of accurate and 
reproducible sample handling prior to the actual HCl etch experiments. Figure 
6.2 also illustrates that the etch depth increases linearly with increasing time. 
2 3 
Etch time (min) 
Figure 6.2. Etch depth of InGaP2 layers as a function of the etch time for 
dry samples and those dipped in water just before immersing in the 
etching solution. The lines are best linear fits through the data points. 
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Therefore, the etch rate (retCh), defined as re,Ch= d/t in which d is the etch depth 
in Angstrom and t is the time in min, is independent of time. 
The etch rate of InGaP2 as function of the HCl concentration is shown in 
figure 6.3a. The etch rate increases several orders of magnitude as [HCl] is in-
creased from 4 M to 12 M. It has been suggested that the dependence of the 
etch rate of InGaP2 on [HCl] is similar to that of InP, which was found to be 
etched by molecular HO [16]. As a result, the etch rate is proportional to the 
concentration of undissociated HCl [24, 25], which increases more than two 
orders of magnitude at an increase of [HCl] from 4 to 12 M [26]. 
The inset in figure 6.3a shows the relative etch rate as function of [HCl] 
normalized to the etch rates at 12 M as found in the present work and as re-
ported in literature [18, 19]. The normalized etch rates obtained in the present 
work fall between those reported by Lothian et al.[18] and Lee et al.[19]. Fur-
thermore, these studies show equivalent trends of the normalized etch rate with 
[HCl], even though there are large differences in the absolute etch rates of 
InGaP2 (see also table 6.1). 
Figure 6.3b presents the etch rate of InGaP2 as function of the etch tempera-
ture for 6 M and 12 M HCl solutions. The etch rate shows a strong increase 
with the temperature of the solution. From Arrhenius plots, the activation en-
ergy was calculated to be 22 kcal/mol for both HCl concentrations. This indi-
cates that for 6 M s [HCl] s 12 M the chemical reaction at the surface is the 
rate limiting step [18] and that the low etch rate for 6 M HCl is due to a lower 
molecular HCl concentration and should not be attributed to diffusion limita-
tions [24,25]. 
632 Influence of material composition on etch rate 
Using samples of configuration A (see figure 6.1), the etch rates of lattice 
matched. In-poor, and In-rich InyGa|.yP were determined. The etch rate was 
calculated by taking the best linear fit of the etch depths obtained at 3 different 
etch times and the origin (example shown in figure 6.2). The etch rate for lat-
tice matched InyGa|.yP2 (y = 0.483) is found to be up to 20% higher than the 
etch rates for In-rich and In-poor InGaP2 as shown by the first three data in ta-
ble 6.2. In literature it is reported that InP crystals can be etched rapidly in HCl, 
whereas GaP crystals are not etched [19, 27]. This might explain the observa-
tion in the present work that the lattice matched samples were etched faster 
than In-poor samples. It does, however, not explain the lower etch rate found 
for In-rich samples, compared to lattice matched samples. Possibly, this is re-
lated to the 0.148% compressive strain in In-rich InGaP2[28, 29], since com-
pressive strain is reported to have a decreasing effect on the etch rate [30]. 
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Figure 6.3a Etch rate of InGaP
:
 as function of HCl concentration in 
aqueous solutions. The inset shows the relative etch rates 
normalized to the etch rate at 12 M HCl as found in the present work 
and as reported in literature. Lines are to guide the eye. 6.3b Etch 
rate of InGaP as function of the etch temperature for HCl 
concentrations of 6 M and 12 M. Lines are best exponential fits 
through the data points. 
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Besides the etch rates of strained InGaP2 layers, table 6.2 also presents the 
etch rates as found for InGaP2 layers with various Zn doping levels, as well as 
for undoped and Si-doped samples. Increase of the Zn doping level gives a de­
crease in the etch rate. On the other hand, undoped samples have etch rates that 
are lower than samples with a hole concentration of 1.5 χ IO17 cm"3, while the 
etch rates of Si-doped samples are somewhat higher. These results indicate that 
dependent on the type and level of the doping concentration the electroless 
chemical etch rate of Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 in 6 M HCl can differ by a factor 3. It should 
be noted that for doped samples, the dopant concentration is considered too low 
to lead to a decrease in the lattice constant of InGaP2 due to smaller covalent 
radii of both Zn and Si, which could, in principle, have an influence on the etch 
rate. It is difficult to explain the observations in detail, since Zn and Si doping 
levels above IO18 cm"3 have opposite effects on the etch rate when compared to 
the etch rate of undoped samples. 
In table 6.1 it is shown that the etch rates reported for InGaP2 in 6 M HCl 
are much lower than those for AlInP2 [21]. Using samples of configuration Β 
(see figure 6.1), the etch rate was determined for Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 (0 ^ χ <, 1) layers 
on their native substrates as function of the aluminum fraction at temperatures 
of 150C and 290C and HCl concentrations of 6 M and 12 M. Figure 6.4 shows 
that the etch rate increases exponentially with χ and can, therefore, be de-
Table 6.2 Etch rates of I ^ G a ^ P : layers (± 30 Λ/min) in 6 M HCl at 290C. The layers 
differ with respect to indium fraction (0.485 is lattice matched to GaAs substrate) and 
doping element and level. Between the brackets in the first column, the stress state of 
the layers are indicated as C (compressive), T, (tensile) and LM (lattice matched). 
Indium fraction, y Doping element Carrier concentra- Etch rate (Â/min) 
0.465 (Τ) 
0.505 (C) 
0.483 (LM) 
0.483 (LM) 
0.483 (LM) 
0.483 (LM) 
0.483 (LM) 
Zn(p) 
Zn(p) 
Zn(p) 
Zn(p) 
Zn(p) 
intrinsic 
Si (η) 
tion (cm3) 
1.5 x 1 0 1 7 
1.5 x 1 0 1 7 
1.5 x 1 0 1 7 
9.2 x 1 0 1 7 
1.5 χ 10 1 8 
< 3 x 1 0 1 6 
2.6 x 1 0 1 8 
520 
570 
650 
540 
280 
560 
830 
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Figure 6.4. Etch rate of Al
x
Ga|.
x
lnP2 as function of χ at various HCl 
concentrations and temperatures. Lines are the best exponential fits 
through the data points. 
scribed with the equation: r
e
,Ch (A/min) = a- e ' x , in which a is the etch rate of 
InGaPi and b is the index factor. Etching in 12 M HCl at 150C results in an in­
dex factor of 2.9. For [HCl] = 6 M the index factors are about twice as high and 
almost independent of temperature: b = 5.8 at 150C and 5.6 at 290C. 
63 J Surface morphology issues 
In addition to the measurement of the etch rates, the surface morphology of 
the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 samples was investigated. Figure 6.5 presents a DICM image 
showing the typical features observed on an Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layer after it has been 
partially etched in 12 M HCl. At the bottom of the image a smooth surface is 
visible. This part has been covered with wax during the HCl etching. A distinct 
step of about 0.3 μπι deep marks the transition to the part of the Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 
surface that has been exposed to the etchant. Clearly, this part has an increased 
surface roughness. The etched surface shows round plateaus with a maximum 
diameter of about 150 μπι and a maximum height of approximately 55 nm. 
These shapes were only found if gas bubbles were observed during the etch 
process, i.e. for Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 (0 < χ < 1) etched in 12 MHCl and AlInP2 etched 
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Figure 6.5. DICM image of a typical example of a Al
x
Gai χΙηΡτ layer 
with χ = 0, partially etched in 12 M HCl. 
in 6 M HCl. It seems obvious that the formation of these gas bubbles at the 
Al
x
Gai χΙηΡτ surface, consisting of the gaseous reaction product PH3[24], tem­
porarily blocks the etch process. 
In fact, the plateau is the footprint of the gas bubble showing its formation 
history. The high central part of the plateau shows where the bubble was nucle­
ated and blocked the etch process for the longest time. After an expansion of 
the bubble along the surface it detaches as it reaches a diameter of about 
150 pm. Series of partially overlapping plateaus observed in some cases, indi­
cate that the bubble has moved along the surface before detachment. Another 
feature shown in figure 6.5 is the occurrence of a hill, which can be up to sev­
eral hundreds of nanometers high and have a diameter of 10 to 25 pm. The ap­
pearance of the plateau-like and hill-like elevations is essentially independent 
of x. However, the morphology of the etched Al
x
Ga
x
.iInP2 surfaces in the back­
ground varies significantly with the exact composition of the layer and the con­
centration of the used HCl solution. The differences in roughness and morphol-
W 
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ogy of these background surfaces were studied in detail using AFM. Note that 
for each layer composition a series of samples was prepared with various etch 
times. For the study of the surface morphology, samples were partially etched 
to a depth of approximately 0.3 μιη. 
χ = io r*^:^^::··.* 
Figure 6.6 AFM images of Al
x
Gai JnP: layers with different aluminum 
fractions partially etched in 6 M HCl at i50C. Each image represents a 
sample area of 2.5 urn χ 2.5 μιτι. 
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Figure 6.6 presents AFM images (2.5 μπι χ 2.5 μιη) of the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 sur­
faces with various x, etched in 6 M HCl. A wavy pattern is visible on the 
InGaP2, Alo.|Gao.9lnP2 and AlInP2 layers. For Alo^GaosInPz, and Alo.4Gao.6InP2 
the most distinctive feature is a pit-like structure. As shown in figure 6.7, the 
surface morphology of Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers (0 s x s 0.2) etched in 12 M HCl is 
quite different from those etched in 6 M HCl (see figure 6.6). The etching of 
InGaP2 (x = 0) gives a surface with oval dome-like shapes of several tens of 
nanometers high. An increase of χ to 0.2 results in a decrease in size of these 
shapes. Alo.4Gao.6lnP2 and AlInP2 layers etched in 12 M HCl exhibit virtually 
the same surface morphology as shown in figure 6.6 (6 M HCl). 
Table 6.3 presents the typical root mean square roughness (R
ms
) of the as-
grown GaAs cap layers as well as the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers (0 s x s 1.0) before 
and after partial etch in 6 M or 12 M HCl at 150C. The as-grown surface of the 
GaAs cap layer typically has an R
nis value below 1 nm and shows a decreasing 
tendency with increasing aluminum fraction of the underlying Al
x
Gai_
x
InP2 
layer. After removing the GaAs cap layer by ammonia-peroxide, the surface 
roughness of the samples was measured and found to be increased. The rela­
tively large increase in roughness for the samples with χ = 0 and χ = 0.1 after 
etching in HCl is related with the occurrence of wave-like pattering at the sur­
face as shown in figure 6.6. Etching in 6 M HCl results in a further increase of 
R
ms
 by a factor of 2 to 3. For layers with x s 0.2 etching in 12 M HCl results in 
a surface, which is 3 - 4.5 times rougher than found for 6 M HCl etching. For 
Alü.4Gao.6lnP2 and AlInP2 the Rms is 2 times higher, although in all cases pre-
sented in figures 6.6 and 6.7 similar AlxGai_xInP2 layer thicknesses of about 
Table 6.3. Surface roughness values (Rms in nm) of the GaAs cap layers and those of 
AlxGa|.xInP2 layers before and after partial etch to a depth of about 0.3 μηι in 6 M or 
12 M HCl for various x. 
X 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
1 
GaAs 
0.95 
0.94 
0.67 
0.57 
0.62 
AlxGai-xlnP2 
before HCl etch 
1.8 
1.5 
0.84 
0.79 
0.75 
AlxGa 
etch 
.1.xlnP2 after 
in 6 M HCl 
6.18 
3.02 
2.29 
1.87 
1.74 
AlxGa 
etch i 
1.xlnP2 after 
n12MHCI 
28.0 
11.6 
7.9 
3.5 
3.5 
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Figure 6.7 AFM images of Al
x
Gai.
x
InP: layers with different 
aluminum fractions partially etched in 12 M HCl at 15°C for various 
x. Each image represents a sample area of 2.5 μιη χ 2.5 μιη. 
0.3 μπι was removed. In particular the R
ms
 of etched InGaP: shows a large in­
crease up to a maximum of 28 nm. The overall picture is that the surface rough­
ness of the various layers (as-grown, before and after partial etching in HCl) is 
the highest for the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 samples with χ = 0 and decreases if χ increases 
to 0.4, while the roughnesses for χ - 0.4 and χ = 1 are almost identical. 
63.4 Thin-film Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 layers on foreign carriers 
Using the ELO process, thin-film Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 samples on foreign carriers 
were obtained from sample configuration B. Initially, these samples were sub­
jected to the same HCl etching procedures as described in the previous section 
for the structures on their native substrates, with the intention to partially etch 
the Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 layers. However, using 6 M HCl no etching effect was 
observed for the thin-film AI
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers on foreign plastic carriers. Also 
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Figure 6.8 AFM profiles of Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 layers of which the part at the 
left-hand side up to 25 μηι was covered by wax and part at the right 
hand side was exposed to 12 M HCl for one minute, (a) Reference 
sample on substrate, (b) thin-film Al
x
Ga|.
x
lnP2 on a foreign carrier for 
which etching was successful, (c) and (d) thin-film Al
x
Gai.
x
InP2 layers 
for which etching was not successful. 
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for samples treated with 12 M HCl (etch time < 10 s) no etching step could be 
detected, although the roughness of the surface subjected to HCl increased with 
approximately a factor of 2 Therefore, experiments were performed in which 
the samples were subjected to a prolonged etch time of 60 s in 12 M HCl For 
samples on their native substrates this procedure inevitably results in complete 
etching of the AlxGai xInP2 layer and reveals the underlying GaAs layer The 
use of a long etching time in 12 M HCl leads to severe underetching of the part 
of the sample masked by wax resulting in an inclined step profile of the layer 
as shown in figure 6 8a In contrast to the samples on their native substrates, 
etching of the thin-film AlxGai xInP2 layers was found to be highly irreproduci-
ble Only a limited number of thin-film samples was found to be successfully 
etched For successfully etched thin film samples, the etch profile closely re-
sembles that of the samples on a GaAs substrates (see figure 6 8b) For other, 
not successfully etched, thin-film samples only a small trench was formed 
along the part of the sample that was masked by wax during the experiment, as 
shown in figure 6 8c Most samples, however, did not have any step profile at 
all (see figure 6 8d) 
The thin-film samples had exactly the same AlxGai xlnP2 composition as the 
corresponding samples that remained on their GaAs substrates, since they were 
retrieved from the same wafer Therefore, the anomalous etch behavior of the 
thin-film samples could be related with the fact that they are mounted on a for-
eign earner and/or with the fact that they were exposed to the ELO process pre-
ceding the HCl etch experiments Specific chemical compounds released from 
the foreign carrier or the tape used to mount it on the AlxGai xInP2 thin-film 
might influence the HCl etch process This is, however, highly unlikely since 
thin films that were mounted with other means (UV hardening glue or black 
wax) or on different substrates (glass or silicon wafers) showed the same irre-
producible etching behavior Another possibility is that strain induced by the 
foreign carrier and mounting medium influences the etch process of the 
AlxGai
 xInP2 thin-films However, the strain in the thin films is below the value 
that induces cracking and for these strain levels the etch rate of InGaP2 layers 
on their native substrates was found to be reduced by about 20% (see table 6 2) 
but is not fully obstructed This suggests that strain induced by the foreign car-
rier is at least not the single cause for the peculiar etch behavior of the thin-film 
AlxGai xInP2 layers on foreign carriers 
In order to investigate the influence of the ELO process on the subsequent 
etching steps in more detail, samples with an aluminum fraction of 0 and 0 1 in 
configuration C were utilized ELO processing of these structures results in two 
AlxGai xInP2 samples One on its native substrate (referred to as substrate sam-
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pie) and one thin-film sample on a foreign carrier (see figure 6.1), that both 
have simultaneously been subjected to exactly the same (chemical) conditions 
during the ELO process. Of all samples prepared in this way, the GaAs layers 
covering the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 were readily removed in ammonia peroxide solution. 
The Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers that remained on the GaAs substrates after ELO etched 
in both 6 M and 12 M HCl. In contrast, the thin-film samples on foreign carri­
ers were often found to be not etched at all. This directly demonstrates that the 
exposure to the ELO process is not the single cause of the problems with the 
etching of the thin-film Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 samples on foreign carriers. Therefore, 
these problems must be related to the combined influence of strain induced by 
the foreign carrier and exposure to the chemicals in the ELO process. In this 
respect it should be noted that before HCl treatment the surface morphologies 
of the Al
x
Ga|.
x
InP2 layers were investigated with AFM. Some remarkable dif­
ferences in surface morphology were observed between samples that were later 
found to be etched and those that were found to be not etched (see AFM im­
ages in figure 6.9). The density of irregularities on the surface is low in case of 
successful etching. This was observed both for substrate samples (figures 6.9a, 
6.9b) and thin-film samples on foreign carriers (figures 6.9c, 6.9d). In contrast, 
the density of irregularities is higher if the etching failed (figures 6.9e, 6.9f). 
Nevertheless, the exact origin of the irregularities on the surface and their role 
on subsequent etching is not clear. Further research is required to investigate 
the precise nature of the surface irregularities and their influences on the HCl 
etch process. 
6 33 Alternative etchants 
In order to be able to perform mesa-etching on thin-film InGaP2 devices, a 
survey for a suitable etchant was commenced. These etchants are known to 
etch InGaP2 layers on substrate 16]. Table 6.4 presents an overview of the 
etchants, their capability to etch thin-film InGaP2 and the major drawbacks. It 
can be seen that most etchants that are able to etch thin-film InGaP2 simultane­
ously have a deteriorating effect photoresist mask or the gold alloy contact 
area. A mixture of HBr and ΒΓ2 in water (100:1:100) was found to etch thin-
film InGaP2 on plastic foils succesfully, with some damage the gold alloy con­
tact area. By increasing the thickness of the gold contact from 1 to 3 μηι, thin-
film cells could be processed successfully (see chapter 8). 
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Figure 6.9 AFM images (5 μπι χ 5 μηη) of the top Al
x
Gai.
x
lnP2 layers 
after removal of the GaAs cap layer for (a) reference sample on 
substrate, (b) sample on substrate after ELO (structure C). Images (c) and 
(d) represent top AUGa^InP: layers of thin-film samples that were later 
found to be etched successfully (x = 0 and 0.1, respectively) (e) and (f) 
show samples that were later found to be not etched in 12 M HCl (χ = 0 
and 0.1, respectively). 
wet chemical etching of AlxGa|.xInP2 films 
Table 6.4 Overview of etchants. 
drawbacks. 
Etchant 
HCl (37%) 
HCl (37%, boiling) 
HCI/H202 
HCI/CHaCOOH/HzOzO:! :1) 
HCI/HBr/HjOs/HsO (10:10:2:22) 
HCI/HNO3/H2O diluted (1: 
HCI/HBr/HzOs (10:10:2) 
HCI/HNO3/H2O (1:1:1) 
HCI/H3PO4/H2O2 (1:1:1) 
:1:20) 
HCI/HIO3/H2O (1:1:30), (4:4:30) 
HF/HN03(1:1) 
HBr/HN03(1:1) 
HBr/H3P04(1:1) 
HBr/Br2/H20 (100:1:100) 
HBr/Brz/HjOa (1:1:100) 
Bra/Methanol (6:1000) 
the etching result on 
Thin-film \nGaP2 
no etching 
etching difficult 
etching 
etching 
no etching 
no etching 
etching 
etching 
etching 
no etching 
etching 
etching 
etching 
etching 
etching 
etching 
thin-film InGaP: a nd major 
Major drawback 
photoresist not stable 
photoresist not stable 
gold contact damaged 
gold dissolves 
gold dissolves 
photoresist not stable 
gold dissolves 
gold dissolves 
gold dissolves 
gold contact damaged 
gold dissolves 
gold dissolves 
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6.4 Conclusions 
For Al
x
Gai χΙηΡ2 (0 s χ s 1) layers grown with MOCVD on GaAs substrates 
the etching behavior in aqueous HCl was investigated for the parameters HCl 
concentration, temperature of the etch solution, and the composition of the lay­
ers (aluminum fraction, indium fraction and doping level) Furthermore, after 
growth, AlxGai
 x
InP2 layers were transferred from their native GaAs substrates 
to foreign plastic earners with the ELO technique in order to investigate the 
etching characteristics in HCl of the resulting thin-film Al
x
Gai χΙηΡ2 samples 
InGaP2 samples on their native substrates readily etched and the activation en­
ergy was determined to be 22 kcal/mol for HCl concentrations of both 6 M and 
12 M, which shows that in this concentration range the etch rate is kinetically 
limited The dependence of the etch rate on the HCl concentration was ex­
plained by the fact that the Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 material system is etched by molecular 
HCl Both introduction of strain by the vanation of the indium fraction and 
heavy zinc doping reduce the etch rate, while higher etch rates were obtained 
for lattice matched Si doped InGaP2 An increase of the aluminum fraction en­
hances the etch rate The surface roughness of partially etched Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 
samples, as determined with AFM, decreases at a decrease in HCl concentra­
tion or an increase of the aluminum fraction in the range 0 s χ <, 0 4 
In contrast to layers on their native GaAs substrates, thin-film Al
x
Gai
 x
lnP2 
samples on foreign carriers were often found not to etch in HCl This cannot 
solely be attributed to the ELO process, since Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 samples on their na­
tive substrates that were subjected to the same ELO process, were readily 
etched It is suggested that the non-etching is related to a combination of fac­
tors, like exposure of the layers to the ELO process and strain induced by the 
foreign carrier AFM studies showed an increased density of irregularities at 
the surfaces of the thin-film Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 samples that were found to be not 
etched Further investigation is required to determine the precise nature of the 
surface irregularities and their influence on the HCl etch process 
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Part II 
Solar cells 

Chapter 
Thin-film lll-V solar cells obtained by epitaxial lift-off 
Abstract 
Using the Epitaxial Lift-Off (ELO) technique a lll-V device structure can be 
separated from its GaAs substrate by selective wet etching of a thin release 
layer. The thin-film structures obtained by the ELO process can be cemented 
or Van der Waals bonded on arbitrary smooth surface carriers for further 
processing. It is shown that the ELO method, initially able to separate millime-
tre sized GaAs layers with a lateral etch rate of about 1 mm/h, has been de-
veloped to a process capable to free the entire 2" epitaxial structures from 
their substrates with etch rates up to 30 mm/h. With these characteristics the 
method has a large potential for the production of high efficiency thin-film so-
lar cells. By choosing the right deposition and ELO strategy, the thin-film lll-V 
cells can be adequately processed on both sides allowing for an entire range 
of new cell structures. 
In the present work the performance of semi-transparent bifacial solar cells, 
produced by the deposition of metal grid contacts on both sides, was evalu-
ated. Reflection of light at the rear side of the bifacial GaAs solar cells was 
found to result in an enhanced collection probability of the photon-induced 
carriers compared to that of regular lll-V cells on their native GaAs substrates. 
To enhance this effect thin-film GaAs cells with gold mirror back contacts 
were prepared. Even in their present premature stage of development, these 
single-junction thin-film cells reached a record efficiency of 24.5%, which is 
already very close to the 24.9% efficiency that was obtained with a regular 
GaAs cell on a GaAs substrate. From this study, it is concluded that, as a re-
sult of the photon confinement, ELO cells require a significantly thinner base 
layer than regular GaAs cells while at the same time they have the potential to 
reach a higher efficiency. 
1based on the article: "Photon confinement in high-efficiency, thin-film lll-V solar 
cells obtained by epitaxial lift-off" J.J. Schermer, G. J. Bauhuis, P. Mulder, 
E. J. Haverkamp, J. van Deelen, A. T. J. van Niftrik, P. K. Larsen, Thin Solid 
Films 511-512 (2005) 645. 
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7.1. Introduction 
1II-V solar cells are usually not referred to as thin-film cells. However, the 
most frequently used materials for these cells such as GaAs and InGaP2 are di-
rect band gap semi-conductors with high absorption coefficients. Therefore, a 
stack with a thickness of only a few micrometer of these materials is required 
to absorb all light that the cell can convert into electricity. The reason why 
III-V cells are not referred to as thin-film, is that the cell structures are gener-
ally deposited on a circa 0.35 mm thick GaAs or Ge wafer in order to obtain 
single crystal solar cell structures. Such structures were reported to reach 
25.1% efficiency for a single junction GaAs cell [1] and more than 30% effi-
ciency for InGaP^/GaAs tandem cells [2]. However, after deposition of the so-
lar cell film, the substrate is of no further use for its performance. Nevertheless, 
in the present fabrication techniques, the active thin-film structure including the 
passive substrate are processed together to a thick solar cell (see figure 7.1a). 
For high demanding space applications, such cells have rapidly replaced the 
initially used crystalline silicon solar cells but they are not yet utilised for ter-
single crystal 
substrate 
deposition (epitaxy) 
lll-V cell structure 
deposition 
contacts and ARC 
single crystal 
substrate 
high efficiency 
lll-V solar cell 
deposition 
release layer and 
lll-V cell structure 
Lift-Off 
/ V deposition contacts/ARC 
i 
high efficiency 
ll-V thin-film cell 
Figure 7.1. (a) Schematic representation of the production process for 
regular III-V cells on a single crystal GaAs or Ge substrate, (b) Actual 
thin-film III-V cell preparation route via the Epitaxial Lift-Off process 
with the potential of significant cost reduction via direct reuse of the 
substrate. 
Photon confinement in thin-film solar cells 
resinai purposes, because the present III-V cells are at least 5 times more ex-
pensive [3]. Several breakthroughs, resulting in significant reduction of the 
amount of III-V semiconductor material used for a certain energy output, must 
take place before these high-efficiency cells become attractive for large scale 
terrestrial applications. Basically there are two ways to reduce the required 
amount of III-V material: the application of concentrator systems and the appli-
cation of an ELO process that allows for substrate reuse (see figure 7.1b). 
In contrast to the large area cells applied in flat panel modules, concentrator 
systems generally use small cells with a relatively high efficiency and a set of 
lenses and/or mirrors to collect the sunlight impinging on an area 2-2000 times 
larger than the cell. This results in a reduction of semiconductor material costs 
which is equal to the concentrator factor that can be obtained. The higher the 
concentration ratio, the smaller the range of angles of light rays that the system 
will accept. For concentration ratios above 10, the system mainly utilizes direct 
sunlight and must track the sun in its path across the sky. Although the concen-
trator optics increase the system costs, savings obtained by medium to high 
concentrations can make III-V cells economically useful for terrestrial applica-
tions [4] In addition to a reduction of semiconductor material, generally also 
the efficiency of the solar cells increases with increasing concentration ratios 
up to a certain peak value. So the output power of a cell increases more than 
linearly with the concentration ratio [5]. Above a certain optimum concentra-
tion ratio, the efficiency decreases again as a result of series resistance losses in 
the cell. The peak efficiency may occur at concentration ratios anywhere be-
tween five and several hundred suns |6,7] while efficiency gains in excess of 
20% relative have been reported |8]. Recently, InGaP2/GaAs/Ge triple junction 
cells in combination with a light concentrator system were demonstrated to 
reach efficiencies well over 36 % for a concentration ratio of 400 [9]. 
Compared to the manufacturing methods used nowadays, the amount of ex-
pensive semiconductor material used to generate a certain output power can be 
reduced by a factor 100 by the application of an epitaxial lift-off (ELO) tech-
nique. The ELO technique is an etch method to separate thin-film III-V struc-
tures from their original substrate [10-15]. The films are transferred to a low 
cost foreign carrier like glass or plastic for stability while the expensive GaAs 
substrate can potentially be reused for growth of the next thin-film cell struc-
ture. In this chapter, the progress with respect to thin-film epitaxial lift-off 
GaAs solar cells is described. 
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7.2 The epitaxial lift-off process 
In case the Epitaxial Lift-Off technique is to be applied, a typically 10 nm 
thick AlxGai xAs (x > 0 6) release layer is deposited before the actual III-V de-
vice structure (see figure 7 lb) This sacrificial layer allows for the separation 
of the device structure from its substrate by selective wet etching using an 
aqueous HF solution 110-15] The thin, single crystal film obtained by the ELO 
process can be cemented or Van der Waals bonded on arbitrary flat carriers for 
further processing [16,17] The fact that these carriers can be selected on the 
basis of their material properties rather than crystal growth demands opens the 
way for the development of new device structures Owing to the large selectiv-
ity (>106) of the HF solution for etching of AIGaAs over GaAs [18], the origi-
nal substrate is not affected and can be reused [17] Using this process many 
GaAs based and also InP based devices such as solar cells [19 -22], photodi-
odes [23,24], LEDs [25,26] , lasers [27,28], HEMTs [29] and FETs [30] trans-
ferred to silicon, sapphire and glass plates were demonstrated 
In the past, the process suffered from some severe limitations First of all 
the etch rate was still fairly low Consequently, the demonstrated devices were 
generally limited to several millimetres in size ELO was typically performed 
by preparing the samples with wax and submerging them in the HF solution 
until the thin films were found floating in the solution after several hours up to 
several days Secondly the tension induced by the wax could not be controlled 
well, which made it difficult to investigate the etch mechanism and optimize 
the process parameters At the Radboud University, these problems were 
solved by mounting a HF resistant temporary carrier on top of the epilayer 
This earner provides continuous support and allows for manipulation of the 
thin film during and after the lift-off process Because the film needs to curl up 
in the process, a flexible earner is required Rather than the tension in a wax 
layer to force the crevice open during the etch process, now a controllable ex-
ternal force can be applied to the film via the carrier (see figure 7 2) Initially, a 
process was developed in which the sample with the carrier is mounted upside 
down above the etch solution in a closed container [13,14,17] A variable 
weight attached to the foil provides the required external force (see figure 
7 2a) Due to the saturated vapour of the HF solution in the container, one 
droplet of etch solution positioned on the plastic foil against the edge of the 
sample on the side of the weight is generally sufficient to separate the epitaxial 
film from its substrate This set-up allows for systematic experimental research 
to determine the influence of the key parameters on the etch rate (Vc) [13,14] 
These studies indicate that Ve increases as thickness of the sacrificial layer (h) 
decreases down to values between 3 and 5 nm If h is decreased further, the 
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Figure 7.2. (a) Schematic representation of the weight-induced ELO 
process, (b) Schematic representation of ELO with a stabilized radius of 
curvature by guiding the temporary flexible carrier over a cylinder 
surface. 
etch process comes to a sudden halt. The etch rate also increases with increas­
ing T, but for practical reasons Tis limited to 100 0C and might best be kept at 
a value between 50 and 60 "C [31]. Finally, ν
ε
 was found to increase as R is 
reduced. However, an increased curvature involves a higher risk of breaking 
the single crystal ELO films and care should be taken with the optimisation of 
this parameter. Combining the results of these parameter studies and the appli­
cation of a continuous flow of a 10% HP solution in our set-up resulted in lat­
eral etch rates exceeding 30 mm/h. 
A disadvantage of the separation method as shown in figure 7.2a, is that the 
flexible carrier easily bends too much, i.e. R becomes too small. This typically 
results in cracking of the epitaxial layer structure. Por this reason, a set-up was 
developed in which the slit is forced open with a constant radius of curvature 
by guiding the foil and the part of the film that is separated over a curved sur­
face (see figure 7.2b). Figure 7.3 shows a 1 //m thick GaAs layer of 2 inch in 
diameter. At present, the size of this film is determined by the maximum wafer 
size that can be deposited in our AIX200 reactor, but there seem to be no fun­
damental limitations to scale-up the process towards larger films. 
7 3 Thin-film solar cell growth, processing and characterisation 
The ability to transfer the cell structure to an arbitrary carrier allows for the 
creation of new device structures that can be optimized for different purposes. 
The carrier might be a light-weight material for space applications, a heat con­
ducting material for concentrator applications or any type of low band gap cell 
to form a mechanically stacked tandem cell. At the Radboud University, proc­
essing schemes have been developed to produce thin-film III-V cells beneath a 
film structure 
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Figure 7.3. A 1 //m thick GaAs film of 2 inch in diameter on a flexible 
plastic carrier (right-hand side) after epitaxial lift-off from its substrate 
(left-hand side). 
glass superstrate (see figure 7.4a) or on top of an arbitrary stable carrier (see 
figure 7.4b). In case of a transparent carrier, the film cell can be processed with 
a grid contact pattern on both sides. In this way semi-transparent or bifacial III-
V solar cells are obtained. Alternatively, an arbitrary carrier can be applied to 
support a film cell with a full back contact. If applied correctly, this back con-
tact might at the same time act as a mirror which reflects the photons that reach 
the back side of the cell. In this chapter the performance of both semi-
transparent/bifacial GaAs cells and GaAs cells with a mirror back contact will 
be discussed. The performance of these thin-film cells is compared to that of 
regular GaAs cells on a substrate (i.e. without being subjected to the ELO proc-
ess). 
The I-V characteristics of the cells were determined using a combination of 
a 1000 W xenon and four 150 W tungsten-halogen light sources while the cells 
were kept at a temperature of 250C. Before each measurement, the current 
through the light sources was adjusted to match the standard AM 1.5 spectrum 
with an intensity of 1000 W/m2. For this purpose, a GaAs reference cell was 
used with well-defined cell parameters as determined by the National Renew-
able Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the USA. Because the spectral response of 
the thin-film cells was similar to that of the reference cells, no correction was 
made for the spectral mismatch of the system. The spectral response data of the 
thin-film cells were obtained by chopping the xenon light and pass it through a 
series of bandpass interference filters with a FWHM of 10 nm. The response of 
the cell to the filtered Xe light was determined with a lock-in amplifier using 
the tungsten-halogen light as bias illumination. Before each measurement, the 
setup was calibrated using a reference cell with a known absolute spectral re-
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adhesive or VD Waals bonding 
Figure 7.4. (a) Schematic representation of the thin-film bifacial GaAs 
cell, (b) Schematic representation of the mirror cell configuration. The 
representation shows the cells in cross-section and includes the typical 
layer structure of the thin- film cells 
sponse. In order to verify the results, additional measurements were performed 
at the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems in Freiburg, Germany. 
The irradiation tests were performed at the University of Delft. At the Inter-
faculty Reactor Institute (IRI) of this University, the samples were irradiated 
with an 1 MeV electron flux of 5.10" cm'V as obtained from a Van der 
Graaff generator. The samples were bombarded with doses up to 3.1015 cm"2, 
whereas during 15 years in a Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) spacecrafts usu-
ally only experience the equivalent of electron fluences up to 6.10'4 cm"2. The 
condition of the cells before a mission, i.e. before irradiation, is referred to as 
begin-of-life (BOL) whereas the condition of the cells at the end of a mission is 
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referred to as end-of-hfe (EOL). Generally EOL is assumed to correspond to an 
irradiation dose of LIO15 cm 2 Before and after having received increasing ra­
diation doses, the performance of the thin-film solar cells was determined at the 
Delft Institute of Microelectronics and Submicron technology (DIMES). For 
this purpose an Oriel AMI.5 solar simulator with an intensity of 1000 W/m2 
and operating at a constant temperature of 28.2 0C was applied. Although the 
spectrum of this set-up does not represent the conditions encountered in space, 
it is well suited for relative measurements such as the determination of the cell 
parameter remaining factors 
7.4. Results 
7.4.1 Bifacial cells 
A more efficient utilisation of the thin-film GaAs cells might be obtained if 
they are applied as bifacial cells. In this configuration the current density of the 
cell can be increased by illumination from both sides using a relatively cheap 
mirror set-up. In a previous study, the performance of bifacial GaAs cells as a 
function of their base thickness was examined. The thin-film cells were sub­
jected to front side illumination (FSI) as well as back side illumination (BSI). 
For these cells, the maximum performance was obtained for a base thickness of 
1.5 μ m for FSI as well as BSI. This indicates that in order to obtain a maximum 
efficiency, thin-film cells require only half the base thickness of a regular GaAs 
cell which typically is 3 to 3.5 //m. The occurrence of this maximum is related 
to photon confinement within the film cell. In contrast to regular GaAs cells, 
light reaching the backside of the thin-film cell structure partially reflects. The 
reflected photons are absorbed relatively close to the p-η junction of the cell. 
The thus created electron-hole pairs have a higher collection probability than 
those created by photons that are absorbed deep in cells with larger base thick­
nesses. 
Based on the above described results 2 cm2 bifacial GaAs cells were pro­
duced (see figure 7.5) with a base thickness of 1.5 μ m and an improved grid 
contact pattern (3% coverage). The thickness of the contacts was raised to 
3 μ m by electroplating Figure 7 6 shows the J-V and quantum efficiency (QE) 
characteristics of such a bifacial thin-film GaAs cell under AMI.5 conditions. 
Upon illumination at the front side, the cell has a total area efficiency in excess 
of 20%. Additionally, the cell shows more than 15% efficiency under BSI. This 
performance is less than the performance under FSI because the solar cell 
structure basically consists of a thin highly doped emitter on top of a relatively 
thick base layer with a lower doping level (see figure 7.4). Under BSI the role 
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Figure 7.5. Photograph of a 2 cm" thin-film bifacial GaAs cell in front of 
a mirror showing the grid contacts at both sides of the cell. 
of the emitter and base layers are reversed so that their thicknesses are far from 
optimal. From the characteristics as shown in figure 7.6 it can be deduced how 
the performance of the cell should be further improved. The relatively low QE 
in particular for the short wavelengths show that the ARC of the cell needs to 
be optimized or that an additional ARC should be applied on top of the cover 
glass. Furthermore, the fill factors might be increased to a value well above 
80%. The present values indicate the presence of an undesired series resistance, 
which might be related either to the relatively low doping level of the window 
layer [21] or to the use of a conductive paste to connect the metal contacts to 
the cell. 
7.42 Mirror cells 
The photon confinement in the thin-film cells can be further improved by 
the application of dedicated mirror layers at the backside of the cell. An evapo-
rated gold layer showed a reflection above 90% for larger wavelengths, i.e. the 
range of wavelengths that is not absorbed in the first pass through the cell 
structure. In addition, gold can also be applied as a back contact metal to form 
an ohmic contact with GaAs. Based on these results, the thin-film processing 
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Figure 7.6. a) J-V characteristics and b) quantum efficiency of a 
2 cm' bifacial ELO Ga As cell with a base layer thickness of 1.5 //m 
for both front-side illumination and back-side illumination. 
was adopted to produce cells with a gold back contact/mirror as shown in fig­
ure 7.7. The mirror cell configuration has the advantage that the cells do not 
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Figure 7.7. Photograph of a 1 cm" of a thin-film mirror GaAs cell. 
have a cover glass which absorbs part of the incoming light (see figure 7.4). As 
a result they could be further improved by the application of a double layer 
MgF2/ZnS anti-reflection coating instead of the single layer coating that was 
applied in the bifacial cells with a glass superstrate. In addition, this cell con-
figuration was found to withstand wire bonding of the front contact pattern to 
an external lead. As a result the size of the contact pads at the cell could be re-
duced compared to the situation in which conductive paste had to be applied, 
leading to a total grid contact coverage of only 2%. Moreover, also the thick-
ness of the GaAs contact layer at the back side of the cell was reduced from 
300 to a thickness in the 5-50 nm range to minimize the absorption in this 
layer. So far, the highest efficiencies were obtained with cells having a 20 nm 
thick back contact layer. 
Figure 7.8 shows the J-V characteristics of this cell compared to that of the 
best GaAs cell on a substrate as produced in our laboratory. Both J-V curves 
were measured at the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems. These re-
sults might be compared with the best results obtained with regular and thin-
film GaAs cells as stated in the recently reported Solar Cell Efficiency Tables 
(version 26) [I]. This comparison indicates that with an efficiency of 24.9% the 
performance of our regular GaAs cell is quite close to that of the 25.1 % GaAs 
substrate cell produced by Kopin. Moreover, with an efficiency of 24.5%, the 
thin-film GaAs cell clearly surpasses the 23.3% efficiency of the previously 
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best thin-film GaAs cell, which was also produced by Kopin utilising the 
Cleavage of Lateral Epitaxial Films for Transfer (CLEFT) technique [32], 
These data clarify that the thin-film cells are rapidly approaching the efficiency 
of the best substrate GaAs cells. Compared to our best substrate GaAs cell, the 
thin-film cell has a lower base thickness (3.5 μ m versus 2 //m), which results in 
a higher open circuit voltage for the thin-film cell. On the other hand, the thin-
film cell has a higher series resistance resulting in a reduced fill factor. The 
substrate cell has a lower series resistance because it is equipped with alloyed 
contacts which require annealing at a temperature of 450 0C. Because in the 
present early stage of development, thin-film cell processing does not yet allow 
for annealing at this temperature, the mirror cells were equipped with non-
alloyed gold contacts resulting in a relatively high contact resistance. The pre­
sent data indicate that once ELO processing is optimised, the performance of 
the thin-film cells will surpass that of the regular 1II-V cells on a substrate. 
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7.5 Space applications 
The thin-film III-V cells will most probably first be utilized in space appli­
cations. As a result of the reduced cell thickness, thin-film GaAs cells are ex­
pected to have a higher radiation hardness than regular GaAs cells. This is be­
cause in space the bombardment of high energy electrons and protons results in 
a degradation of the minority carrier diffusion length in the semiconductor ma­
terial. This degradation of cell performance will be less if the thickness of the 
cell is smaller than the diffusion length after irradiation. To verify this, a num­
ber of thin-film GaAs cells with a base thickness of 2 μπι were prepared to be 
subjected to 1 MeV electron radiation tests. For this purpose, the thin-film cells 
were mounted behind 200 μ m thick CMG glass plates (77 = 1.52) using Norland 
optically transparent UV curing adhesive with a thickness of about 50 μ m and a 
refractive index of 1.56. CMG cover glass is generally employed for space ap­
plications, because it does not darken after irradiation, its thermal expansion is 
matched to that of GaAs and it exhibits an inherent UV radiation filter to pro­
tect the cell and the applied adhesive. 
Figure 7.9 shows the 1 MeV irradiation tests results as obtained from the 
first set of three thin-film cells. It is clear that the radiation hardness of this first 
series of thin-film cells is less than that of a commercially available GaAs cell 
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Figure 7.9. Solar cell degradation by 1 MeV electrons as a function of the 
irradiation doses. For two of the three initially tested ELO cells, no current 
is measured after a dose of 3xl01 5 cm2. The table in the figure states the 
deterioration of the different cell parameters after irradiation with a dose 
of 1015 cm". The two star-shaped markers represent the performance of 
the two ELO cells obtained with improved processing which were 
subjected to an irradiation dose of 3xl01 5 cm'" only. 
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on germanium, which was used as a reference Furthermore, two out of the 
three cells failed operation after having received a dose of 3xlO'5 cm2 Exami-
nation of the thin-film cells after irradiation revealed that besides the intrinsic 
radiation damage of the GaAs semiconductor material a significant part of the 
deterioration in performance is related to local delarmnation of the cells from 
the cover glasses [22] In order to optimize the adhesion, the preparation of the 
cells was improved by a cover glass dehydration procedure at 180oC, before 
mounting of the thin-film cells Two cells prepared in this way were tested at 
an irradiation dose of 3xl0' s cm2 After irradiation these cells show no delami-
nation from the cover glass and, therefore, perform much better than the first 
senes of irradiated thin-film cells as is demonstrated by the star-shaped mark-
ers in figure 7 9 The parameter remaining factors of both cells are highly iden-
tical and given by VQC/VOCO = 091 , hdhco = 0 79 and FF/FFo = 0 95 These 
experiments show that even in this early stage of development, the degradation 
of the thin-film cells upon 1 MeV electron irradiation is less than that of the 
reference GaAs cell on a Ge substrate 
7.6. Future prospects 
Worldwide, III-V thin-film cells represent the only system that combines a 
thin-film technology with an efficiency surpassing that of crystalline silicon 
cells Considering the fact that the thin-film III-V cells are in a premature stage 
of development, there are good possibilities for the further enhancement of 
their performance This will take place by development and improvement of 
thin-film processing techniques, as well as by optimization of the thin-film cell 
structure, e g the thickness and doping concentration of the back contact layer 
Figure 7 10 indicates the rapid development of the thin-film III-V solar cells 
The data of the major thin-film technologies (a-Si, CdTe and CIGS) and those 
of the multi-junction III-V concentrator cells in this figure are adapted from a 
publication of Surek [33] In this publication he describes the highest efficien-
cies for the different cell systems that were measured at NREL over a period of 
30 years For the present work, these data are compared to the development of 
single junction GaAs cells (substrate as well as thin-film cells), which took 
place at the Radboud University Nijmegen Additionally, recently reported data 
on thin-film multi-junction III-V cells are added Figure 7 10 shows that the 
first thin-film GaAs cells produced in 1994 reached less than half the efficiency 
of the regular GaAs cells Focussed research and subsequent improvements in 
the ELO method, cell structure and thin-film cell processing resulted in a rapid 
increase of thin-film GaAs cell efficiency 
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The data for a-Si, CdTe, CIGS and the multi-junction (MJ) III-V 
concentrator cells are the highest values measured at NREL [33], These 
data are compared to the results of single junction (SJ) GaAs cells 
(substrate as well as ELO cells) as obtained at the Radboud University 
Nijmegen (RU) and those of thin-film dual-junction (DJ) and triple-
junction (TJ) cells recently reported in literature [34,35]. 
With the potential to surpass the efficiency of regular III-V cells, the thin-
film cell technology will be an important model system to explore the limits of 
thin-film solar cell performance and study the possibilities of high-efficiency, 
thin-film solar cells required for the next generation photovoltaic systems. The 
importance of this issue is increasingly recognized. Last year, for example, re­
search groups at Sharp [34] as well as NREL [35] have produced dual junction 
(DJ) and triple junction (TJ) thin-film cells respectively. Although the GaAs 
substrates were removed in a destructive fashion (grinding and/or etching), thus 
omitting the possibility of cost reduction resulting from substrate reuse, these 
studies demonstrated the potential of thin-film III-V cells to obtain efficiencies 
well over 30%. 
As already mentioned in the previous section, thin-film III-V cells will most 
probably first be utilized in space applications. Furthermore, these cells have a 
high potential for utilisation in terrestrial concentrator systems. Presently, there 
are two concentrator technologies commercially available [36]. These systems, 
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produced by Amonix Ine and Solar Systems Pty Ltd still utilize silicon solar 
cells Compared to crystalline silicon cells, III-V cells have the advantage to 
reach higher efficiencies and allow the use of higher concentration ratios 
Therefore, the performance of regular III-V cells in the above-mentioned con-
centrator systems is already being evaluated In addition, alternative concentra-
tor systems are being studied by several research groups [37-39] These studies 
show promising results for the utilisation of concentrator systems even at loca-
tions that receive a relatively low fraction of direct normal irradiance, such as 
Freiburg in Germany [39J Compared to regular III-V cells, thin-film III-V 
cells have additional advantages of cost reduction from substrate reuse and bet-
ter possibilities for cell cooling allowing for even higher concentration ratios 
7.7 Summary 
For the deposition of high efficiency III-V solar cells GaAs or Ge wafers are 
required as a substrate In the presently commercially applied fabrication tech-
niques, the active thin-film structures, including the passive substrates, are 
processed together as a thick wafer-based solar cell Opposite to these regular 
III-V cells, this work describes the use of an ELO technique to free the cell 
structures from their native substrate and produce actual thin-film cells At the 
Radboud University Nijmegen the ELO process has been developed to the 
point where it can be utilized to separate entire 2" epitaxial structures from 
their substrates with etch rates up to 30 mm/h By transfer to temporarily and 
permanent foreign carriers, these thin-film III-V structures can be adequately 
processed on both sides This allows for an entire range of new thin-film device 
structures As an example, semi-transparent bifacial GaAs solar cells mounted 
behind a glass superstrate and mirror GaAs cells mounted on an arbitrary car-
rier were demonstrated in the present work 
The bifacial cells reach efficiencies above 20% for front side illumination 
and above 15% for back side illumination Furthermore, dedicated thin-film 
solar cells were provided with a gold reflector at the back side, to enhance the 
absorption probability of the photons compared to regular III-V cells As a re-
sult thin-film cells require a significantly thinner base layer than regular III-V 
cells, while simultaneously achieving efficiencies up to 24 5% This is, to our 
knowledge, the highest efficiency reported so far for a single-junction thin-film 
cell 
Although the thin-film cells are in a premature stage of development, their 
radiation hardness was found to be better than that of a reference GaAs cell on 
a Ge substrate Further enhancement of thin-film cell performance will follow 
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from the optimization of the thin-film cell structure, the implementation of im­
proved thin-film processing techniques and the application of dedicated foreign 
carriers for different applications. The carrier might, for example, be a light­
weight material for space applications or a heat conducting material for con­
centrator applications. Efficiencies well over 30% can be obtained by the im­
plementation of multi-junction cell structures. As a consequence of the en­
hanced photon confinement, the performance of optimized thin-film cells is ex­
pected to surpass that of the regular III-V cells, while their costs can be less as 
a result of substrate reuse. 
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Chapter 
Semi-transparent thin-film lnGaP2 cells 
mechanically stacked on Si cells 
Abstract 
in this chapter results on mechanical stacking of InGaPa solar cells on top of 
Si cells are described. For this purpose, semi-transparent thin-film InGaPa 
cells were developed, which presently have an efficiency of 15.2%. The opti-
cal properties of thin-film InGaPa cells with various anti reflection coating 
(ARC) configurations were modeled and experimentally determined by trans-
mission measurements. Moreover, the optical losses induced by the InGaPa 
top cell in a mechanical stack were determined by measurements of the spec-
tral response of the Si bottom cell. In the present stage of development the 
application of ARCs both at the front and back of the top resulted in a me-
chanically stacked InGaPa/Si cell with an efficiency of 22.8%. 
O 
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8.1 Introduction 
Mechanical stacking of solar cells is an interesting option to produce multi-
junction cells [1]. An advantage of this method compared to two terminal 
monolithic tandem cells [2] is that the current densities of the junctions do not 
need to be the same. Moreover, the stacked top and bottom cells do not need to 
have similar lattice constants, which is a general requirement for monolithic 
tandem cells, although recently successful lattice-mismatched approaches for 
monolithic tandem cells have been reported [3]. 
For a stacked four terminal dual junction cell, silicon is a nearly ideal mate­
rial to be applied for the bottom cell [4], [5]. Mechanical stacking of thin-film 
GaAs cells (band gap 1.42 eV) on top of Si cells has resulted in efficiencies of 
19.4% (AMO) [1] and 20.4% (AM1.5G) [6], while a thin-film Alo.2Gao.8As 
cell with a band gap of 1.63 eV stacked on a Si cell resulted in an efficiency of 
21% (AM1.5G) 17]. However, using a Si bottom cell, the material for the top 
cell should have a band gap of 1.80 eV to reach the theoretical maximum tan­
dem solar cell efficiency under AMI .5G conditions (see figure 8.1). In addition 
to Al
x
Ga|.
x
As, which is highly sensitive to undesired incorporation of oxygen 
[8], the required band gap of the top cell can be attained by the material 
InGaP2. The band gap of InGaP2 can be tuned in the range from 1.80 eV to 
1.90 eV by varying the degree of ordering, which is mainly a function of the 
substrate orientation and the growth temperature [9]. InGaPi can be grown lat-
41 -1 1 
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ω 40 - ^ ^ \ 
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Figure 8.1. Theoretical maximum efficiencies (AMI .5G. 1000 W/nr) for 
four terminal mechanically stacked tandem solar cells with a Si (1.12 eV) 
bottom cell as function of the band gap of the top cell. 
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tice matched on a GaAs or a Ge substrate [10], while growth on Si is problem-
atic, due to lattice matching problems [11]. 
For the production of a mechanically stacked dual junction InGaP2/Si cell, 
the GaAs (or Ge) substrate, on which the InGaP2 cell structure is grown, should 
be removed to reduce absorption losses [12]. The removal of the GaAs sub-
strate can be achieved using the Epitaxial Lift-Off (ELO) process [13], [14]. In 
this process, the active (thin-film) device layer stacks are separated from the 
substrate by lateral etching of a sacrificial AlAs layer, which is deposited on 
the GaAs substrate prior to growth of the cell structure. In previous work, it 
was shown that this technique does not degrade the quality of the released layer 
structures [6], [15]. Furthermore, ELO offers the opportunity to reuse the sub-
strate for cost reduction [16]. The validity of the ELO method for its applica-
tion in solar cells was demonstrated by the production of a thin-film GaAs cell 
with a back reflector, achieving a record efficiency of 24.5% [17], which is 
only slightly less than the best performance for a single junction GaAs cell on 
substrate (25.1%) [18]. 
A Si cell placed underneath an InGaP2 cell has a lower short circuit current 
density (Jsc) than a bare Si cell, since a part of the spectrum is absorbed by the 
InGaPi layer. As a result, also the open circuit voltage (V„() and the fill factor 
(FF) decrease slightly, due to the diode characteristics of a solar cell [19] (see 
also chapter 1). In the ideal case, without optical losses other than absorption 
by the InGaP2 top cell and an external quantum efficiency of 100%, the Si cell 
placed underneath an InGaP2 cell loses about 40% of its original current den-
sity (see table 8.1 [20-23]). However, it is clear that in practice mechanical 
stacking will unavoidably induce additional optical losses, resulting in a further 
decreased current density of the bottom cell. These additional optical losses can 
be minimized by useage of dedicated anti reflection coatings (ARCs) at both the 
front and the back side of the top cell. However, former studies on mechanical 
stacking are generally performed with top cells that were still on their native 
GaAs substrates [24-27] and, therefore, do not contain relevant experimental 
information about the ARC to be applied at the back-side of a thin-film top 
cell. 
In the present study, results of research on thin-film semi-transparent 
InGaP2 cells as produced with use of the ELO technique are described. These 
semi-transparent cells are mechanically stacked on top of commercially avail-
able Si cells. The effects of the various antireflection coating configurations on 
the transmittance of the semi-transparent InGaP2 top cell structure are modeled 
and determined with transmission measurements of actual thin-film InGaP2 
cells and the spectral response of underlying Si cells. In this way, the optical 
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Table 8.1 Theoretical maximum short circuit current (Jsc ), open circuit voltage (V
oc
), 
fill factor (FF), single junction efficiencies (S-J Eff.) and efficiencies of multi-junction 
solar cells (M-J Eff.) under AMI.5G, 1000 W/m2 illumination. The calculations are 
based on the diode model, assuming 100% external quantum efficiency. The right 
column gives the experimentally obtained maximum efficiencies as reported in the 
literature. 
Single junction cells 
Ge (0.66 eV) 
Si (1.12 eV) 
GaAs(1.42eV) 
lnGaP2(1.80eV) 
lnGaP2(1.90eV) 
Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 
61.0 
43.Θ 
31.9 
19.7 
17.0 
Voc 
(V) 
0 29 
0 74 
1 06 
1 41 
1 50 
FF 
(-) 
0 72 
0 86 
0 89 
0 91 
0 92 
S-J Eff 
(%) 
12.7 
27.9 
30.0 
25.4 
23.4 
M-J Eff. 
(%) 
Exp. Max. 
Eft. (%) 
24 7 [20] 
25.1 [21] 
18 5 [22] 
Bottom cells In 4 or 6 terminal multi-junction configuration 
Si under lnGaP2 (1 80 eV) 
Si under lnGaP2 (1.90 eV) 
GaAs under lnGaP2 
(1.90 eV, mech stacked) 
Ge under GaAs 
lnGaP2 (1.90 eV)+GaAs+Ge 
24.2 
27.0 
148 
28 1 
0 73 
0 73 
1.04 
0.26 
0 85 
0 85 
0.89 
0.70 
15.0 
16.7 
137 
51 
40 4 
40 1 
37.2 
35 1 
42 3 
Cells in monolithic 2 terminal multi-junction configuration 
lnGaP2(1.90eV) 16 0 150 0.92 22 1 
GaAs under lnGaP2 (1.90 eV) 16.0 1 04 0 89 14 8 
Ge under lnGaP2/GaAs 16 0 0 26 0 70 2 9 
36 9 
39 8 
30 3 [23] 
32 0 [21] 
losses due to mechanical stacking are evaluated. Furthermore, preliminary re­
sults of a mechanically stacked InGaP2/Si tandem cell with optimized ARCs 
are presented. 
8.2 Experimental 
The deposition of the III-V layers was performed with MOCVD in a hori­
zontal Aixtron 200 reactor equipped with a rotating disc and an IR-heating sys-
Semi-transparent InGaPa cells mechanically stacked on Si cells 
tern. The materials were grown on (100) GaAs wafers 2° misoriented towards 
the [110] direction. Source materials were trimethyl-aluminum, trimethyl-
indium and trimethyl-gallium as group Ill-precursors and arsine and phosphine 
as group V-precursors. For n- and p-type doping, disilane and diethyl-zinc were 
used, respectively. Hydrogen was used as a carrier gas. The total flow through 
the reactor was 6.5 slm. The reactor pressure was kept at 20 mbar and the 
growth temperature was 650oC. For these growth conditions, the band gap of 
the grown InGaP2 was found to be 1.89 eV. The band gap of the thin-film cells 
is not optimal for mechanical stacking on Si (see introduction), resulting in a 
small loss of about 0.3% in the theoretically maximum obtainable efficiency of 
the tandem cell (see fig. 8.1). Experimentally, however, these growth condi­
tions were found to yield the best material quality for the InGaP2 top cell result­
ing in a difference of more than 0.3% in actually obtained cell efficiency. 
For thin-film samples, an AlAs layer with a thickness of 10 nm was grown 
first, followed by the actual solar cell structure [17] (see figure 8.2). During 
epitaxial lift-off the active layers of the InGaP2 solar cell were separated from 
GaAs:Si 6 x 1 0 1 8 c n r 3 
AllnP2:Si 2.0 χ K F c r r r 3 
lnGaP2:Si 2.0 χ 101 8ατΓ3 
lnGaP2:Zn1.5x 101 7cnr3 
AI04Ga06lnP2:Zn 5 χ 1018 cm" 
GaAs:Zn 5 x 1 0 1 8 c n r 3 
AIAs:Si 1x10 1 7 cm- 3 
GaAs S.I. 
GaAs substrate (350 
0.30 μΓΠ 
0.05 μΓΠ 
0.10 μΙΌ 
1.40 μΓΠ 
3
 0.07 μΓΠ 
0.30 μη 
0.01 μΠΊ 
0.30 μη 
μίίΐ) 
Front contact layer 
Window layer 
Emitter 
Base 
Back surface field 
Back contact layer 
Release layer 
Buffer 
Figure 8.2 Schematic representation of the layer structure for a semi-
transparent thin-film InGaP: cell (not to scale). 
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their original substrate by etching of the sacrificial AlAs layer, using aqueous 
HF as described in previous studies [16], [28] (see also chapter 7 of this thesis) 
This process results in a thin-film InGaP2 cell structure on a foreign carrier 
Further processing involves the electron beam evaporation of gold alloy grid 
contacts with a coverage of 8% on both sides of the cell and the removal of the 
GaAs contact layers in the areas where there is no grid contact After that, mesa 
etching using an 100/1/100 HBr/B^/t^O mixture [29] is performed to define 
the 2 χ 1 cm2 size of the cell and to reach the gold contact at the back side [30] 
The ARCs of the thin-film cells were applied with e-beam evaporation The 
front sides of the InGaP2 cells were provided with double layer MgF2/ZnS coat­
ings (to be referred to as front ARC) with refractive indexes (n,) of 1 4 and 2 3, 
respectively [31] For the ARC on the back side (back ARC), the material of 
choice is a single ZnS layer, which was applied on the Alo4Gao6lnP2 back sur­
face field (BSF) layer before mounting of the thin-film layer on a 200 μιτι thick 
CMG glass support, which has a cut-off wavelength at 357 nm For the mount­
ing, optically transparent UV curing adhesive with a thickness of about 50 μτη 
and a refractive index of 1 56 was used [14] 
Commercially available silicon cells were retrieved from Solaronix, where 
they were lasercut from larger cells to obtain a cell size of 2 χ 1 cm2 These 
structured Si cells had a thickness of about 300 μιτι and a silicon nitride pas­
sivation layer The coverage of the contact grid, including the tab was deter­
mined to be about 8% At delivery, a maximum efficiency of 16 9% was meas­
ured However, at the time of mechanical stacking two months later, the effi­
ciency had dropped to 16 0%, but it did not show a further decrease during the 
measurements presented in this work The initial decrease in efficiency was at­
tributed to deterioration of the cell at the nms, which were not passivated after 
laser cutting Furthermore, it should be noted that the silicon nitride ARC of the 
Si cell used in these experiments was designed to give the best performance for 
the bare cell, ι e a low reflection over a wide wavelength range, which means 
that the ARC was not optimized for wavelengths above 650 nm 
Because the contact grid pattern of the InGaP2 cells has virtually no overlap 
with that of the Si cells as retrieved from Solaronix, stacking resulted in an ad­
ditional 8% shading for the latter Clearly, this will not result in high tandem 
cell efficiencies, but the present study is intended to test the applicability of the 
thin-film semi-transparent InGaP2 cells as top cells and to investigate the ef­
fects of the applied ARCs on the optical coupling between top and bottom 
cells For this purpose, 2 χ 1 cm2 semi-transparent InGaP2 cells were prepared, 
without and with back ARC (see configuration A and Β in figure 8 3) Trans­
mission measurements were performed on these samples in the wavelength 
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lnGaP2 cell 
adhesive 
(n. = 1.5i 
lnGaP2 cell 
adhesive 
Transparent carrier 
(n, = 1.5) Transparent carrier 
Configuration A Configuration Β 
MgFJZnS 
lnGaP2 cell 
adhesive 
Transparent carrier 
Configuration C Configuration D 
Figure 8.3. Schematic representation of the various InGaPi top cell ARC 
configurations as used for the investigation of the effects of antireflection 
coatings (not to scale). Configurations: A) Top cell without ARC, B) top 
cell with ARC on the back, C) top cell with ARC on the front, D) top cell 
with ARCs on the front and the back. 
range 200-1100 nm using a HP8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer. Hereafter, the 
cells were placed above a 2 χ 1 cm2 Si cell and the spectral response of the lat­
ter was measured. During these measurements a thin layer of air was allowed in 
Chapter 8 
between the top and bottom cell in order to match the circumstances with those 
encountered during the transmission measurements, in which both sides of the 
top cells are in contact with the surrounding air 
Next, the top cells were provided with a double layer MgF2/ZnS front 
ARC, resulting in configurations C and D (see figure 8 3) Stacking and meas-
urement procedures were repeated with these configurations Throughout these 
experiments, the same Si cell was used for all stacks in order to ensure that 
only the effect of the different top cell configurations was determined 
Finally, the InGaPi cell in configuration D was stacked on the Si cell with 
immersion oil (n = 1 5) in between the top and bottom cell in order to minimize 
reflection losses In this configuration, the spectral response and the J-V char-
acteristics of the bottom cell were measured 
The J-V characteristics of the cells were determined using a combination of 
a 1000 W xenon and four 150 W tungsten-halogen light sources, while the cells 
were kept at a temperature of about 250C The current through the light sources 
was adjusted to match the ASTM G173-03 standard AMI 5G spectrum with an 
intensity of 1000 W/m2 as closely as possible The setup was calibrated using 
InGaP2 and Si reference cells with well-defined cell-parameters, as determined 
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Ispra, respectively 
It should be noted, however, that for the Si cell the calibration can only be per-
formed for the bare cell and the current density of the covered Si cell might 
therefore not be accurate For this reason, the current density of the covered Si 
cell was determined by integration of the spectral response data The spectral 
response data were obtained by chopping the xenon light and passing it through 
a series of band pass interference filters with a FWHM of 10 nm The response 
of the cell to the filtered xenon light was determined with a lock-in amplifier, 
using the tungsten-halogen light as bias illumination [14] 
The theoretical maximum performance of the cells are determined using the 
diode model described by Green [19], which is presented in chapter 1 The di-
ode ideality factor was taken to be one and the saturation current density is cal-
culated using equation 12 To calculate the current density, the ASTM 
G173-03 AMI 5 reference spectrum was used, with a total radiation energy of 
1000 W/m2 For the theoretical maximum efficiencies presented in table 8 1, 
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) was taken to be 100% 
For modeling of the optical properties of the semi-transparent InGaP2 top 
cell, the direct matrix method was utilized [32], which makes use of the com-
plex representation of trigonometric functions This is mathematically conven-
ient when dealing with the superposition of harmonic disturbances, as occurs 
when light passes through media with various indexes of refraction [33] In 
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these calculations, the effects of total reflection, absorption of the lnGaP2 top 
cell structure and the shading of its contact pattern were taken into account. It 
should be noted that in the model developed at the Applied Materials Science 
department a maximum of 6 media can be included, i.e. the two layers of the 
front ARC, the AlInP2 window, the InGaP2 p-η junction, the Alo4Gao6lnP2 
back surface field layer and the back ARC. The medium above the layer struc­
ture was taken to be air (n, - 1) and the medium below the layer structure was 
the adhesive and the glass (n, of 1.5). The transmission spectrum as obtained 
from the model (the transmission spectrum entering the glass support) was used 
to determine the current density of the Si cell underneath the InGaP2 top cell. 
This current density was corrected for the shadowing (8%) of the Si bottom 
cell, i.e. assuming an EQE of the Si eel of 92% for photon energies higher than 
the band gap of silicon (1.12 eV). The quantum efficiency of the actual Si bot­
tom cell (which has a relatively poor performance in the red part of the spec­
trum) was not used in the model in order to get a clear estimation of the influ­
ence of the transmittance of the top cell structure only. 
83 Results 
8 3.1 Optimization of ARCs by numerical modeling 
Using the model as outlined in section 8.2, the thicknesses of the MgF2 and 
ZnS layers for the front ARC for maximum current density of the InGaP2 cell 
were calculated to be 100 nm and 48 nm, respectively. Using this front ARC, 
the influence of an additional ZnS layer (back ARC) in between the thin-film 
layer stack of the top cell and its transparent carrier on the transmittance of the 
top cell was modeled. Since the back ARC reduces the reflection of light at the 
back side of the InGaPa top cell, the current density of the Si bottom cell in­
creases. Figure 8.4 illustrates that this increase is highly dependent on the 
thickness of the ZnS back ARC [34] and is optimal for a layer thickness of 
90 nm. The model also indicates that the application of the back ARC has vir­
tually no effect on the current density of the InGaP2 cell (data not shown), since 
incoming light in the part of the spectrum to be used by the InGaP2 cell has al­
ready been absorbed when it reaches the back ARC. 
Accounting only for reflection losses at the interfaces (neglecting the ab­
sorption losses in the optical 'transparent' layers) and shadowing by the contact 
grid patterns, figure 8.4 shows that an ideal Si bottom cell underneath a top cell 
with optimized front and back ARCs will have a current density of 
21.5 mA/cm2. This is close to the current density of 22.6 mA/cm2 that is found 
if also reflection losses are neglected. This indicates that changes in the front 
ARC could give only limited increase in the current density of the bottom cell 
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and the front ARC was not further adjusted in favor of the Si current density 
over the InGaP2 cell 
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Figure 8 4 Calculated maximum short circuit current of a Si bottom cell 
(with optimized MgF->/ZnS front ARC) as function of the layer thickness 
of the ZnS antireflection coating on the back side of the InGaP^ top cell 
with an optimized MgFi/ZnS front ARC 
832 Thin-film InGaP2 cell 
Figure 8 5 shows a photograph of a typical semi-transparent thin-film 
InGaP2 solar cell with its glass carrier The cell has overlapping front and back 
gnd contact patterns and is suited for illumination on both sides (bifacial cell 
[16]) or for mechanical stacking on a cell with a lower band gap The J-V char­
acteristics of a 1 6 μιτι thick semi-transparent InGaP2 cell with an efficiency of 
15 2% is presented in figure 8 6 The low fill factor is attributed to a relatively 
high series resistance of 3 8 Ω This is partly related with the use of a grid con­
tact at the back side of the cell which always will have a higher resistance than 
a contact covering the complete back side of the cell Moreover, in the current 
processing scheme, the η-type contact of the thin-film cell cannot be annealed 
at 450°C, which is required to reduce the contact resistance [17] The external 
quantum efficiency (EQE) of the semi-transparent InGaP2 cell (see figure 8 7b) 
is relatively low at short wavelengths probably due to absorption in the AlInP2 
window layer Clearly, the development of semi-transparent thin-film InGaPi 
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cells is still in an early stage. Therefore, the fill factor and the current density of 
the cells can be further enhanced by optimizing the cell structure and subse­
quent processing. 
ty oflNijmegen 
1 Research 
Figure 8.5. Photograph of a 1 μπι thick lnGaP2 cell of 2 cm" with its 
glass carrier. The cell, which has overlapping front and back contacts, 
is partly illuminated from the rear side to show its semi-transparency. 
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Figure 8.6. J-V characteristics of a (1.6 μπι thick) semi-transparent 
thin-film InGaP2 cell. 
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8JJ Mechanically stacked cells 
The J-V characteristics of a bare Si cell and a Si cell covered by an InGaPa 
cell of configuration D (with immersion oil in between the cells), are shown in 
figure 8.7a. The corresponding external quantum efficiency data are shown in 
figure 8.7b. This figure illustrates the drop of the EQE of the Si cell in the 
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Figure 8.7. (a) J-V characteristics and (b) external quantum efficiencies 
of a bare Si cell and the same cell functioning as a bottom cell in an 
InGaPi/Si mechanical stack (1.6 μιη thick thin-film InGaPi cell in 
configuration D stacked with immersion oil). Also included in (b) are 
the data of the thin-film InGaP: top cell. 
Semi-transparent InGaP2 cells mechanically stacked on Si cells 
range between 350 nm and 650 nm due to the absorption of light in the InGaP2 
top cell For wavelengths between 700 nm and 1100 nm, the EQE of the cov-
ered Si cell is about 80% of the EQE obtained for the bare cell In this wave-
length range, the top cell is not fully transparent due to 8% shadowing of the 
contact grid and additional reflection losses at the front and back side the top 
cell, even though the top and bottom cell were stacked with a layer of immer-
sion oil Also there might be some absorption in the oil Furthermore, it can be 
seen that the EQE of the bare Si cell is relatively poor in the red part of the 
spectrum This is related to the silicon nitride top layer, which serves as an anti-
reflection coating suited for a wide wavelength range 
Transmission measurements were performed on thin-film InGaP2 cells In 
order to allow a direct comparison between these transmission data and the 
spectral response properties (SRP) of the covered Si cell, the SRP was taken 
as the ratio of the external quantum efficiencies of the covered Si cell and the 
bare Si cell (EQE Si covered / EQE Si bare) In fact, this normalizes the EQE 
of the covered Si cell over the entire spectrum Moreover, for these experi-
ments no immersion oil was used in order to have comparable optical circum-
stances during the retrieval of both the SRP and the transmission data Figure 
8 8 shows the thus derived SRP, together with the modeled and measured 
transmission data for all configurations presented in figure 8 3 Both modeling 
and the UV-vis data show that the intensity of the transmitted light exhibits 
wavelength dependent fnnges, especially for a stack without ARCs (figure 
8 8a) These fringes are a result of interference effects in the thin-film layer 
stack The SRP data shows attenuated fringes compared to the transmission 
data This is due to the fact that, in contrast to the 1 nm intervals of the trans-
mission measurements, the SRP data were obtained with a limited number of 
band pass filters that have a transmission band width of approximately 10 nm, 
resulting in partial averaging of the intensity As already explained in the sec-
tion 8 2, due to the limited number of layers allowed in the model used for the 
present study, the interface between the glass top cell carrier and the sur-
rounding air could not be included Therefore, based on the typical reflection 
at a glass-air interface, the measured transmission spectra as shown in figure 
8 8 are expected to lie about 4% below the values as obtained from the model 
The SRP data include all interfaces of the top cell and should therefore match 
the measured transmission spectra 
The transmittance of a thin-film InGaP2 cell on glass without any ARCs 
and corresponding SRP of the underlying Si cell are shown in figure 8 8a The 
measured current density of the Si bottom cell is 12 9 mA/cm2 The current 
density as obtained from the model is 14 8 mA/cm2 (see table 8 2) The differ-
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Figure 8.8. Modeled and measured transmission spectra of the InGaPi cell 
configurations: a) top cell without ARC. b) top cell with ARC on the back, c) top cell 
with ARC on the front, d) top cell with ARCs on the front and the back, as shown in 
figure 8.3. Also included are the spectral response property (SRP) data of the underlying 
Si cell, normalized as described in the text. 
enee between these values can be explained by the additional reflection loss at 
the glass top cell carrier air-interface and a lower EQE of the actual Si cell, 
compared to the 92% EQE as used in the model. Figure 8.8b presents the 
transmittance data for a top cell with a back ARC and no front ARC. A com­
parison between figures 8.8a and 8.8b shows that the application of a ZnS 
ARC with a layer thickness of 90 nm at the back side of the III-V layer cell 
strongly decreases the amplitude of the fringes, especially in the range be­
tween 800 and 900 nm. This trend is observed for both the modeled and the 
measured transmission data, which more or less have the same average value, 
whereas a difference of about 4% was expected. Furthermore, compared to 
the InGaPo cell without ARC, the transmission at wavelengths in between 
700 nm and 1100 nm has increased, resulting in a measured current density of 
14.6 mA/cm2 for the Si bottom cell. 
Figure 8.8c shows the transmission and SRP for a top cell with a 
Semi-transparent InGaP2 cells mechanically stacked on Si cells 
Table 8.2. Calculated maximum and measured short circuit current 
densities the Si bottom cell underneath an InGaP? top cell (1.89 eV) 
with various ARC configurations. In the calcluations, the losses by 
reflection and absorption of the top cell, as well as total shadowing by 
the finger patterns of both cells are included. Not included are the 
reflection losses between the glass support of the top cell and the front 
side of the Si cell and the quantum efficiency losses in the Si bottom cell 
itself. 
Config. ARC Jsc cale. Jsc meas. 
(mA/cm2) (mA/cm2) 
A none 14.8 12.9 
Β back 16.5 14.6 
C front 18.6 15.2 
D both 21.5 17.4 
MgF^/ZnS double layer ARC on the front side and no back ARC. For wave­
lengths from 700 nm to 1100 nm, the transmission values predicted by the 
model are on average about 10% higher than the measured transmission data 
and SRP data, whereas a difference of only 4% was expected. This difference 
is also seen in figure 8.8d, which presents the transmission of a semi-
transparent thin-film InGaP2 cell with a front and back ARC and the corre­
sponding SRP of the Si bottom cell. The application of ARCs on the front and 
the back of the top cell, increases the current density of the Si bottom cell to 
17.4 mA/cm2, almost 35% higher than found in the case of stacking below a 
top cell without ARCs. 
For an InGaPa cell with front and back ARC stacked with a layer of immer­
sion oil in between the cells the current density of the Si bottom cell was found 
to be 18.0 mA/cm2 (see fig. 8.7a), being 3.5% higher than without immersion 
oil. This results in a Si bottom cell efficiency of 7.6%, which in combination 
with a top cell efficiency of 15.2% give a total efficiency of 22.8% for the me­
chanically stacked four terminal InGaP2/Si tandem cell in configuration D. The 
decrease in current density of the Si cell due to mechanical stacking underneath 
a semi-transparent InGaPa (1.89 eV) top cell was measured to be 50%. Theo­
retically, the maximum absorption of the InGaP2 layers within the top cell ac­
counts for a lowering in current density of 39% (see also Table 8.1). The addi­
tional loss in the present study is related to shadowing of the non-overlapping 
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grid contact patterns, reflections at the internal interfaces of the structure above 
the Si bottom cell and possible absorption m the layers other than InGaP2 
8.4 Discussion 
For all the configurations, the transmission data show a shorter period of the 
fringes than predicted by the model (see figure 8 8) Taking into account an av­
erage reflection of 4% at the glass-air interface not included in the model, the 
average transmission following from the model differs about 6% with respect 
to the experimentally determined transmission for configurations C and D This 
indicates that the model should be further improved to become a useful tool in 
the optimization of the tandem cell structure, as it is assumed that the evapora­
tion process resulted in an accurate layer thickness of the ARCs and that the 
maximum error in the transmittance measurement is a few percent In this re­
spect it should be noted that the outcome of the model critically depends on the 
optical constants of several Al
x
Gai χΙηΡ2 layers which are not available from 
the literature Therefore, these values were obtained from ellipsometry meas­
urements at our institute Experimental error associated with this procedure 
might well account for the observed differences between the modeled and the 
measured transmission of the thin-film InGaP2 cells 
The fact that the difference between the average values of the modeled and 
measured transmittances for configurations A and Β are smaller than for con­
figurations C and D is in accordance with this explanation For configurations 
C and D, the absolute difference in optical constants between the AlInP2 win­
dow layer and the ARC layer above it is smaller than in the case of configura­
tions A and B, which have an AlInP2-air interface Consequently, the effect of 
inaccuracies in the optical constants of AlInP2 in the modeled transmittance 
will be larger for configurations C and D than for configurations A and Β In 
addition, changes in the surface morphology induced by the application of the 
front ARC as in configurations C and D could influence the optical properties 
The high values of the modeled transmission data result in an overestimation of 
the calculated current density for a Si cell underneath an InGaP2 cell with con­
figuration C or D as presented in table 8 2 
Although the efficiency of a mechanically stacked InGaP2/Si cell reaches 
only 22 8%, this investigation clearly shows that mechanical stacking of high 
band gap thin-film cells on top of other cells is can be used to obtain tandem 
cell structures The performance of the cell can be increased by the application 
of overlapping contact grid patterns and further optimization of the ARCs An 
interesting application of mechanical stacking is the production of a four-
junction cell, which consists of a thin-film InGaP2/GaAs cell (grown lattice 
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matched to GaAs) stacked on top of an InGaAsP/InGaAs2 cell (grown lattice 
matched on InP) This would result in a four-terminal, quadruple-junction tan-
dem cell with a nearly ideal distribution of band gaps, although it should be 
noted that the wider range of band gaps in this quadruple multi-junction cell 
will be a serious challenge for the optimization of the antireflection coatings 
used 
8.5 Summary 
InGaP2 and silicon cells have virtually ideal band gaps to serve as a top and 
a bottom cell in a mechanically stacked dual junction cell Using the epitaxial 
lift-off process, thin-film InGaP2 cell structures were transferred from their na-
tive GaAs substrates to a glass carrier and processed to semi-transparent 
InGaP2 cells with efficiencies up to 15 2% By using a computer model, the 
MgF2/ZnS antireflection coating on the front side was optimized for the per-
formance of the InGaP2 top cell, while the thickness of a ZnS coating at the 
back side of the top cell structure was optimized for the output of a mechani-
cally stacked InGaP2/Si tandem cell 
The transmission spectra of the semi-transparent thin-film InGaP2 cell struc-
tures were modeled and determined with UV-vis transmittance measurements 
A comparison between the modeled and measured transmission spectra indi-
cates that the model should be further improved to become a useful tool in the 
optimization of the tandem cell structure In this respect it is most important to 
obtain the correct values of the optical constants of several AlxGai xInP2 layers 
which critically determine the outcome of the model but are not available from 
the literature It was found by measurement of the spectral response of the Si 
bottom cell underneath InGaP2 cells with various ARC configurations, that the 
application of ARCs both at the front and back of the top cell leads to an in-
crease of the Si cell short circuit current of more than 30%, compared to a stack 
without ARCs on the top cell 
The total decrease in current density of the Si cell, due to mechanical stack-
ing underneath a semi-transparent InGaP2 (1 89 eV) top cell with ARCs, was 
determined to be 50%, of which theoretically a maximum of 39% can be attrib-
uted to absorption by the InGaP2 top cell The additional loss in the present 
study is related to shadowing of the non-overlapping grid contact patterns, re-
flections at the internal interfaces of the structure above the Si bottom cell and 
possible absorption in the layers other than InGaP2 The maximum efficiency 
of mechanically stacked InGaP2/Si cell was 22 8% This relatively low effi-
ciency can be mainly attributed to the low efficiency of the commercially re-
trieved Si cell (16%), the fact that the semi-transparent InGaP2 cells are in a 
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premature stage of development and the perpendicular contact grids used. Nev­
ertheless, these results demonstrate the feasibility of the ELO technique to 
make semi-transparent InGaP2 cells on a transparent carrier and the importance 
of the application of ARCs on both the front and the back side of the top cell 
structure for optimal transparency. 
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Development of monolithic InGaPz/GaAs cells 
Abstract 
In this chapter, preliminary results on tunnel junctions and monolithic 
lnGaP2/GaAs tandem cells are described. The obtained tunnel junctions 
have a series resistance of 0.03 Ώ/cm2, while the lnGaP2/GaAs tandem 
cells have reached an efficiency of 25.7%, so far. 
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9.1 Introduction 
Most research on monolithic multi-junction cells has been devoted to triple 
junction InGaP2/GaAs/Ge cells, grown on Ge substrates [1,2] Studies con­
cerning dual junction InGaP2/GaAs solar cells on GaAs substrates have been 
directed to their use in triple junction cells by mechanical stacking on InGaAs2 
bottom cells [3,4] A constraint of this method, however, is that the widely 
used p-type doped GaAs substrates absorb light in the infrared range [5] 
Therefore, for mechanical stacking of InGaP2/GaAs cell structures semi-
insulating or η-type GaAs substrates should be employed [6, 7] These sub­
strates are transparent to infrared light but have suboptimal electrical character­
istics An interesting alternative is to use the epitaxial lift-off (ELO) technique 
to remove the substrate from the InGaP2/GaAs dual junction cell in order to 
stack it onto a low band gap (tandem) cell This is the objective of a long term 
research line at the Applied Materials Science department The first step in this 
research is the development of a suitable tunnel junction to serve as an optical 
transparent electrical contact between the InGaP2 top cell and the GaAs bottom 
cell of the monolithic InGaP2/GaAs tandem cell The tunnel junction consists 
of a highly doped pn-junction, as described in chapter 1 of this thesis Utilizing 
disilane as a doping precursor sufficiently high doping levels can be obtained 
for the η-side of the tunnel junction In order obtain high doping levels on the 
p-side, carbon doping is required Because certain disadvantages are associated 
with commercially available carbon doping precursors, the use of intrinsic car­
bon doping was studied in detail in the course of the research presented in this 
thesis (see chapters 3, 4 and 5) From this research Alo ^GaossAs with an in­
trinsic carbon doping level in the IO20 cm 1 range was identified as the most 
suited material for the p-side of the tunnel junction 
In this chapter, the research activities on tunnel junctions and preliminary 
results on InGaP2/GaAs tandem cells on GaAs substrate are described as prepa­
ration for thin-film tandem cells 
9.2 Experimental 
The details of the crystal growth process have been described in chapter 8 
For the deposition of tunnel junction and the monolithic InGaP2/GaAs tandem 
cell structure a MOCVD reactor pressure of 50 mbar was used Although the 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As doping studies as presented in chapters 3 to 5 have been performed 
at 20 mbar, which was considered beneficial for sharp interfaces, at the mo­
ment of research, tandem cells produced at 50 mbar showed higher efficiencies 
The p-side of the tunnel junction was grown at a temperature of 555 0C and a 
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V/III ratio of 2.5 to obtain intrinsic carbon doping. The other layers were 
grown at a temperature of 650 0C and a V/III ratio of > 75. For these growth 
conditions, the band gap of the grown InGaP2 was found to be 1.85 eV. Gold 
alloy contacts on the front and the back were applied by electron beam evapo­
ration. Mesa etching was performed with HCl (37%) for the phosphide based 
layers and ΝΗ4θΗ:Η2θ2:Η2θ (2:1:10) for the arsenide based layers. 
GaAs:Zn (300 nm 
AI012Ga088As:C (15 nm, 
GaAs:Si (20 nm, 8 
GaAs:Si (300 nm, 
1018 
1.5 χ 
cm3) 
1020 cm 
x10 1 8 cnr 3 ) 
1018 cm'3) 
3) tunnel junction 
Figure 9.1 Schematic cross-section of an Alo nGao.ssAs/GaAs tunnel 
junction test structure. 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
Bias voltage (V) 
0.8 
Figure 9.2 J-V characteristics of the Alo iiGaossAs/GaAs (15/20 nm) 
tunnel junction, schematically presented in figure 9.1. 
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The J-V measurements of the tunnel junctions were performed with a com­
puter controlled Keithley 2400 source meter. The experimental details of solar 
cell characterization are described in chapter 8. 
9 3 Results 
A schematic representation of the sample structure and typical J-V charac­
teristics of a tunnel junction are shown in figures 9.1 and 9.2, respectively. 
With increasing voltage up to 0.2 V, the current density increases up to a maxi­
mum of more than 7 A/cm2, which is sufficient for concentration ratios up to 
500 suns if the tunnel junction is utilized in a multi-junction cell. In this low 
voltage range, the resistance is less than 0.03 Ω/cm" and conduction occurs by 
tunneling of electrons through the extremely thin pn-junction (see figures 1.9 
and 1.10b). Increase of the voltage above 0.2 V results in a decrease of the tun­
neling current. The step-like decrease in figure 9.2 is a measurement artifact 
due to the negative differential conductance in this voltage range [8], which is 
in accordance with the literature [9 - 13]. For voltages above 0.6 V, a further 
increase in voltage results in an increase of the current density, according to the 
regular diode characteristic. 
A schematic representation of the structure of a monolithic InGaP2/GaAs 
tandem cell has been presented in figure 1.10a. Figure 9.3 shows the J-V curve 
of such a tandem cell on a GaAs substrate with an efficiency of 25.7%. The di-
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Figure 9.3 J-V characteristics of an InGaPi/GaAs monolithic tandem 
cell, with an Alo ijGaossAs/GaAs (15/20 nm) tunnel junction as an 
ohmic interconnection. 
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Figure 9.4 External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the individual cells in 
an InGaPj/GaAs monolithic tandem cell of which the J-V characteristics 
are presented in figure 9.3. 
ode characteristic of the J-V curve of this cell under one sun illumination indi­
cates that the current density is not limited by the tunnel junction, because this 
would induce an additional step or local maximum above 2 V in the J-V curve, 
as reported by Khan et al. [14]. 
In principle the InGaP2/GaAs cell is capable of reaching an efficiency of 
30% at 1 sun AMI .5G illumination [3]. However, the Λ,, the V„
r
 and the FF of 
our present cell are still non-optimal. The V„( can be improved to a value well 
above 2.4 V by the application of an InGaP2 top cell with a band gap of 1.9 eV 
instead of 1.85 eV used for the present cell. The J
sc
 has to be raised to a value 
of at least 14 mA/cm2 by careful current matching between the top and the bot­
tom cell of the structure, optimization of the antireflection coating (ARC) and 
the grid contact pattern. That the present ARC is non-optimal can also be de­
duced from the external quantum efficiency curves shown in figure 9.4. Fi­
nally, the fill factor might be enhanced to about 88% by optimization of the 
contact pattern and thickness. Current research at the Applied Materials Sci­
ence department is focused on the above described optimization steps of the 
monolithic tandem cell structure. Upon completion of the research the ELO 
technique will be utilized to separate this structure from the native substrate in 
order to produce actual thin-film multi-junction cells. 
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9.4 Conclusions 
A GaAs/Alo i2Gaü88As tunnel junction with a series resistance of 
0.03 Ω/cm2 was developed for electrical interconnection of the InGaP: top cell 
and the GaAs bottom cell in monolithic InGaP2/GaAs tandem cells. So far, an 
efficiency of 25.7% has been achieved for the monolithic InGaP2/GaAs dual 
junction cell. The developments to be undertaken in order to enhance the cell 
performance to a level close to 30% are identified. 
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Conclusions and outlook 
Abstract 
In this chapter, the results and conclusions from the previous chapters are 
summarized. Furthermore, recommendations for further research with respect 
to ili-V compounds crystal growth, thin-film processing and development of 
tandem cells are given. Finally, the concentration of light is discussed as a 
way of making high-efficiency cells economically feasible for terrestrial pur­
poses. 
Chapter 10 
10.1 Doping studies 
Heavy p-type doping is required for a tunnel junction (TJ), a thin pn-
junction, which serves as the ohmic contact between top and bottom cells in 
monolithic tandem cells For this purpose intrinsic carbon p-type doping of 
MOCVD grown Al
x
Gai
 x
As, as otbained by lowering the growth temperature 
and the V/III ratio was investigated Carrier concentrations of more than 
1 χ 1020 cm 1 were obtained at a V/III ratio of 1 and growth temperatures 
s 550oC, while carbon concentrations as determined by SIMS measurements 
were found to be 2 χ IO20 cm 1 for temperatures ranging from 530oC to 650oC 
The difference between the carbon and the earner concentration can partly be 
ascribed to hydrogen deactivation Additionally, at growth temperatures higher 
than 550°C, carbon is thought to be incorporated at interstitial sites as well 
At standard growth conditions, the aluminum fraction in the grown 
Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer (x) is similar to the TMA1 fraction in the total group III source 
gases (XQ) It was observed that at the process conditions used to obtain high 
carrier concentrations in carbon doped layers, ι e lowering of the V/III ratio 
and/or the growth temperature, χ decreases at constant XG For example, at a 
V/III ratio of 1 and growth temperatures s 575°C, an XG of 0 36 results in an χ 
of about 0 1 The decrease in χ could be attributed to a lower decomposition 
rate of TMA1 than for TMGa, due to a higher bond strength of the Al-C bond, 
compared to the Ga-C bond The reduction in χ induces a lower band gap and, 
therefore, a reduction of the optical transparency of the p-side of the TJ For 
this reason, it is important to retain an χ of 0 36, which can, in principle, be 
achieved by increasing the XG However, it was observed that at a V/III ratio of 
1, an increase of XG results in a bad surface morphology In an explorative 
study it was found that a higher reactor pressure resulted in both higher repro­
ducibility and better homogeneity of the intrinsically C-doped Al
x
Gai
 x
As lay­
ers in the tunnel junction It is suggested that for continued carbon doping stud­
ies the reactor pressure should be increased to 50 mbar, instead of the currently 
used 20 mbar In this way, a higher XG might be reached at low V/III ratios with 
good surface morphology of the layer 
For further research, the carbon concentration as function of the aluminum 
fraction at various (low) growth temperatures and V/III ratios could be investi­
gated This way, more insight in factors determining the incorporation of car­
bon and aluminum during growth can be gained This is important, as the car­
bon concentrations in this work are simultaneously influenced by both the 
growth parameters and the aluminum incorporation efficiency 
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10.2 Etching studies 
Mesa-etching of the as-grown structure is an important processing step in 
the manufacturing of III-V solar cells to prevent short circuits at the edges In 
addition, for thin-film cells obtained with epitaxial lift-off after the growth of 
the structure, mesa-etching is also required to reach the back contact of the 
cell However, thin-film InGaP2 layers transferred to a foreign supporting 
layer (carrier) were frequently found not to be etched by HCl, which is a 
widely used etchant for InGaP2 layers on substrate As this is a bottleneck in 
the development of wide-band gap thin-film cells, the etching behavior of 
InGaP2 in HCl was investigated An AFM study of the surface before etching 
showed that, in case of non-etching behavior, the surface of the thin-film 
InGaP2 layer had a high density of irrégularités Successful etching was only 
obtained if the density of irregularities was relatively low These observations 
could not be attributed to a single cause Instead, the non-etching behavior is 
related to a combination of factors, like exposure of the layers to the ELO 
process and strain induced by the foreign carrier However, the exact nature of 
the non-etching behavior remains unclear and its explanation imposes a scien-
tific challenge in the relatively new field of thin-film processing 
In a survey for a suitable etchant, a mixture of HBr and Br2 in water was 
found to etch thin-film InGaP2 layers on plastic foils succesfully, with mini-
mal damage to the photoresist mask or the gold alloy contact area | 1 | It 
would be interesting to investigate the etching behavior of thin-film III-V lay-
ers in the non-selective HBr/B^/^O etchant and the influence on the surface 
morphology, which can then be compared with the etching study performed 
for HCl Moreover, the high etch resistivity of thin-film InGaP2 layers might 
be an interesting feature for other applications in which III-V materials are to 
be used in an hazardous environment 
103 Thin-film cells produced with the epitaxial lift-off process 
Separation of thin-film layer structures from their substrates by the epi-
taxial lift-off (ELO) process offers the possibility of a wide range of new de-
vices, such as the thin-film bifacial GaAs solar cell Furthermore, the back 
side of a thin-film cell can be provided with a gold reflector to enhance the 
absorption probability of the photons, compared to regular III-V cells For this 
reason, thin-film cells require a significantly thinner base layer than regular 
III-V cells, while simultaneously achieving an efficiency 24 5%, which is a 
world record for thin-film single junction cells [2] For semi-transparent thin-
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film GaAs and InGaP2 cells, which have a grid contact on both the front and 
the back side, the maximum efficiencies obtained were 20 4% and 15 2%, 
respectively 
A possibility for further optimization of the semi-transparent cells is the 
improvement of the contact resistance of the gold alloy contact In the current 
processing scheme, the η-contact cannot be annealed This results in a contact 
resistance of 1 9 χ 10 1 Ω/cm2, which is about one order too high for a strip 
contact, even with the currently used coverage of 8% [1] By changing the 
processing scheme, or the materials used for the top contact, the contact resis­
tance could be reduced With lower contact resistance, it might become feasi­
ble to use a contact pattern with a smaller coverage, for instance 2% [3] Be­
cause of the reduced shading the current density of the thin-film cell would 
increase Moreover, if the semi-transparent cell would be used as a top cell in 
a mechanically stacked tandem cell configuration, the reduced shading could 
also be beneficial for the current density of the bottom cell 
10.4 Mechanically stacked cells 
For mechanically stacked dual junction cells, the materials InGaP2 and Si 
are nearly ideal to serve as top and bottom cells, respectively The semi-
transparent thin-film InGaP2 top cell was provided with a ZnS antireflection 
coating (ARC) at the back of the cell in order to improve the tandem cell per­
formance Modeling showed that the optimum layer thickness of this back 
ARC was 90 nm Thin-film InGaP2 cells as obtained at our group were 
mounted on top of commercially available Si cells (2 cm2), that have efficien­
cies up to 16 0%, as measured at our institute This resulted in tandem cells of 
maximally 22 8% efficiency 
With the proven suitability of the thin-film cells to be stacked on other so­
lar cell types, higher efficiencies should be achievable by stacking monolithic 
multi-junction cells For instance, a thin-film InGaP2/GaAs cell can be stacked 
on top of a InGaAsP/InGaAs2 cell to form a four-terminal four junction cell 
In order to achieve this, transfer of InGaP2/GaAs cells on optically transparent 
carriers via the epitaxial lift-off needs to be investigated and the 
(In
x
Gai
 x
)2AsP/InGaAs2 low band gap monolithic tandem cell needs to be de­
veloped In particular the tunnel junction between the (In
x
Gai
 x
)2AsP cell and 
the InGaAs2 cell is considered to be a challenge because of the high doping 
levels and sharp interfaces required [4] 
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10.5 Monolithic tandem cells 
The resistances of the tunnel junctions were found to be 0 03 Ω/cm" This is 
sufficiently low for the production of monolithic tandem InGaP2/GaAs solar 
cells So far, an efficiency of 25 7% was obtained and further optimization of 
this type of tandem cell should be performed in order to increase the cell out­
put In addition to work on current matching of the top and bottom cell, the op­
tical transparency of the currently used GaAs/Alo^GaoggAs tunnel junction 
can be improved by using wide band gap material for both the η-and p- side 
For the η-side InGaP2 is proposed to replace η-doped GaAs, as its feasibility 
was reported in the literature [5] For this configuration, higher current densi­
ties can be obtained if the doping level of Si-doped InGaP2 can be increased by 
using advanced doping schemes, such as delta doping [6], [7] 
10.6 Concentration of light for terrestrial use of IH-V cells 
The studies presented in this thesis are examples of applied research 
Therefore, in addition to the suggestions for further scientific work, some 
words should be dedicated to the end goal of these investigations The vision 
behind the solar cell research at the department of Applied Materials Science, 
is to make III-V cells, currently used in space sattehtes, economically attrac­
tive for terrestrial applications For this, the projected cost reduction of about 
80% by re-using the expensive GaAs substrates is not enough Further reduc­
tion of costs can be obtained by replacing most of the relatively expensive 
high-purity compound semiconductor solar cell material by a much cheaper 
optical concentrator system In contrast to the large area cells applied in flat 
panel modules, concentrator systems generally use small cells with a rela­
tively high efficiency and a method of lenses and/or mirrors to collect the 
sunlight impinging on an area much larger than the size of the cell This re­
sults in a reduction of semiconductor material costs that is equal to the con­
centration ratio that can be obtained (up to 2000) In addition to a reduction of 
cell material, also the efficiency of III-V solar cells increases significantly 
with increasing concentration ratio, e g from 32% to more than 37% for triple 
junction III-V solar cells under a concentration ratio of 175 [8] 
Concentrators are particularly useful in sunny regions of the world that re­
ceive a large fraction of direct sunlight, since scattered (diffuse) light is not fo­
cused on the solar cell surface area Nevertheless, long-term outdoor J-V meas­
urements performed at the Frauenhofer Institute in Freiburg (Germany) indi­
cate that newly developed systems utilizing Fresnel lenses with a concentration 
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ratio of 500 and equipped with regular III-V tandem cells on a substrate, gener-
ate more energy per square meter than silicon flat plate modules [9]. This re-
sults in an energy pay back time of only 16 months compared to three years for 
flat panel multi-crystalline silicon systems [10], [11]. With the calculated sys-
tem costs of 2.5 €JWp these recently developed III-V concentrator systems are 
cost effective over flat panel Si systems if deployed in mediterranean countries 
[12]. Further development of this concentrator system (e.g. utilizing triple-
junction III-V cells), is expected to bring the costs down to a level far below 
1.5 €JWp, which will expand their utilization area increasingly to the north of 
Europe. At the time of writing, the oilpnce on the world market has doubled in 
two years. Therefore, it can be stated that with the current technological and 
economical developments, photovoltaic energy conversion with III-V materials 
in combination with concentrator modules is a realistic option for economically 
feasible large scale production of electricity without any kind of pollution dur-
ing its operation. 
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Summary 
Photovoltaic cells harvest the virtually limitless source of solar energy III-V 
materials, produced with metalorgamc chemical vapor deposition, are success­
fully applied in photovoltaic energy conversion, achieving world records for the 
best single junction, multiple junction (tandem) and concentrator solar cells 
InGaP2/GaAs/Ge tandem cells have now reached efficiencies of more than 32% 
(under standard AMI 5, 1000 W/m2 illumination) and are used in space satel­
lites For terrestrial applications, a major drawback of these cells is their rela­
tively high cost, because on earth the cost effectiveness of solar cells prevail 
over superior efficiencies The GaAs substrate, on which the solar cell structure 
is deposited, entails about 85% of the total cost of a III-V cell, but is not neces­
sary for its actual operation Therefore, the recycling of the GaAs substrate can 
dramatically reduce the cost of materials used for III-V solar cells The recy­
cling of GaAs substrates can be achieved by using the epitaxial lift-off (ELO) 
technique to separate the active (thin-film) cell structure from its substrate after 
deposition Another way for effective cost reduction of photovoltaic energy 
conversion is concentrating the incident light with relatively cheap systems of 
lenses or mirrors onto a solar cell of much smaller dimensions than would be 
required in a flat panel module 
This thesis presents research on III-V thin-film (tandem) cells as performed 
during the last four years in our group Related material studies are described in 
part I of this thesis The first issue, addressed in chapters 3 to 5, is the develop­
ment of a highly p-type doped material for use in tunnel junctions, that serve as 
ohmic contacts between the top and bottom cells in monolithic InGaP2/GaAs 
tandem cell structures For this a detailed parameter study of intrinsic carbon 
doping of Al
x
Gai
 x
As was performed 
Carbon concentrations as high as 2 χ IO20 cm 1 were observed with SIMS 
for the temperature range 530oC - 650oC and V/III ratios s 1 in Al^ Ga,
 x
As 
with χ ranging from 0 09 to 0 2 Over this temperature range, hole concentra­
tions of more than 7 0 χ IO19 cm 3 were achieved, while a maximum hole con­
centration of 1 25 χ 1020 cm 1 was reached at a low growth temperature of 
530oC for Alüo9Gao9iAs, which is more than sufficient for application in tunnel 
junctions These results show that it is possible to obtain high carbon and hole 
concentrations at high growth temperatures Maintaining a high growth tem-
perature during the deposition of various layers is considered advantageous for 
the growth sequence, since it avoids the temperature ramping, which might de-
teriorate the quality of interfaces 
In addition, the aluminum content of the layers was investigated At a 
growth temperature of 650oC and a V/III ratio of 132, the Al/Ga ratio in the 
grown AlxGai xAs layer is similar to the ratio of the source gases TMAl/TMGa 
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However, using a constant ratio of these source gases, it was found that the alu­
minum fraction in the Al
x
Gai
 x
As layer can drop as much as 70%, when the 
growth temperature and/or the V/III ratio is lowered to obtain high hole con­
centrations by intrinsic carbon doping 
The second issue addressed with respect to the production of thin-film 
InGaP2/GaAs cells concerns the difficulties encountered during pattern etching 
of thin-film Al
x
Gai χΙηΡ2 structures This process is an important step in the 
production of the thin-film solar cell for reaching the back contact metallization 
and to prevent short circuits at the rims of the pn-junction A detailed material 
study with respect to this topic is presented in chapter 6 It is concluded that the 
non-etching behavior of thin-film (Al
x
Gai
 x
)InP2 in HCl cannot be attributed to 
a single cause, but is related to a combination of factors, most probably expo­
sure of the layers to the ELO process and strain induced by the foreign carrier, 
to which the thin-film structure is transferred during ELO It was found that a 
mixture of HBr and Br2 in water can successfully etch thin-film (Al
x
Gai
 x
)InP2 
without destroying the photoresist mask or the gold contact 
Part II of this thesis involves the development of thin-film and tandem solar 
cells Chapter 7 describes how the application of the ELO process has resulted 
in different new types of GaAs cells, such as semi-transparent bifacial and mir­
ror cells The mirror cells were obtained by the deposition of a gold reflector at 
the backside of the thin-film cells, to enhance the absorption probability of the 
photons, compared to regular GaAs cells on a substrate As a result, thin-film 
cells were found to require a significantly thinner base layer than regular III-V 
cells, while simultaneously achieving an efficiency of 24 5%, which is a world 
record for thin-film single junction cells 
The next step in this research involved the development of a wide band gap 
semi-transparent thin-film Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 cell to be placed on top of silicon cells 
In this study, which is described in chapter 8, semi-transparent InGaP2 cells 
with a maximum efficiency of 15 2 % were achieved Furthermore, the optical 
properties of InGaP2 top cells with and without antireflection coatings (ARC) 
on the front side (ZnS/MgF2) and back-side (ZnS) were modeled and measured 
with UV-vis transmission measurements Thin-film semi-transparent InGaP2 
top cells were provided with an ARC on the back and were stacked on a 16 0% 
commercially available silicon (Si) cell, leading to a total efficiency of 22 6% 
Chapter 9 describes the monolithic integration of InGaP2 top cells with GaAs 
bottom cells, using tunnel junctions that contain highly carbon doped 
Alo i2Ga<)8SAs layers So far, we achieved an InGaP2/GaAs tandem cell with an 
efficiency of 25 7% In chapter 10 it is argued that the use of (thin-film) tandem 
cells in concentrator modules give the opportunity for economically viable 
large-scale photovoltaic energy conversion 
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Samenvatting 
Fotovoltaische (zonne)cellen worden gebruikt om een gedeelte van de 
nagenoeg oneindige hoeveelheid energie van de zon om te zetten in 
electnciteit III-V materialen worden succesvol toegepast in zonnecellen, 
waarbij er verscheidene records zijn behaald Een voorbeeld hiervan is een 
rendement van 32% voor InGaP2/GaAs/Ge tandem cellen, die commercieel 
gebruikt worden in ruimtesattelieten Het gebruik van dit type zonnecellen op 
aarde is minder populair vanwege de relatief hoge kosten, omdat op aarde de 
kosteneffectiviteit een belangrijker criterium is dan het rendement Een 
mogelijkheid voor het terugbrengen van de kosten is het hergebruiken van de 
GaAs substraten, dat voor ongeveer 85% van de kosten zorgt, terwijl deze voor 
de werking van de zonnecel met noodzakelijk is Hergebruik van een substraat 
is mogelijk door met het epitaxiaal lift-off (ELO) proces de aktieve (dunne-
film) cel structuur te scheiden van het substraat waar de cel oorspronkelijk op 
was gemaakt met metaal-organische damp depositie (MOCVD) Een tweede 
manier om de kosten te verlagen is het concentreren van het inkomende licht 
met goedkope lenzen of spiegels op een klein oppervlak om het benodigde 
hoeveelheid zonnecelmatenaal te verlagen 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal stappen in de ontwikkeling van III-V 
dunne-film tandem cellen zoals onderzocht binnen onze groep gedurende de 
afgelopen vier jaar Hieraan gerelateerde materiaal studies zijn beschreven in 
deel I van dit proefschrift 
Het eerste onderwerp betreft ontwikkeling van hooggedoteerde lagen voor 
zogenoemde tunnel juncties, die fungeren als een ohmisch contact tussen de top 
en bodem cel in een monolithische InGaP2/GaAs tandem cel De tunnel junctie 
bestaat uit twee dunne (10-30 nm) hoog gedoteerde lagen van het p- en n-type 
Gedetailleerde parameter studies van koolstof gedoteerd Al
x
Gai
 x
As, dat als 
p-type laag gebruikt word in de tunnel junctie lagen, zijn beschreven in 
hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 Een hoge ladingsdrager concentratie van 1 25 χ IO20 
cm werd bereikt, terwijl koolstof concentraties tot 20 χ IO20 cm 1 werden 
gemeten met SIMS voor lagen gegroeid met een temperatuur van 550°C tot 
650°C Deze resultaten tonen aan dat het mogelijk is om ook bij hoge groei 
temperaturen hoge koolstof concentraties te verkrijgen, in tegenstelling tot 
eerdere publicaties, waarin beschreven werd dat veel lagere groei temperaturen 
tot minimaal 535°C nodig waren Het handhaven van een hoge 
groeitemperatuur gedurende de kool stof dotering kan bevorderlijk zijn voor het 
groeiproces, aangezien zo grote temperatuurswisselingen tijdens de depositie 
worden voorkomen, die mogelijk negatieve effecten hebben op de kwaliteit van 
de grensvlakken tussen de verschillende lagen 
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Tijdens de dotenngstudie is ook het effect van de groeitemperatuur en V/III 
ratio op de aluminium inbouw efficiëntie in detail onderzocht Bij een groei 
temperatuur van 650°C en een V/III ratio van 132, is de Al/Ga ratio in 
AlxGai xAs gelijk aan de verhouding van de grondstoffen TMAl/TMGa in de 
gasfase Echter, het bleek dat de χ in de Al
x
Gai
 x
As laag kan dalen met 70% als 
de groeitemperatuur en/of de V/III ratio verlaagd wordt Dit effect wordt 
toegeschreven aan een lager rendement van aluminium inbouw in dit parameter 
gebied 
De tweede materiaal studie beschreven in dit proefschrift betreft de 
problemen geobserveerd bij het patroonetsen van dunne-film AlGaInP2 lagen 
Dit etsproces is een belangrijk stap in de productie van dunne-film zonnecellen, 
omdat hiermee het achtercontact wordt blootgelegd, zodat de cel electnsch 
verbonden kan worden Een gedetailleerde studie met betrekking tot dit 
onderwerp is beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 Hierin wordt geconcludeerd dat de 
chemische resistentie van Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 tegen HCl met toegeschreven kan 
worden aan een enkele oorzaak, maar dat het gerelateerd is aan een combinatie 
van factoren, zoals de blootstelling van lagen aan het ELO proces en spanning 
in de dunne-film vanwege de flexibele drager Een mengsel van HBr en Br2 in 
water is succesvol gebleken in het etsen van dunne-film Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 lagen, 
zonder daarbij het etsmasker of het goud contact aan te tasten 
Deel II van dit proefschrift betreft de ontwikkeling van dunne-film en 
tandem cellen Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft hoe het gebruik van het ELO proces 
heeft geresulteerd in verschillende nieuwe typen GaAs zonnecellen Hierbij is 
een wereldrecord voor dunne-film cellen gerealiseerd van 24 5% rendement 
Ter vergelijking het record voor de enkele band gap zonnecel is 25 1% De 
volgende stap was de ontwikkeling van een brede band gap dunne-film 
Al
x
Gai
 x
InP2 (x<l) zonnecel, die op een silcium cell geplaatst kan worden 
Dunne-film InGaP2 cellen met een maximaal rendement van 15 2 % zijn 
geproduceerd, zoals beschreven in hoofstuk 8 De optische eigenschappen van 
dunne-film InGaP2 cellen zowel met als zonder antireflectie coatings zijn 
gemodeleerd en gemeten met UV-vis transmissie Voor mechanisch stapelen 
op een Si bodem cel van 16%, werd de InGaP2 top cel voorzien van een extra 
antireflectie laag aan de achterzijde om het rendement van de tandem cel te 
maximaliseren Hierbij is een totaal rendement van 22 6% bereikt 
Monolitische InGaP2/GaAs tandem cellen, met tunnel diodes die 
koolstofgedoteerde Al
x
Gai
 x
As lagen bevatten hebben een rendement van 
25 7% behaald, zoals vermeld in hoofdstuk 9 Hoofdstuk 10 beschrijft 
conclusies, mogelijkheden voor verder onderzoek en een pleidooi voor het 
toepassen van zonnecellen op grote schaal 
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